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ABSTRACT

Advancing the performance of heat exchangers beyond their current capabilities requires a fresh look into the relationship between design methodologies and manufacturing techniques. Progress in design tools can lead to the efficient generation of unique geometries optimized for a given application; progress in manufacturing capabilities can turn those unique geometries into reality. Currently, however, the translation from computational design to as-built manufactured part is rarely one to one.

This work seeks to highlight the effects of both nontraditional and traditional design methodologies on microchannels manufactured using Laser Powder Bed Fusion. The nontraditional design approach made use of an adjoint-based sensitivity analysis to optimize the shape of four baseline microchannel designs for three different objective functions. The sensitivity analysis was coupled with a conventional flow solver, and identified regions of the baseline designs that exerted the strongest influence on the objective function. The shape of those most sensitive regions were then morphed to achieve the optimization goal. The resultant microchannel geometries were largely reproduced in the Laser Powder Bed Fusion process, though contained a much higher surface roughness than was modeled. Even still, some of the objective functions were achieved experimentally.

A follow-up study was conceived to delve deeper into the efficacy of the design tool, and to isolate the effects of the optimized features from the effects of high surface roughness in the as-built metal parts. A stereolithography process was used to build the optimized channels in plastic, and allowed for experimentation on the true, intended optimized designs. In general, the adjoint-based sensitivity analysis was successful: experiments on the plastic optimized channels yielded analogous performance to the numerical simulation. The influence of surface roughness in the metal parts varied depending on the shape changes.

Another study was performed that applied a traditional design approach to microchannels containing pin fins. These arrays were also built using Laser Powder Bed Fusion. Results from this study highlighted the differences in performance between conventionally and additively manufactured pin fin arrays. Additionally, the study identified in the additive process a dependence on surface roughness that was based on pin density in the channels; such a manufacturing consideration need not be taken into account with a conventional method.
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# NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_c$</td>
<td>cross sectional area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_f$</td>
<td>surface area of fin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>additive manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_s$</td>
<td>wetted surface area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_t$</td>
<td>total surface area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>design variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>computational fluid dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>computed x-ray tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>pin diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_h$</td>
<td>hydraulic diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>mathematical description of geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$</td>
<td>Empty duct friction factor, $f_0^{1/2} = 2.0 \cdot \log \left( \frac{e/D_{3.7}}{2.51 \cdot (Re_{Dh} \cdot \sqrt{f_0})^{-1}} \right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>convective heat transfer coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>channel height or pin fin height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIP</td>
<td>Hot Isostatic Pressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>objective function or observable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>thermal conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>coupon length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_c$</td>
<td>characteristic length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-PBF</td>
<td>Laser Powder Bed Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>$\sqrt{(h \cdot p \cdot (k \cdot A_c)^{-1})}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Number of pin fin rows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{pins}$</td>
<td>Number of pin fins in array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>Nusselt number, $h \cdot D_n \cdot k_{air}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Nu}_0$</td>
<td>Empty duct Nusselt number, $\text{Nu}<em>0 = (f/8 \cdot (Re</em>{Dh} \cdot 1000) \cdot Pr) \cdot \left( 1 + 12.7 \cdot (f/8)^{1/2} \cdot (Pr^{2/3} - 1) \right)^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>perimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Static pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_f$</td>
<td>performance factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>flow variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Heat transfer rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>conservation laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_a$</td>
<td>Surface roughness, $\frac{1}{n} \sum_{n=1}^{n}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re$_D$</td>
<td>pin Reynolds number, $U_{max} \cdot D \cdot v^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re$_{Dh}$</td>
<td>Reynolds number, $U \cdot D_h \cdot v^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>channel pitch or spanwise spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>stereolithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Static temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Fluid axial velocity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
U_m  mean channel velocity
U_{max}  maximum channel velocity
u_r  friction velocity
w_b  branch width
W  Channel width
X  streamwise spacing
y^*  Inner wall coordinate, y^* = y/u_r\cdot v^{-1}

Greek
Δ  differential
ε  sand grain roughness
λ  channel wavelength
Λ  adjoint variable
ν  kinematic viscosity
ρ  density
η_f  fin efficiency, η_f = tanh(m\cdot L_c) \cdot (m\cdot L_c)^{-1}
η_o  overall surface efficiency, η_o = 1 - (N_{pin}\cdot A_t) \cdot (1 - η_f)\cdot Λ_t \cdot Λ_t^{-1}
θ  nondimensional temperature, θ = (T_s - T(z,y)) \cdot (T_s - T_m) \cdot T_s \cdot T_m^{-1}

Subscripts
0  reference condition
1  inlet
2  exit
m  mean
meas  measured
s, surf  surface
Ch  channel
lm  log mean
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1 INTRODUCTION

An important advantage inherent to the additive manufacturing (AM) process is the ability to lift many design constraints imposed by conventional manufacturing techniques, such as casting. The choice as to what exactly should be designed is one that is wisely handed to numerics; a long list of optimization schemes have been developed over the years to inform designers of the best possible architecture for the job. However, until recently, optimization schemes have generally only been able to provide guidance to designers; complex, organic geometries are difficult, if not impossible, to create using conventional means. Additionally, creating organic geometries can be difficult to create using conventional CAD tools.

The ideal heat exchanger is one that can be designed without regard for manufacturing limitations, and takes the form most optimized for its end use. Significant research efforts are required before that ideal is achieved, but understanding the link between different designs and their as-built counterparts is a step forward. This document contains five papers that investigate the current state of the relationship between computational designs and their additively-manufactured counterparts. Four of the papers contain experimental results on test coupons manufactured using Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF), one type of metal-based additive manufacturing. Internal surface roughness, a well-known consequence of L-PBF, played a large role in the aerothermal performance of these test coupons. In an effort to understand the influence of surface roughness better, the fifth paper presents experimental results of test coupons manufactured using a stereolithography (SLA) process, which yielded smooth walls.

1.1 Micro Scale Cooling

In electronics and gas turbine industries, the demand for high efficiency necessitates smaller components and, as a consequence, the cooling mechanisms trend toward the micro scale. Cooling on a small scale has many advantages. For one, as the size of cooling channels shrinks, the amount of coolant that comes into contact with the channel walls increases. The high surface area to volume ratio of microchannel heat sinks is appealing for situations where a high heat load needs to be dissipated with a small amount of coolant. Additionally, decreasing the size of cooling channels allows them to be placed closer to the heat source, making them a more efficient method of removing the heat.

Electronics Cooling

The electronics industry canonically moves at a swift pace, with devices becoming outdated mere months after their initial release. A large driver for this rapid development is the
large-scale integration of circuits [1] and the three dimensional stacking of storage elements for increased memory capacity [2]. Both initiatives require efficient thermal management. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors cites thermal constraints as a limiter for the large-scale integration and packaging of circuits [3].

A common method to achieve the required high heat removal rates is to use two-phase flow systems. Boiling flow, for example, is an excellent way to manage high heat fluxes; a study performed by Sadaghiani et al. [4] investigated micro and nano structures to enhance boiling for small-scale cooling, and achieved heat transfer coefficients well in excess of 3000 W/m²K. However, for many applications, two-phase flows are not an option, and could degrade the components that need to be cooled. For such applications, where air-cooled heat exchangers are generally preferred [1], the cooling channels must be small in order to achieve the required heat flux removal. In a study by Jung et al. [5], the authors found that micro-channel flows are capable of providing the same heat transfer coefficients as two-phase flow systems used for semiconductor applications.

The amount of mass flow available for cooling electronics is ordinarily quite limited. Typical heat exchangers for electronics are finned, which perform well for low mass flows. Additionally, recent efforts have focused on metal foams as potential solutions to the challenge of high heat removal [1,6,7]. Small, internal cooling channels are also actively studied [5]. One channel architecture of note is a wavy configuration [8], which promotes mixing in the channels due to the centripetal forces that act on the fluid particles as they navigate the waves.

A variety of manufacturing techniques are available to construct the micro (<100 μm) cooling features of interest to the electronics industry, such as LIGA (Lithographie, Galanoformung, Abformung), chemical etching, diffusion bonding, stereolithography and micro-machining [9]. Stereolithography and LIGA are both additive processes, as opposed to subtractive processes, and are widely used to manufacture pin fin arrays or micro mixers, as examples [9].

In the current study, a stereolithography (SLA) process was used to build test coupons for friction factor experiments. The SLA process used a photoreactive resin, which is cured layer-by-layer using a high precision laser. Figure 1-1 depicts the type of SLA system used for the current study. The build platform is dropped into the resin tray, and the first layer of the part is cured directly to the build platform. Once the layer is complete, the build platform lifts, a wiper blade agitates the resin, and the build platform lowers into the resin tray again, one layer height above its initial dip. SLA processes can generally create very smooth surfaces and, when scaled appropriately, can build parts extremely close to their intended designs. One consideration when using SLA processes is the viscosity of the resin itself; when attempting to build small, internal
channels, liquid resin can get stuck in internal features and can be difficult to remove. As such, internal channels must either be scaled up, or be built in multiple pieces.

**Figure 1-1. Stereolithography (SLA) build process. A photoreactive resin is cured layer-by-layer to build a part.**

**Gas Turbine Cooling**

Turbine components are exposed to combustion gases that far exceed their melting temperature. To maintain their durability, therefore, hot sections components must be cooled both internally and externally. Coolant air is bled from the compressor, which is routed around the combustor. As modern engines become more efficient, the compressor exit temperature increases; the higher the compressor exit temperature, the lower the cooling capacity of the air.

Internal cooling schemes can include turbulators, such as pin fins or ribs in serpentine channels, or impingement cooling. External cooling is accomplished through film cooling. Coolant flow passes through the components’ internal passageways and exits through film holes that spread coolant over the exterior surface, thereby providing a barrier between the hot combustion gases and the component itself. Both methods of cooling represent a loss to the overall efficiency of the engine; any fluid used for cooling is not used to generate work in the turbine. However, film cooling specifically leads to a decrease in the turbine adiabatic efficiency because it empties the coolant into the main gas path, resulting in the non-isentropic mixing of the coolant with the main gas path air. Efforts in the industry are focused on methods to improve internal cooling schemes such that film cooling is no longer necessary.

Improvements in thermal management will require improved cooling designs that can perform well with less coolant; skin cooling serves as a viable medium for such a goal. Bunker et al. [10] cites an inevitable move from conventional internal cooling schemes to skin cooling, where designs are directly built into the exterior walls of an airfoil: a heat exchanger that is located closer to the hot gas path is more effective than one located internally.

Figure 1-2 shows an example of skin cooling using mini serpentine passages as the cooling mechanism. Coolant is routed up through the base of the airfoil and through the mini channels, the
serpentine nature of which is created using pin fins, to provide a heat sink to the outer skin of the airfoil. The coolant is then dumped into collector cavities, then exits through the trailing edge. Such small cooling mechanisms are restricted by current manufacturing techniques in that they cannot take forms that deviate from conventional pin fin shapes or straight-walled channels. Advances in current manufacturing technologies, along with the development of new manufacturing techniques, are essential to forward progress in the design and implementation of future mini or micro cooling channels.

Figure 1-2. Depiction of skin cooling with mini serpentine cooling channels [11]. (a) Top down view of turbine airfoil. Cooling passages are denoted as 21. (b) Cross section of skin cooling scheme, taken from section AA in (a). The serpentine path is created using pin fins. (c) Isometric view of turbine airfoil, with the outer skin removed and the cooling passages highlighted. Coolant is routed up through the base of the airfoil, through the serpentine passages (b), into collector cavities denoted as 13 and 14, then out through the showerhead holes (denoted as 17), or out through the trailing edge of the airfoil (denoted as 16).

1.2 Laser Powder Bed Fusion

The umbrella term L-PBF encompasses all AM methods that employ a laser as the energy source to selectively melt regions of a metal powder bed. Various trade names for this process exist, such as Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM) or Direct Metal Printing (DMP), but all L-PBF processes work in a similar manner, which is depicted in Figure 1-3 [12]. Metal powder is spread from the powder delivery chamber over the build area. A laser selectively fuses the powder particles together as instructed by machine software, which contains the part’s geometric description in sliced format, among other pertinent machine
parameters. Once the layer is complete, the powder delivery piston raises, the fabrication piston lowers, and a new layer of powder is spread over the build area. The process repeats until all layers of the part have been manufactured. Unused powder is shaken from the part and can be sieved for reuse in the next build.

Figure 1-3. Depiction of the Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) process [12].

Post-processing of L-PBF parts include stress relief, heat treatment, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and surface finishing techniques, as select examples. Stress relieving parts is generally required for all L-PBF processes due to the locally high temperatures experienced by the part during a build; heat treatment and HIP procedures, on the other hand, are generally of interest only where improved mechanical properties are desired. Surface finishing techniques can be applied to all external surfaces of a part and include removing roughness features that form during the build and improving geometric tolerances. In some cases, internal surfaces can be smoothed as well. However, the length to diameter (L/D) ratios of the internal channels play a significant role. Abrasive materials traveling through channels with large L/D can create a bell-mouth effect, where more material is removed at the beginning of the channel than in the middle. Therefore, maintaining channel dimensions during the finishing process is difficult when the diameter is small or the length is long. As a consequence, internal surfaces generally remain untouched. Microchannels, therefore, are subject to issues in geometric tolerancing and contain large, irregular roughness features on all internal surfaces.
Surface roughness is a hallmark of the L-PBF process. Roughness can result from any number of consequences of the build process, such as the adhesion of loose powder particles, weld sputtering, stair-stepping effects or balling formation [13]. A key driver in the surface roughness formation is an artefact of the process itself, namely that fully-dense components are constructed from loose powder particles. The thermal conductivity of powder is driven by the powder density, and can be up to three hundred times less than the thermal conductivity of bulk metal [14]. Therefore, whether the current layer is to be built atop solid, fully-melted material (upward-facing surface), or atop loose powder (downward-facing surface) strongly affects the roughness levels that form. When melting material on an upward-facing surface, heat from the laser can conduct through the solid and away from the melt pool. For downward-facing surfaces, however, the heat from the laser cannot conduct away from the melt pool as quickly or as uniformly as it can through solid material. This different set of boundary conditions incurs two main penalties to surface finish. For one, the inconsistent conduction rate makes the melt pool more difficult to control, which can lead to instabilities that induce balling. The second consequence is that the melted material cannot cool as quickly. As a consequence, the adhesion of powder particles on unsupported surfaces occurs more readily. Additionally, the layerwise build process incurs what is known as a stair-stepping effect on slanted or rounded surfaces, which also contributes to the roughness levels.

In the case of microchannels, roughness features can serve as significant blockages to the flow, which has negative implications for the pressure loss through the channels. Snyder et al. [15] and Stimpson et al. [16] found that the friction factor through straight L-PBF microchannels was sensitive to the relative roughness, or the size of the roughness features relative to the channel hydraulic diameter. Heat transfer, on the other hand, was less sensitive to relative roughness; beyond a friction factor augmentation of four, the heat transfer no longer increased. However, the heat transfer performance of these simple, straight L-PBF microchannels was similar to that from common internal cooling schemes from the literature, such as pin fins [17,18] or ribs [19].

1.3 Optimization Methods

Design inspiration can stem from any number of sources, but one popular and well-regarded tool comes in optimization analyses. Optimization procedures can be categorized into either gradient-based methods (first order methods) or nongradient-based methods (direct, or zero order methods) [20]. Gradient methods were first proposed in 1847 by Cauchy, but developments of direct methods only began in the 1960s, when digital computers became capable of solving the required calculations [20,21]. The aerospace industry quickly latched on to optimization methods
as powerful design tools and began using optimization techniques in tandem with computational fluid dynamics starting in the 1970s [21].

All optimization functions are posed to find a minimum (or maximum) solution to the problem at hand, subject to various constraints. The choice as to which optimization method to use is dependent on factors such as the size of problem, whether the objective function is continuous and/or smoothly differentiable, and whether the problem is subject to multiple local minima.

Direct methods, also known as zero-order methods, are applicable when the first or second derivative of the objective function is unavailable or when design variables are discontinuous. Examples of direct optimization methods include simulated annealing, genetic algorithms and differential evolution algorithms, among others [20]. Design variables are perturbed systematically, and the objective function is solved for each change in the design variables that is introduced. The results of each objective function solution can then be analyzed, and the most successful perturbation in design variables can be identified. Direct methods are generally robust and, in some cases, are capable of finding the problem’s global minimum. However, the methods can require a prohibitively large number of solver iterations before achieving its goal. Additionally, the requirement that the objective function be solved for every change in design variable limits the number of design variables that can be reasonably introduced into a problem. Strategies such as Design of Experiments or parameterization of design variables can be used to circumvent this issue.

Gradient-based methods, or first-order methods, on the other hand, require the evaluation of the objective function’s derivative. They can only guarantee a local minimum, as opposed to a global minimum, but are generally more efficient than direct optimization methods. Select examples of gradient methods include steepest descent, Newton’s method, and nonlinear least squares [20,22]. Once a gradient-based optimization scheme has been executed, a sensitivity analysis can be performed to perturb the solution and identify how sensitive the solution is to changes in a design variable. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis can inform a researcher as to which of the design variables exhibit the strongest influence on the end result; such information is powerful in determining the smallest amount of change that will yield the largest benefit.

By definition, a sensitivity analysis requires knowledge of the derivative of the objective function with respect to all design variables. In even moderately complex problems, such a determination may quickly become cumbersome and require a large amount of computational resources. A computationally efficient way to perform a sensitivity analysis is to employ an adjoint solver. An adjoint approach can be either continuous or discrete; the difference between the approaches lies in whether the solver is derived from the continuous or discretized form of the differential equations that define the physics of the problem at hand. For the current studies, the
governing equations are the Navier-Stokes equations and the discrete adjoint solver was chosen to accomplish the sensitivity analysis [23]; the results from the adjoint solver were used in informing shape optimization for the wavy microchannels in Chapter 3, the results of which are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 also presents results from the adjoint solver, though for a slightly different baseline configuration.

A brief mathematical description of the adjoint method is given in section 3.4. The advantage of the adjoint solver is that any coupling between the flow field and the design variables is eliminated, meaning that the flow solver need not run for every perturbation in every design variable. The approach is a key component of the current research: an efficient sensitivity analysis coupled with a low-fidelity flow solver can generate organic microchannel shapes that can then be reproduced using L-PBF.

1.4 Research Objectives

The primary objective of this dissertation is to explore the consequences of design decisions on a variety of micro cooling configurations built using additive manufacturing. In many cases, design tools and manufacturing techniques are studied in isolation. However, the two fields are intrinsically tied, and advances in one field can open up possibilities in the other.

The use of an adjoint-based sensitivity analysis has not yet been applied to microchannels manufactured using L-PBF. In fact, very few studies exist in the literature that have applied a shape optimization scheme so unconstrained to parts that could be manufactured. In using the adjoint method, the shape changes were relatively unconstrained; over one million degrees of freedom existed in the study, which resulted in shapes that would not have been achievable by parameterizing design variables. The potential of this design tool is vast. However, a key divide currently exists between the numerical simulation and the experimentation of L-PBF parts: the current inability of commercial codes to model large, irregular roughness features decouples the numerical design tools from the as-built geometries.

The results from the studies in this dissertation show that, despite this known disconnect, numerical tools can be used with some success in improving the design of micro cooling channels. Certain optimized shape changes can induce flow features that interact with surface roughness in different ways. For example, the goals of a shape change that encourages the formation of vortices will be augmented by the addition of surface roughness.

1.5 Dissertation Outline

Each chapter in this dissertation is an independent research paper. The papers that comprise chapters 2-4 have been peer-reviewed and are currently published; chapters 2 and 3 were
originally submitted to the 2016 and 2017 ASME Turbo Expo conferences, respectively. Chapter 2 is currently published in the Journal of Turbomachinery, while chapter 3 is in press with the Journal of Turbomachinery. Chapter 2 presents experimental results from wavy microchannels manufactured using L-PBF. Chapter 3 details the application of the adjoint-based shape optimization method on the channels from Chapter 2. The paper from chapter 4 is published in the International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, and presents the results from four L-PBF microchannel pin fin arrays for comparison to conventionally-manufactured pin fin arrays.

Chapters 5 and 6 contain papers that are not yet peer-reviewed or published. The paper in Chapter 5 will be submitted to the 2018 ASME Turbo Expo conference, and details results from a different set of microchannel designs optimized using the same method as in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 contains the results from the SLA optimized test coupons, and highlights the effects that the optimized shape changes had on the friction factor through the channels.

The final chapter of this dissertation contains a summary of the general findings from the previous five chapters, and provides suggestions for future work in the area that overlaps both design and additive manufacturing. Appendices provide some additional information on both the wavy channel geometry, as well as the optimization method used.
2 HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE LOSS MEASUREMENTS IN ADDITIVELY MANUFACTURED WAVY MICROCHANNELS

2.1 Abstract

The role of additive manufacturing for the hot section components of gas turbine engines grows ever larger as progress in the industry continues. The opportunity for the heat transfer community is to exploit the use of additive manufacturing in developing nontraditional cooling schemes to be built directly into components. This study investigates the heat transfer and pressure loss performance of additively manufactured wavy channels. Three coupons, each containing channels of a specified wavelength (length of one wave period), were manufactured via Direct Metal Laser Sintering and tested at a range of Reynolds numbers. Results show that short wavelength channels yield high pressure losses, without corresponding increases in heat transfer, due to the flow structure promoted by the waves. Longer wavelength channels offer less of a penalty in pressure drop with good heat transfer performance.

2.2 Introduction

Advancements in additive manufacturing technology continuously prove and further secure the technique’s place in the manufacturing world. The use of additive manufacturing, also generally known as 3-D printing, eliminates geometric design constraints imposed by conventional manufacturing techniques. Many different layer-by-layer additive processes fall under the umbrella term 3-D printing, but additively manufacturing metals is achieved through three processes: Electron Beam Melting (EBM), Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). SLS methods or, more specifically Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) methods, are especially appropriate for building production-grade parts due to the ability to use high temperature alloys in the process. This advantage makes the DMLS process ideal for producing gas turbine components that must perform well under high thermal stresses.

Freedom from geometric constraints imposed by conventional manufacturing significantly opens up the design space. The internal cooling channels of gas turbine airfoils can assume shapes based not on their ability to be manufactured but on their ability to perform well from a heat transfer and pressure loss standpoint. To that end, this paper examines the heat transfer and pressure loss performance of microchannels whose design was motivated by the induction of vortical mixing, a benefit to heat transfer. These microchannels are members of a class of cooling channel designs

previously presented in the literature that have shown promise in other fields, such as electronics cooling [8,24–26].

Three variations of wavy microchannels were manufactured through DMLS and investigated both computationally and experimentally. Experimental results will be presented for a range of Reynolds numbers and will be compared to the computational predictions. The uniqueness of this study comes in both the manufacturing of these wavy channels and the experimental procedure; the performance of complex DMLS channels at engine-relevant Reynolds numbers has not been previously reported.

2.3 Literature Review

Because the DMLS process is relatively new, many previous studies have sought to characterize the parts that the process yields. Khaing et al. [27] evaluated the roughness and tolerance of DMLS parts through manufacturing cylinders, cones, rectangular ribs and other small features; the authors fabricated parts using a state of the art laser sintering machine [27]. Dimensional errors for these specific parts were found to vary between 0.003 mm and 0.082 mm. Ning et al. [28] reported that smaller geometries are more susceptible to dimensional errors due to the inherent shrinkage in DMLS parts. Dimensional errors are dependent on material, machine properties and the geometry of the part and are critical to know for cooling of turbine components. Delgado et al. [29] investigated the influence of process parameters, namely laser scan speed, layer thickness and build direction, on the final part. The authors reported that build direction had the largest effect on the quality of the final part, where quality was evaluated from both dimensional accuracy and mechanical properties of the part.

The surfaces of DMLS parts are intrinsically rough; while outward-facing surfaces can be smoothed via machining, internal features, such as microchannels, cannot be post-processed easily. Kandlikar et al [30] argued the need for nontraditional parameters, such as constricted flow area, to describe surface roughness more accurately for internal passages. The authors found that, especially in microchannels, the waviness and three dimensionality of surface irregularities have a large effect on the flow structure. Huang et al. [31] studied flow through pipes of very high relative roughness, up to 42%. The authors found that the friction factor in laminar flow yielded higher values than the theoretical 64/Re and the transition to turbulent flow occurred below Reynolds numbers of 2000 when relative roughness exceeded 7%. Dai et al. [32] independently reported similar findings through examining liquid flow through mini channels. The authors found that channels whose relative roughness surpassed 2% exhibited higher friction factor at low Reynolds numbers than laminar theory predicted.
Stimpson et al. [16] examined the effects of surface roughness on flow structures in DMLS parts containing microchannels. In a related study, Snyder et al. [15] analyzed the effect that build direction had on flow structures in similar DMLS parts, paying particular attention to the different roughness features generated by the different build orientations. The authors of both studies reported relative roughness values ranging between 20% and 38% of the channel hydraulic diameters and proved that correlations for friction factor and heat transfer no longer hold true for surfaces with such high roughness values. Both studies confirmed the findings of Norris [33] in showing that the rough DMLS surfaces augment the heat transfer only to a point; when the friction factor augmentation exceeds four, heat transfer augmentation is no longer affected by increasing surface roughness.

Few other studies examined heat transfer and pressure loss measurements for DMLS parts, though focused on external surfaces only. Ventola et al. [34] provided an in-depth investigation of heat transfer and pressure loss measurements on DMLS parts, but only examined external finned surfaces. Wong et al. [35] and Manglik et al. [36] both used SLM to create novel designs for heat sinks.

Investigations on microchannel heat sinks, using internal cooling passageways as opposed to finned surfaces, is another field in which additive manufacturing and 3D printing is gaining much interest. Numerous studies [8,24–26,36,37] have looked at wavy channels as a way to cool electronics, in situations where large pressure losses or high mass flow rates are not applicable. A class of studies [26,38,39] investigated wavy channels whose walls aligned such that the flow navigated converging-diverging passages. A key finding from these studies was that a high pressure loss through these channels was seen due flow separation from the wall, which led to vortices forming in the cavities of the waves. Additional studies examined wavy channels whose cross-sectional area was kept the same. Snyder et al. [40] performed an experimental study on wavy channels and reported increased heat transfer with a minimal increase in friction factor. However, only one wall was heated in the authors’ experiment. Sui et al. [25] performed a numerical study on wavy microchannels and showed that vortical structures move along the flow direction and continuously change as they move downstream, thus providing good heat transfer over the length of the channel. Singh et al. [8] also performed a numerical study on wavy channels and wavy channels connected via branches. The authors demonstrated that the wavy channels exhibited high heat transfer performance, without a large penalty in pressure drop. The study focused on low Reynolds numbers. This study by Singh et al. provided the motivation for the current study: the design of the current wavy channels mimicked that of the study by Singh et al.
This review of relevant literatures sets up the motivation behind this study and exposes a research area that remains unexplored: the marriage of knowledge on additive manufacturing capabilities with ideas of successful cooling schemes from across thermal management disciplines. This study is unique in that it considers the potential of wavy channels, a method used in small-scale electronics cooling, for use in cooling gas turbine components and assesses the channels’ performance at high Reynolds numbers when manufactured additively.

2.4 Description of Test Coupons

Three different test coupons were designed and additively manufactured using Inconel 718 for this study. Each coupon was designed to be 25.4 mm in length and in width, with the height of the coupon set to 1.52 mm. The coupon wall thickness neared the lower limit of the manufacturing capability at 0.25 mm. Flanges were manufactured on each test coupon for ease of experimental investigation and also served as anchors for the part’s support structures in the build, as can be seen in Figure 2-1. The coupons were built at 45° relative to the build direction.

The waves of all three wavelengths investigated were drawn from four 45° arcs, whose connecting tangents were set to be equal. The channels were formed by sweeping a rectangle along the resulting curve; the rectangle was kept normal to the wave beginning and end. Thus, the flow saw a slight reduction in cross-sectional area as it moved through the channels that was dependent on the waviness of the channel. The change in cross-sectional area was periodic and is shown for one period of each of the cases in Figure 2-2. The minimum hydraulic diameter was used as the length scale in all friction factor and heat transfer calculations.

![Figure 2-1. Description of the coupon build, with pertinent dimensions included. Flow direction is normal to the flange face.](image)

Figure 2-3 displays a visual representation of the test matrix used in this study. Waviness of the channels was quantified by setting the ratio of wavelength, λ, to coupon length, L. Three ratios of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 were used, whereby a ratio of 0.1 represented the highest frequency wave
and a ratio of 0.4 represented the lowest frequency wave. Equal-length segments (40% of the coupon length) of each wavelength investigated are shown in Figure 2-3; that is, one period of the \( \lambda = 0.4L \) case, two periods of the \( \lambda = 0.2L \) case and four periods of the \( \lambda = 0.1L \) case. Figure 2-4 illustrates the four 45° arcs and the channel construction around the resulting wavy line.

The coupons were manufactured using a state of the art DMLS machine, using the process parameters (material scaling, layer thickness and beam offset) outlined in the manufacturer’s specifications [41] and given in Table 2-1 for Inconel 718. Adjusting process parameters to obtain final parts that matched the original design more closely was outside of the scope of this study.

Figure 2-2. Change in flow area through one period of the each of the wavy channel cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda = 0.1L )</th>
<th>( \lambda = 0.2L )</th>
<th>( \lambda = 0.4L )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Waveform 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Waveform 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Waveform 3" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2-3. Visual representation of the test matrix used for this study. Flow goes left to right.

Figure 2-4. Description of the wavy formulation. Flow goes left to right.
Table 2-1. DMLS Machine Settings [41]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Setting</td>
<td>IN718 040 Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Scaling X</td>
<td>0.045%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Scaling Y</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Offset</td>
<td>0.11 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer Thickness</td>
<td>0.04 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5 Geometric Characterization

In the DMLS process, metal powder is sintered together via a high powered laser beam. To ensure adequate contact between the layers, the laser sinters powder deeper than the top-most layer. Where layers do not form directly atop one another, for example on downward facing surfaces, sintered powder particles can form beneath the top-most layer. For this reason, all downward facing surfaces, including internal downward facing surfaces, of DMLS parts are inherently and irregularly rough [15]. An important part of analyzing the experimental data came in properly characterizing the internal surfaces of the part, which included determining the roughness of each surface and, equivalently, the true cross-sectional area and wetted surface area.

Parts and supports were removed from the DMLS build plate via wire electro discharge machining (EDM). Outer faces of the parts were able to be machined and smoothed, but inner surfaces remained untouched. To determine the internal surface characteristics in each coupon, Computed X-Ray Tomography (CT scan) was used. A CT scan takes a series of 2D images of an object that can later be combined to form a 3D reconstruction of that object. The virtually reconstructed object forms as varying levels of grayscale, which correspond to varying levels of material density. In the case of these coupon scans, the resolution (voxel size) achievable by the CT scanner was 35 μm.

To analyze the coupon scans, a commercial software was used to combine the 2D images into the reconstructed coupon [42]. An example of a 2D CT scan image is shown in Figure 2-5, with the CAD model superimposed on the image. Both internal and external coupon surfaces were determined using the software’s algorithms; surface determinations allowed for the measurement of each channel’s cross-sectional area and perimeter, from which a hydraulic diameter could be calculated.
Essential in determining the surface area of each channel was the need to characterize the channel roughness. As was to be expected, each of the channel walls exhibited varying levels of roughness due to the build direction that was chosen; the top and left walls of each channel, from the perspective of Figure 2-5, were always unsupported during the build. The consequence of these unsupported walls was most visible in the top left of each channel, where the corner was rounded.

To calculate channel roughness, a point cloud of geometric data was exported from the CT scan software. Using an in-house code, a surface was fit to the channel walls and roughness features were deduced based on their deviations from the surface fit. Figure 2-6 shows line plots of surface roughness along the length of a representative channel at 50% of the channel height for the λ=0.1L case. To note, the number of data points in each plot was the same; in the upward facing surface, data points overlapped one another. The difference in the scatter plots is clear; the upward facing surface was much smoother than the downward facing surface, which exhibited larger deviations from the fit. The roughness levels on the downward facing surface were a result of the DMLS build process, as previously shown by Stimpson et al. [16] and Snyder et al. [15]. An arithmetic roughness average, $R_a$, was calculated using the height differences between the CT scan data and the channel wall surface fits for each of the coupons. The $R_a/D_h$ values are shown in Table 2-2, along with the measured hydraulic diameter, cross-sectional area and surface area of each coupon. For reference, the design dimensions are also included. The surface roughness for all coupons, which were averaged over all channels and all surfaces, was similar, which is not surprising given the same build direction for each coupon. All coupons showed an increase in $D_h$ over the design value.
Figure 2-6. Line plots of surface roughness on two surfaces from one channel. The line is the curve fit to the surface; the scatter in the plot represents the points on the surface that deviate from the fit.

Table 2-2. Design vs. Actual Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Couptonumber</th>
<th>Number of Channels</th>
<th>Design $D_h$ (mm)</th>
<th>Actual $D_h$ (mm)</th>
<th>Design $A_c$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>Actual $A_c$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>Design $A_s$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>Actual $A_s$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>$R_a/D_h$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda=0.1L$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1717</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda=0.2L$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1717</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda=0.4L$</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1548</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Experimental and Computational Methods

Experimental Setup

A cross-section of the test facility used for these experiments is shown in Figure 2-7. This facility has been benchmarked and used by numerous investigators in our laboratory [15,16,43]. Air flow through the coupon emanated from a constant pressure inlet; the flow rate was then controlled via a ball valve located downstream of the test section. The mass flow rate through the system was measured using a laminar flow element (LFE) [44]. To measure the pressure drop through the coupon, pressure taps were installed upstream of the inlet contraction and downstream of the outlet expansion. Both contraction and expansion were constructed of a combination of polyether ether ketone (PEEK) plastic and nylon, as can be seen in Figure 2-7. The choice of PEEK plastic and nylon was motivated by their low thermal conductivities, which were important in mitigating heat losses during heat transfer tests. Thermocouples were located upstream and downstream of the coupon to measure the inlet and outlet air flow temperatures. The test section was compressed vertically, by way of the longer bolts shown in Figure 2-7 to ensure no air leaked out of any test section interfaces. The friction factor for each coupon was obtained using Equation 2-1, where $\Delta P$ was the pressure drop across each coupon. To account for the extra working length between the pressure taps, as well as for the loss associated with a sharp expansion at the coupon outlet, a loss coefficient of one was assumed at the coupon exit in order to calculate the pressure at
the coupon exit. The value for the hydraulic diameter in Equation 2-1 was taken to be the measured hydraulic diameter, which was obtained from the CT scans. The characteristic velocity was calculated from the mass flow rate, as measured by the LFE, where the value for cross-sectional area was measured from the CT scans. To calculate the density, the ideal gas law was used.

\[ f = \frac{\Delta P \cdot D_h}{L_{ch} \cdot \rho} \cdot \frac{2}{U^2} \]  

Equation 2-1

In the case of the heat transfer experiments, a constant temperature boundary condition was imposed on the test coupon from a heated copper block. A very thin layer of thermally conductive paste adhered a surface heater to the copper block; the same paste was also used in ensuring good contact between the copper block and the test coupon. Rigid foam surrounded the heated system to reduce the heat losses and was sandwiched between two pieces of PEEK plastic. Thermocouples were embedded in the copper block and in the rigid foam, in addition to being adhered to the surface heater and to the outside of the rigid foam to quantify the conduction losses through the system. A detailed description of the conduction loss calculations, which were performed using a 1D approximation and the above-mentioned thermocouples, can be found in [16]. The most significant losses were through the rigid foam surrounding the copper blocks. In the worst case scenarios, which occurred at low Reynolds numbers, conduction losses amounted to 8% of the total...
heat transfer; at Reynolds numbers above 3000, conduction losses amounted to under 5% of the total heat transfer. The measured conduction losses were relatively constant over the range of Reynolds numbers tested. Therefore, at higher Reynolds numbers where higher heat input was required, the percentage of conduction losses with respect to the total heat transfer was low.

The temperature of the coupon surface, $T_s$, was calculated using a one-dimensional heat transfer analysis, which is described in detail in [16]. The temperature of the copper block, $T_{Cu}$, was measured using thermocouples embedded halfway between the coupon surface and the rigid foam block. Previous research using this experimental setup showed the assumption of constant temperature boundary condition was validated [43]. The vendor ensured a dense final part with very little porosity [45], which was important for heat transfer calculations; the thermal conductivity of the test coupon was taken to be equaled to that of stock Inconel 718.

Heat into the system was set via power supplies connected to the surface heaters. The log mean temperature difference was calculated using Equation 2-2, which was needed in calculating the heat transfer coefficient, obtained from Equation 2-3. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the entrance and exit of the coupon, respectively, and the subscript $s$ refers to the surface temperature. The surface area, $A_s$, in Equation 2-3 was calculated from the CT scan data for each coupon.

The heat into the system was confirmed via redundant measurements: (1) direct measure of the heat from the electric heaters minus the estimated conduction losses, as previously mentioned, and (2) a first law energy balance. For each experiment, these two measurement methods were compared and agreed to within 7% except for the low Re cases (below 2000) in which the agreement was better than 15%.

$$\Delta T_{lm} = \frac{\Delta T_1 - \Delta T_2}{\ln\left(\frac{T_s - T_1}{T_s - T_2}\right)}$$ \hspace{1cm} 2-2

$$h = \frac{Q_{in} - \Sigma Q_{loss}}{A_s \cdot \Delta T_{lm}}$$ \hspace{1cm} 2-3

Uncertainty Analysis

Measurement uncertainty was quantified using the method outlined by Kline and McClintock [46]. Uncertainty in friction factor measurements was dominated by the range of differential pressure transducers used to measure pressure drops across the LFE and across the coupon. The uncertainty in the LFE itself was 0.8% of the reading, with a repeatability of 0.1% [44]. The low Reynolds numbers in these experiments approached the lower limit of even the smallest pressure transducers. For this reason, uncertainty in friction factor at low Reynolds
numbers approached 23%. However, for Reynolds numbers above 2000, friction factor uncertainty for all cases was below 10%.

Uncertainty in Nusselt number was dominated by the uncertainty in obtaining accurate geometric dimensions. The accuracy in measuring channel height and width via the CT scanner was within 3.5 μm, the resolution achievable by the CT scan software. Uncertainty in geometric measurements also affected the calculation of the coupon wall temperature, which required the measurement of the coupon thickness; the log mean temperature difference, therefore, was the second largest contributor to the Nusselt number uncertainty. Overall relative uncertainty in Nusselt number ranged from 2% to 7% for all cases.

Computational Setup

Computational simulations for each of the three wavy channel cases were performed via a commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software [47]. The simulations were run as conjugate calculations, with the steady RANS and energy equations solved using the realizable $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model and the SIMPLE algorithm. Roughness effects were not included in the numerical simulation, despite the magnitude of their effect on both pressure loss and heat transfer results. The interest in the computational study revolved more around understanding the major flow features.

The computational grid was set up in a commercial grid generation software [48]. The grid in each case was set up in a multi-block configuration with structured domains; spacing near the wall was refined such that $y^+$ values remained near or below one, as is appropriate for the sublayer resolved turbulence model used. The number of cells in each case was 1.6 million. Given that both fluid and solid domains were modeled, the heat transfer analysis was conjugate.

The computational domain included one full-length channel, with the side walls of the channel modeled as periodic. A mass flow inlet, at a specified pressure chosen to match the experimental inlet pressure, was applied at the entrance of each channel. The length of each channel was just under 42 times the channel hydraulic diameter and depended on the waviness of the channel; the flow was therefore taken to be fully developed over the majority of the channel length.

A pressure outlet was imposed at the channel exit. For each case at each Reynolds number, the outlet pressure value was iterated upon until the inlet pressure remained at its specified value. Constant temperature boundary conditions were applied at the top and bottom walls to mimic the experimental setup. Figure 2-8 shows a slice through the center of a channel segment of the mesh for the $\lambda=0.2L$ case.

A grid sensitivity study was performed for the $\lambda=0.2L$ case, where the initial number of grid cells were doubled. At a mid Reynolds number of 5000, the change in friction factor was -0.1%
and the change in Nusselt number was 0.1% from the initial grid to the refined grid. Therefore, the initial grid size was deemed to have a high enough resolution for acceptable results. Sufficient convergence was determined when the normalized residuals reached $1 \times 10^{-6}$ and typically required near 4000 iterations.

![Image](image.png)

Figure 2-8. Slice of the structured grid for a segment of the $\lambda=0.2L$ case.

2.7 Results and Discussion

Results will be presented for the wavy channels at varying Reynolds numbers. The pressure loss through each coupon will be discussed first, followed by a discussion on the heat transfer performance.

Pressure Loss Results

To ensure accurate measurements, the test facility was benchmarked with a coupon containing smooth cylindrical channels, manufactured conventionally from aluminum; the channels were drilled then reamed to achieve adequately smooth surfaces. The results from the smooth channel test are shown in Figure 2-9, plotted atop friction factor correlations for laminar flow (Laminar Theory, $f=64/Re$) and turbulent flow (Colebrook formula). The Colebrook formula is given in Equation 2-4; the term $\epsilon/D$ was taken to be zero for the smooth coupon [49], where $D$ represented the diameter of the smooth cylindrical channel and $\epsilon$ represented the channel roughness.

$$\frac{1}{\sqrt{f}} = -2.0 \cdot \log \left( \frac{\epsilon / D}{3.7} + \frac{2.51}{Re \cdot \sqrt{f}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-4)

Good agreement between the experimental data and the correlations was seen. Deviation from the correlations in the region between $700 \leq Re \leq 2000$ can be explained by entrance effects; with channel $L/D_h$ ratios between 20 and 63, entrance effects play a significant role on friction factor in the laminar region. However, entrance effects are not a factor in the turbulent regime due to the shorter length required to obtain fully developed flow.

Data from the wavy channel coupons are shown in Figure 2-9, as well as data from similarly-sized additively manufactured straight rectangular channels taken from Stimpson et al. [16]. The measured hydraulic diameter of the Stimpson et al. rectangular channels was 0.626 mm.
and the ratio of roughness average to hydraulic diameter was 0.017. Stimpson et al. showed that the roughness levels resulting from the DMLS process increased the friction factors significantly, as can be seen in Figure 2-9. Not surprisingly, the wavy channels exhibited higher friction factors than their straight channel counterpart. The highest friction factor was seen in the channels with the shortest wavelength, $\lambda=0.1L$, and decreased with increasing wavelength.

![Friction factor vs. Reynolds number. Included in the plot are data from additively manufactured straight rectangular channels or comparable size [16].](image)

In wavy channels, the flow velocity periodically increases and decreases as the fluid navigates the waves; in the case of these wavy channels, this behavior was exaggerated by the changing flow area, shown in Figure 2-2. As the channel turns, higher velocity fluid hugs the inner wall while fluid near the outer wall travels more slowly. When given enough flow length, this difference in velocity creates shear stresses that can cause the formation of Dean vortices [50].

Figure 2-10 shows results from the numerical study; slices of velocity vectors through each of the wavy channel cases are shown, colored by velocity magnitude. A full Dean vortex was seen to form in the $\lambda=0.4L$ case, with a smaller one shown in the $\lambda=0.2L$ case and only smaller vortical structures in the $\lambda=0.1L$ case. At such short wavelengths, the length between turns in the channel was not enough for the formation of the Dean vortices.

The strongest difference in velocity magnitude across the channel width was seen at the shortest wavelength $\lambda=0.1L$. As a consequence of the strongly accelerated flow, areas of separation from the channel wall were seen in the $\lambda=0.1L$ case. Figure 2-10 shows regions of near zero velocity along the left wall, indicating separation from the wall. These pockets of low momentum velocity caused substantial increases in the friction factor at all Reynolds numbers studied as was shown in Figure 2-9.
Pockets of low velocity are also quite clear from Figure 2-11, which shows a top-down view of normalized velocity in a slice through the channels at 50% channel height. The highest magnitude velocity travels through the channel in a nearly straight line, bypassing the areas bounded by the peaks and troughs. Smaller pockets of low velocity were seen in the λ=0.2L case and none are visible in the λ=0.4L case.

Figure 2-10. Velocity vectors, colored by normalized velocity, of slices through each of the wavy channel cases with Re=5000. Slices were taken at the second full peak in the wave, as indicated above the contour slices. Note that fluid next to the left wall of the λ=0.1L case is near zero and that a full dean vortex forms in the λ=0.4L case.

Despite the difference in channel construction and roughness values between this study and other wavy channel studies, these results are consistent with those seen in literature [26,28,38–40]; given enough momentum, high velocity fluid hugs the leeward wall and separates from the far wall, causing pockets of low momentum fluid and an overall higher pressure loss through the channel. The friction factors were not as high for the λ=0.2L and 0.4L as the λ=0.1L case, which is also expected based on the velocity contours in Figure 2-10 and in Figure 2-11. These results are also expected due to the fact that the longer wavelength channels also had higher area contraction ratios.

Figure 2-12 shows friction factor augmentation versus Reynolds number for each of the cases. The λ=0.1L case shows a high penalty in friction factor over a straight smooth channel, with augmentation values between 8 and 15. The λ=0.2L and λ=0.4L cases, however, show augmentation values closer to those from the straight additively manufactured channel. The results from the numerical analysis suggest that the dominant flow feature contributing to the friction
factor, outside of the high surface roughness, was the formation of low momentum pockets in the wavy channels particularly for $\lambda=0.1L$. The Dean vortex formation’s contribution to the friction factor was minimal; the $\lambda=0.4L$ case showed only a relatively smaller increase in friction factor over the additively manufactured straight channel.

Figure 2-11. Top-down view of the normalized velocity through each of the wavy channel cases with $Re=5000$. Flow goes from left to right. Note the pockets of low velocity in each peak and trough of the $\lambda=0.1L$ case.

Figure 2-12. Friction factor augmentation vs. Reynolds number.

**Heat Transfer Results**

Similar to the friction factor measurements, heat transfer measurements were validated using the same smooth, conventionally-manufactured coupon. Shown in Figure 2-13, the smooth
channel heat transfer results match well to the heat transfer correlation given by Gnielinski [51], shown in Equation 2-5.

Results in Figure 2-13 show that at low Reynolds numbers (<4000), the heat transfer data from the wavy channels exhibited higher heat transfer augmentation than the straight DMLS channels, but as Reynolds number increased, data from all four cases merged. The difference in wavelength appeared to have minimal impact on the heat transfer performance of the channels, despite the large differences in flow structure.

As previously mentioned, an upper limit to heat transfer performance in extremely rough straight channels was reported by Stimpson et al. [16]. These findings corroborated those from Norris [33], who found that beyond a friction factor augmentation of four, a corresponding heat transfer augmentation was not seen. However, as was seen in Figure 2-12, the friction factor augmentation from all wavy channel cases surpassed four for all Reynolds numbers tested. The results from Figure 2-13 indicate that the wavy channel construction, combined with the high channel roughness, yielded higher heat transfer augmentation levels. As previously discussed, wavy channels generate large differences in fluid velocity as the flow moves through the channel. Where high momentum fluid runs near a leeward wall, high heat transfer occurs; where low momentum fluid lags near the opposite wall, low heat transfer is to be expected.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Nu}_D &= \frac{\left(\frac{1}{8}\right) \cdot (\text{Re}-1000) \cdot \text{Pr}^{\frac{1}{3}}}{1+12.7 \cdot \left(\frac{1}{8}\right)^2 \cdot (\text{Pr}^{\frac{2}{3}}-1)}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2-13. Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number.
Figure 2-14 shows the Nusselt number augmentation versus Reynolds number. At low Reynolds numbers, the heat transfer augmentation of the wavy channels is 50% higher than that from the straight DMLS channel. Using the results from the numerical study, two contributors to the heat transfer can be deduced: the difference in fluid momentum as the flow navigates the waves and the roughness. At lower Reynolds number, the dominant mechanism appeared to be the flow structure while at higher Reynolds numbers, the channel roughness prevailed.

**Augmentation Results**

A comparison of the relative performance of these wavy channels is given in Figure 2-15, where friction factor augmentation is plotted versus Nusselt number augmentation. Also included on the plot are data from various other internal heat transfer schemes [19,52–54]. Consistent with the previous discussions, the $\lambda=0.1L$ case exhibited much higher friction factor augmentation than most other cases for the same heat transfer augmentation levels. However, both the $\lambda=0.2L$ and the $\lambda=0.4L$ cases showed a much increased Nusselt number augmentation for a similar friction factor augmentation over the straight DMLS channel case for Reynolds numbers under 4000.

In comparing the wavy channels to conventional internal cooling geometries, the $\lambda=0.2L$ and $\lambda=0.4L$ wavy channels offered similar heat transfer performance with decreased pressure loss. In the case of the pin fin studies, the wake behind a pin fin is detrimental to the friction factor, which is a similar flow characteristic seen in the $\lambda=0.1L$ case; separated flow only yields high heat transfer at a high cost of pressure loss.

![Figure 2-14. Nusselt number augmentation vs. Reynolds number.](image-url)
Three wavy channel coupons, each containing channels of varying wavelength, were designed and additively manufactured to evaluate pressure loss and heat transfer performance of the channels. Three channel wavelengths of $\lambda=0.1L$, $\lambda=0.2L$ and $\lambda=0.4L$ were investigated. Additionally, each of the channels were evaluated numerically to gain a better understanding of the flow features. Both the experimental and numerical analyses were performed over a range of Reynolds numbers. For comparison, data from an additively manufactured straight rectangular channel were included in the discussion.

The wavy channels with the longer wavelengths, $\lambda=0.2L$ and $\lambda=0.4L$, performed well from both a heat transfer and friction factor standpoint. The long wavelength, in addition to a periodic decrease in cross-sectional area seen by the flow, allowed the flow to remain attached to the channel walls. In the case of the $\lambda=0.1L$ wavelength, the flow acceleration through the channels caused separation from the walls. Consequently, the friction factor seen by the $\lambda=0.1L$ case was significantly higher than the other two cases. These flowfield and, where applicable, friction factor results were consistent with findings from previous wavy channel experiments and numerical analyses; where flow is forced past the peaks and troughs of the waves, pockets of low momentum ensue and a penalty in friction factor is seen.

Nusselt number augmentation seen by all geometries was good, especially at lower Reynolds numbers (<4000). When compared to the straight DMLS channel case, the heat transfer augmentation from the wavy channels of wavelengths $\lambda=0.2L$ and $\lambda=0.4L$ was much higher for similar friction factor augmentation values. Previous studies have shown that in wavy channels,
the flow remains unsteady throughout the entire channel length, which proves to be a benefit to heat transfer. In the case of the \( \lambda=0.1L \) channels, the heat transfer augmentation was similar to the other two wavelength cases, but the friction factor augmentation was substantially higher.

Based on these results, more research is needed to determine effective DMLS microchannel design and construction. As the technology behind the DMLS process becomes better understood, researchers can take advantage of the vast, open design space available to them. While roughness in DMLS parts has been shown to increase the pressure loss, it has also been shown to increase the heat transfer. The ability to capture the heat transfer benefits while minimizing the pressure loss detriments will come with continued research and exploration beyond conventional designs.
3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF NUMERICALLY OPTIMIZED MICROCHANNELS CREATED THROUGH ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

3.1 Abstract

The increased design space offered by additive manufacturing can inspire unique ideas and different modeling approaches. One tool for generating complex yet effective designs is found in numerical optimization schemes, but until relatively recently, the capability to physically produce such a design had been limited by manufacturing constraints.

In this study, a commercial adjoint optimization solver was used in conjunction with a conventional flow solver to optimize the design of wavy microchannels. Three objective functions were chosen for two baseline wavy channel designs: minimize the pressure drop between channel inlet and outlet, maximize the heat transfer on the channel walls and maximize the ratio between heat transfer and pressure drop. The optimizer was successful in achieving each objective and generated significant geometric variations from the baseline study.

The optimized channels were additively manufactured using Direct Metal Laser Sintering and printed reasonably true to the design intent. Experimental results showed that the high surface roughness in the channels prevented the objective to minimize pressure loss from being fulfilled. However, where heat transfer was to be maximized, the optimized channels showed a corresponding increase in Nusselt number.

3.2 Introduction

Growth in the manufacturing industry has encouraged a new design methodology across a variety of disciplines. Where product design was previously dictated by manufacturing constraints, design for high performance can now dominate. In the case of internal cooling schemes for gas turbine components, effective designs minimize the pressure loss while maximizing the heat transfer.

Additive manufacturing (AM), specifically Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), is an attractive manufacturing process for certain components in the hot section of gas turbines: the method can utilize aerospace-grade materials to create geometries unattainable by conventional manufacturing techniques. Such complex geometries can be conceived in myriad ways, but one quantitative way is through numerical optimization algorithms.

Many different optimization techniques exist and can vary greatly in complexity, but all require an objective function to be minimized or maximized. For this study, a commercially available adjoint optimization solver was used and three different objective functions were posed. The initial geometries were derived from Kirsch and Thole [55], who designed and additively manufactured wavy microchannels of varying wavelengths; two of the wavelengths were chosen for this optimization study whereby the inlet and exit areas of the microchannels remained constant. The three objectives were to (1) minimize the pressure loss through the channels, (2) maximize the heat transfer on the channel walls and (3) maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss. To that end, a total of six test coupons were manufactured via DMLS for the two wavelengths.

This study aims to provide some insight into the ability to reproduce numerically optimized geometries and to assess the performance of those optimized geometries in the physical domain. First, a detailed analysis of the optimization results will be provided. Next, the as-manufactured channels will be evaluated and compared to the design intent, and to the baseline designs. Lastly, motivated by the insights gathered from the numerical results and the knowledge of the as-manufactured geometries, a discussion on the experimental pressure loss and heat transfer results will follow.

3.3 Literature Review

The design of microchannel heat exchangers varies greatly depending on the end use. Wavy channel designs are primarily used for electronics cooling or other low flow rate applications due to the fluid mixing generated by the waves. Wavy channels can be constructed as sinusoidal waves [37,38], converging-diverging periodic sections [24,56,57], variable amplitude and/or wavelength sections [25,26] or as a series of circular arcs [8]. Each of these designs promote large vortical structures, which increase the heat transfer, yet the penalty in pressure loss is relatively low.

Most wavy channel studies have been performed at Reynolds numbers well into the laminar regime. For that reason, the study by Kirsch and Thole [55] was conceived to test the potential of wavy channels at flow rates more relevant to gas turbine engines. At Reynolds numbers below 5000, the heat transfer was more of a function of the wavelength than of the channels’ high surface roughness, indicating the flow structures promoted by the wavy channels were the dominant heat transfer mechanism in that flow regime.

High surface roughness is a hallmark of most metal additive manufacturing processes [15,16]; where external surfaces can be post-processed and smoothed, internal surfaces remain rough. The roughness features that form are dependent on the machine process parameters, such
as laser power, hatch distance, layer thickness and laser scan speed [27,29,58–60]. Bacchewar et al. [60] isolated laser power as a strong contributor to surface roughness on downward facing surfaces, or down skins; decreasing the power on those surfaces yielded smoother features. In a similar vein, Wegner et al. [59] reported that increasing the laser energy density on up skins yielded a smoother face due to evening out the characteristic stair-stepping effect on inclined surfaces.

Characterizing the as-built DMLS part is essential, especially where tight tolerances are required. In the case of microchannels or other small (<3 mm³) features, the natural shrinkage that occurs from the DMLS process can be up to 10% of the part’s initial dimensions [28]. A common method for investigating AM parts is to use a Computed X-Ray Tomography (CT) scan because it is non-destructive in nature. Multiple studies have used this technique [15,16,55,61,62] with success; Stimpson et al. [63] confirmed via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) that the resolution of the scans was high enough to resolve large roughness features at the scale of the present study.

The AM process represents a powerful tool for building parts whose architecture is unrealizable by conventional manufacturing techniques. Designing for AM requires a completely different methodology, one in which optimization may play a pivotal role. Martinelli and Jameson [21] provided a detailed overview of the natural link between optimization and computational aerodynamics; shape optimization for airfoil design, for example, began in the 1970s.

Most optimization techniques can be grouped into either direct methods (zero order methods) or into gradient based methods (first order methods) [20]. Direct methods include approaches such as simulated annealing, differential evolution and genetic algorithms [64–67]. Verstaete et al. [65] combined a conjugate heat transfer analysis and a finite element analysis to perform a parameterized study on the shape of a high pressure turbine blade, including its internal cooling channels. This combination of analysis capabilities provided a robust means of finding the optimum result. However, direct methods can be computationally expensive, especially when the number of design parameters is large.

A sensitivity analysis, the category under which an adjoint optimization solver belongs, is an example of a first order method. Efficient calculation of the gradient of the objective function can reduce the computational effort required to find an optimum, when compared to the effort required from zero order methods [68]; the adjoint method was specifically derived for this efficient calculation and is widely used for a variety of shape optimization goals [68–70]. Wang et al. [71] researched the adjoint method as it applied to finned heat exchangers; fin parameters to be optimized included the width, pitch, height and length.

Topology optimization, as opposed to shape optimization, changes the distribution of material and not simply its shape [20]. Dede et al. [72] used topology optimization to additively
manufacture a heat sink for electronics cooling; the authors’ optimized heat sink showed higher heat transfer performance than their baseline. Other topology optimization studies [73,74] have been numerical in nature, but show great promise for future production.

With the exception of the study performed by Dede et al. [72], the combination of numerical optimization schemes with additive manufacturing has not been widely reported in the literature. Our study aims to showcase the capabilities of AM as they relate to a powerful numerical optimization method.

3.4 Numerical Setup

The wavy channel design from which the current study derives was developed such that a constant radius of curvature in the channel prevailed; the sign of the radius of curvature switched every period [55]. A top-down image of the channel construction is shown in Figure 3-1. A rectangle was swept along the path created by the four circular arcs to form a channel and was kept normal to the channel inlet at all times. The channels were characterized by their wavelength, $\lambda$, relative to the length of the test coupon, $L$. Two wavelengths from the initial study in [55] were chosen to be optimized for the current study: $\lambda=0.1L$ (Figure 3-2a) and $\lambda=0.4L$ (Figure 3-2b). To note, Figure 3-2 shows only 40% of the coupon length. Ten periods of the $\lambda=0.1L$ case and 2.5 periods of the $\lambda=0.4L$ case fit in the length of the test coupon.

![Figure 3-1. Four 45° arcs formed the path along which a rectangle was swept to create the channel. Flow goes left to right [55].](image)

A commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver [47] was used to simulate the pressure loss and heat transfer through the two chosen wavy channel cases. The structured grids were composed in a multi-block pattern using a commercial grid generation program [48]; cell $y^+$ values remained near or below one throughout the entire domain, as is appropriate for the sublayer resolved turbulence model used. Each model contained one channel and was made up of 1.1 million cells. The steady RANS and energy equations were solved using the realizable k-ε turbulence model and the SIMPLE algorithm.

A velocity boundary condition was imposed at the inlet to the channel and a pressure boundary condition was imposed at the outlet. To mimic the experimental setup, a constant
pressure was held at the inlet to the channel and the channel top and bottom walls were heated via constant temperature boundary condition. Each simulation contained only one channel.

Figure 3-2. The two baseline cases of wavy channels used in the optimization study. Forty percent of the coupon length is shown. Flow is from left to right [55].

The adjoint optimization solver was run for three different objective functions, also known as observables and denoted here as $J$, for each of the two wavelength channels. Equations 3-1a – c show each of the observables. Equation 3-1c was chosen due to its proportionality to a commonly used performance factor, shown in Equation 3-2.

$$J_1 = \min(\Delta P)$$
$$J_2 = \max(Q)$$
$$J_3 = \max\left(\frac{Q}{\Delta P^{1/3}}\right)$$
$$pf = \frac{Nu/Nu_0}{(f/f_0)^{1/3}}$$

The following section will describe the adjoint formulation and its connection to the flow solver, which was a key component to this study. The sensitivity analysis generated by the adjoint solver encouraged a geometric change that would have been difficult to achieve by a user-controlled parametric study. The inlet and exit cross sectional areas of the channels were held constant, but each one of the 1 million nodes outside the inlet and exit represented a degree of freedom. The resulting channel geometries were highly complex and aperiodic. To note, the sensitivities calculated by the adjoint solver were used to inform shape optimization, as opposed to topology optimization; the general trend of the wavy channel composition did not change.
Adjoint Method

In a typical engineering optimization problem, the goal is to minimize (or maximize) some objective function by changing a set of design variables; constraints on the problem come in the form of both geometric bounds and fluid dynamic boundary conditions \[20,75\]. A common means of finding an optimum solution is to employ a gradient based method, which involves taking the derivative of the objective function with respect to the design variables. One such way to determine this gradient is to perform a sensitivity analysis.

Let \( J \) represent the objective function. \( J \) is a function of both the flow variables, \( q \), and the geometry, \( F \), both of which are a function of the design variables, \( b \). The gradient of \( J \) with respect to the design variables is written in Equation 3-3 its expanded form using the chain rule.

\[
\frac{\partial J}{\partial b} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial q} \cdot \frac{\partial q}{\partial b} + \frac{\partial J}{\partial F} \cdot \frac{\partial F}{\partial b}
\]  
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The quantity \( \frac{\partial q}{\partial b} \) represents the sensitivity of the flow field to the design variables, which is not easily determined without running the flow solver for every perturbation in every design variable; the number of required simulations, therefore, becomes prohibitive in even moderately complex problems. The advantage of the adjoint method comes in its ability to eliminate this high computational cost. The mathematical approach to the adjoint method will be laid out here briefly.

Let \( R \) denote the conservation laws governing the fluid behavior. \( R \) are also a function of the flow variables, \( q \), and the geometry, \( F \), and are identically equal to zero; the first derivative of \( R \) takes a form similar to that in Equation 3-3 and is shown in simplified form in Equation 3-4.

\[
\delta R = \frac{\partial R}{\partial q} \delta q + \frac{\partial R}{\partial F} \delta F = 0
\]  
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At this point, the adjoint variable, denoted as \( \Lambda \), is introduced in the form of an arbitrary vector and is multiplied through Equation 3-4. Because the goal is to eliminate the quantity \( \frac{\partial q}{\partial b} \) from Equation 3-3, the value for \( \Lambda \) is chosen such that Equation 3-5 is satisfied.

\[
\Lambda \cdot \frac{\partial R}{\partial q} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial q}
\]  

3-5

The set of equations in 3-5 are known as the adjoint equations; these equations are solved to convergence in the adjoint solver to obtain values for \( \Lambda \). Once \( \Lambda \) is known (and after some rearranging of the terms from Equations 3-3 and 3-4), the change in objective function with respect to the design variables can be written as

\[
\delta J = \left[ \frac{\partial J}{\partial F} - \Lambda \frac{\partial R}{\partial F} \right] \delta F
\]  

3-6
In Equation 3-6 the sensitivity of the flow field to the design variables is removed and the change in $J$ becomes a function of the geometric sensitivity, which is relatively straightforward to calculate, and the adjoint variable. The adjoint variable contains the sensitivity of the flow variables to changes in the geometry, which can be used to inform the design change necessary to achieve the objective function.

In this study, the flow solver and adjoint solver were contained in the same program [47]. While the discretization of the flow equations and the formation of the discretized adjoint equations were handled by the program, the steps taken by the user are outlined here:

1. Run the flow solver to convergence: obtain the flow variables, $\mathbf{q}$, by solving the conservation laws, $\mathbf{R}$.
2. Run the adjoint solver to convergence: obtain the sensitivity of the flow field to geometric variations by solving Equation 3-5, the adjoint equations.
3. Modify the geometry based on the sensitivity results to improve the objective function.
4. Rerun the flow solver and compare the objective function to that from the previous flow solution.
5. Repeat until the flow variables show no more sensitivity to geometric changes.

For observable $J_1$, these five steps were repeated 14 times; for $J_2$, 5 times; and for $J_3$, 7 times. The adjoint and flow solvers were run for a Reynolds number of 5000 for both wavelength geometries. Typically, the adjoint solver converged near 15000 iterations, while the flow solver converged in 6000 iterations, where the threshold for convergence was set at $1\times 10^{-9}$.

For the $\lambda=0.1L$ case, the observable $J_1$ was also optimized at a Reynolds number of 15000. The difference between the optimized geometries at the two Reynolds numbers was small. The following discussion on the optimization results, and the subsequent discussion on the experimental results, assumes that the optimized shape changes roughly apply across a range of Reynolds numbers.

**Optimized Geometries**

The final observables from the six optimization studies are shown in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 for the $\lambda=0.1L$ and $\lambda=0.4L$ cases. The percentage difference values are relative to the respective baseline cases. Outlined boxes show the results of the quantity for which the adjoint solver was used to optimize; for comparison, the other two quantities are listed as well. In general, larger differences from the baseline cases were seen for the $\lambda=0.1L$ case than for the $\lambda=0.4L$ case.
Table 3-1. Change in observables relative to the baseline for $\lambda=0.1L$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta P$</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>$Q/\Delta P^{1/3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J_1 = \min(\Delta P)$</td>
<td>-8.4%</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>+2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_2 = \max(Q)$</td>
<td>+28.5%</td>
<td>+26%</td>
<td>+16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_3 = \max(Q/\Delta P^{1/3})$</td>
<td>+1.7%</td>
<td>+23.8%</td>
<td>+17.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-2. Change in observables relative to the baseline for $\lambda=0.4L$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta P$</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>$Q/\Delta P^{1/3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J_1 = \min(\Delta P)$</td>
<td>-5.5%</td>
<td>-3.5%</td>
<td>-1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_2 = \max(Q)$</td>
<td>+7%</td>
<td>+5.3</td>
<td>+3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_3 = \max(Q/\Delta P^{1/3})$</td>
<td>+4.8%</td>
<td>+4.8%</td>
<td>+3.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3-3 shows samples of the geometric changes to the channels as a result of the sensitivity study for the $\lambda=0.1L$ case. The outlines of the channels in Figure 3-3a are at 50% the channel height; a line plot showing the change in cross sectional area through the optimized channels is in Figure 3-3b; and the contours in Figure 3-3c-f are colored by nondimensional temperature, with velocity vectors overlaid. Nondimensional temperature, $\theta$, is defined such that $\theta$ is equaled to one when the fluid and wall temperatures are equal, thereby making it a measure of heat transfer performance.

The most dramatic changes in wall shape came in the streamwise middle of the channel, with the inlet and exit of the channels showing only slight deviations from the baseline, which can be seen in Figure 3-3b. In general, the changes in cross sectional area between the $J_1$ ($\min(\Delta P)$) and $J_2$ ($\max(Q)$) observables mirrored each other: where the $J_1$ case showed an increase in the cross sectional area, $J_2$ showed a decrease, and vice versa. The $J_3$ shapes struck a balance between $J_1$ and $J_2$.

A different shape change occurred for each of the ten periods in the channel and occurred predominantly between peaks and troughs in the channels, where the radius of curvature defining the wave switched signs (Figure 3-3c and d). At the peaks and troughs, all the optimized channel shapes were nearly the same as the baseline shape (Figure 3-3e and f). See Section A.3 for more details. For the observables $J_2$ and $J_3$, where heat transfer was to be maximized, higher angular velocity was seen throughout the channel as compared to the baseline. The walls tended to bow outward (Figure 3-3c), then bow inward immediately after rounding a peak or a trough in the channel (Figure 3-3d). This alternating pattern worked to draw flow from the center of the channel toward the upper and lower endwalls. The consequences of these shape changes can be seen at locations (e) and (f), where the secondary velocity vectors showed coherent flow patterns in the $J_2$ and $J_3$ cases that differed considerably from the flow patterns in the baseline case.
In looking at the nondimensional temperature contours in Figure 3-3c-f, the highest nondimensional temperatures were found where the vortices met the side walls. The fluid motion caused by the channel waviness created an impingement-like effect for every turn in the channel; this effect was exacerbated in the J2 and J3 cases, where the walls’ protrusions into the channel provided a larger impingement surface. Figure 3-3d shows this event most clearly. Near the end of the channel (Figure 3-3e, f), the heat transfer performance at the channel midspan was notably higher for the J2 and J3 cases than for the baseline and J1 cases.

Figure 3-3. Optimization results for the $\lambda=0.1L$ case. (a) Top down view of channel outlines at 50% channel height. (b) Change in cross sectional area through each optimized channel, normalized by the baseline cross sectional area. (c) and (d) In-plane velocity vectors superimposed on nondimensional contours near the beginning of the channels. (e) and (f) Secondary velocity vectors superimposed on nondimensional temperature contours near the end of the channels.

The solution to minimizing pressure loss, observable J1, came in minimizing the amount of backflow in the channel. As the flow navigated the channel waves, the direction of centripetal
force exerted on the fluid particles switched signs every period. As the force direction changed, the direction of the vortices in the channel switched as well, which caused a small amount of flow to move backward. This behavior is evident in Figure 3-3d in looking at the in-plane velocity vectors for the baseline study; note these velocity vectors are not representative of the true secondary flow pattern and are, instead, based upon the Cartesian velocity components. The cluster of vectors seen in the slice of the baseline study was not present for the J₁ case; the movement of the walls for J₁ eased the transition for the vortical structures through each subsequent period. However, the difference in secondary velocity vector patterns for the J₁ and baseline channels at locations (e) and (f) was small, indicating that the optimizer was more closely focused on the locations between channel peaks and troughs. Note that these velocity vector patterns do show the secondary flow patterns, given that the slice locations were taken normal to the local flow direction. The wall shape changes were not as significant for the J₁ case and indeed, the degree to which J₁ was satisfied was less than J₂ and J₃ (Table 3-1).

Figure 3-4 shows the optimization results for the λ=0.4L case in a manner similar to Figure 3-3; Figure 3-4a shows a top-down view of the channel outlines, taken at 50% the channel height, Figure 3-4 shows the change in cross sectional area through the optimized channels, normalized by the baseline cross sectional area, and the contours in Figure 3-4c-f show nondimensional temperature with velocity vectors overlaid; much like in Figure 3-3, the vector patterns shown at locations c and d are in-plane velocity vectors, while those shown at locations e and f are indicative of the secondary flows to the local normal. Much like the shorter wavelength channels, the most significant shape changes came between the peaks and troughs in the channels (Figure 3-4c and d); the shape of all three optimized channels matched the baseline channel at each peak and trough (Figure 3-4e and f).

For the same observable at any streamwise location, the general shape transformations between the λ=0.1L case and λ=0.4L case were markedly different, as were the changes in cross sectional area through the optimized channels relative to the baseline channels. Unlike for the λ=0.1L baseline case, the λ=0.4L baseline channel structure allowed for the formation of Dean vortices, which are characteristic in flows through curved channels [50]. The shape changes induced by the optimizer, therefore, revolved around either enhancing those vortical structures (in the J₂ and J₃ observables) or diminishing them (in the J₁ observable).

Comparing the contours in Figure 3-4c and Figure 3-4d shows that the shape changes for each of the observables were similar, but occurred in different streamwise locations depending on the main objective. For example, the J₁ slice at location (b) exhibited a similar shape as the J₂ and J₃ slices at location (c). Where heat transfer was to be maximized, in observables J₂ and J₃, the
leeward wall bowed outward, in the direction of the fluid motion (Figure 3-4c); following the peak in the channel, that same wall curved inward, again in the direction of the fluid motion (Figure 3-4d). This wall movement facilitated the formation of vortices, the result of which can be seen at locations (e) and (f) for the J₂ and J₃ cases. When compared to the baseline flow structure at those locations, the vortex patterns for J₂ and J₃ showed fuller vortical structures that were more centered in the spanwise (z) dimension. The temperature contours in Figure 3-4 confirmed that the shape changes related to maximizing heat transfer achieved the objective: from location (d) until the end of the channel, the J₂ and J₃ cases showed higher heat transfer performance than the J₁ and baseline cases. However, instead of providing an impingement surface to maximize the heat transfer, like in the λ=0.1L geometry, the wall movements simply relocated and strengthened the vortical structures that were already present in the baseline case.

Figure 3-4. Optimization results for the λ=0.4L case. (a) Top down view of channel outlines at 50% channel height. (b) Change in cross sectional area through each optimized, normalized by the baseline cross sectional area. (c) and (d) Secondary velocity vectors superimposed on nondimensional temperature contours near the beginning of the channels. (e) and (f) Secondary velocity vectors superimposed on nondimensional temperature contours near the end of the channels.
An analysis of the results for the $J_1$ observable shows that the leeward wall bowed inward at location (b) in Figure 3-4, then outward at location (c), which was the exact opposite behavior seen for the $J_2$ and $J_3$ cases. Increasing the cross-sectional area of the channel after the fluid rounded the peak lowered the flow momentum and discouraged the formation of vortices. In Figure 3-4e and f, the size of the vortices in the $J_1$ channel was much smaller than in the baseline, suggesting that diminishing the vortical structures was the key to achieving the pressure loss objective. The temperature contours show the lowest heat transfer effectiveness for the $J_1$ case, consistent with the results seen in Table 3-2.

3.5 Geometric Characterization

The optimized channels from the numerical study were duplicated to fill a test coupon; 20 channels for the $\lambda=0.1L$ case and 18 channels for the $\lambda=0.4L$ case fit in the spanwise dimension of the test coupons. All coupons, including both baseline studies, were built layerwise at a 45° angle using DMLS; the machine parameters were set to those recommended for the chosen material [45], which was stock Inconel 718 powder. The baseline coupons were included on the same build plate in order that the performance of the optimized geometries could be directly compared to the baseline; any effects from variabilities in the DMLS process were therefore negated.

Figure 3-5 shows the build orientation of the test coupons, along with relevant dimensions. The test coupons were 25.4 x 25.4 x 1.5 mm in size; the aspect ratio of the rectangular channels was two, with the channels spaced in the spanwise direction at $S/D_h=2.0$. Channel hydraulic diameter was nominally 0.68 mm and the aspect ratio of the channels was two. Support structures were fixated on the coupon flanges, as well as on the bottom-most coupon wall and served not only to provide physical support for the build layers, but also to conduct heat away from the part toward the build plate during the build.
To determine how well the optimized features were produced, the internal surfaces of each coupon were evaluated using a CT scanner. The resolution, or voxel size, of the CT scan image was 35 μm, although the software used to analyze the CT scan data allowed for the determination of a part’s surface to be resolved within 3.5 μm. The internal and external surfaces of each coupon were determined using algorithms within the software, which compared local grayscale values in each voxel to distinguish between material and background. Once the surfaces were identified, 2D slices from the CT scan were analyzed to determine the cross sectional area, perimeter and surface area of each channel.

Figure 3-6 shows select results from the DMLS channels for \( \lambda=0.1L \); Figure 3-6a shows the change in cross sectional area of the DMLS optimized channels, normalized by the DMLS baseline channel cross sectional area, for half of the coupon length (0.1<x/L<0.6). Figure 3-6b shows a 2D slice of all DMLS channels atop one another at the same streamwise location as in Figure 3-3d.

A comparison between Figure 3-6b and Figure 3-3d shows that the wall shapes for all cases stayed relatively true to the optimized design: the flow constriction called for by the optimizer in the \( J_2 \) and \( J_3 \) cases was achieved, as was the slight curve in both channel side walls for the \( J_1 \) case. Additionally, in looking at Figure 3-6a, the trend in cross-sectional area at x/L=0.23 for the three optimized cases resembled the design intent (Figure 3-3b). The cross sectional area measured for the \( J_2 \) case was much smaller than the \( J_1 \) and \( J_3 \) cases, whose measured cross sectional areas were nearly equal. However, the ordinate extrema of the line plots in Figure 3-6a are far greater than in Figure 3-3b, which indicates that the DMLS process was unable to reproduce the nuanced differences between the CAD baseline and optimized channels.
Figure 3-6. CT scan results from the λ=0.1L optimized DMLS channels. (a) Change in cross sectional area of the optimized DMLS channels, normalized by the baseline DMLS channel. Only 50% of the coupon length is shown. (b) Channel wall outlines of each of the DMLS channels, at the same location as in Figure 3-3d.

Figure 3-7 shows select results from the CT scans of the λ=0.4L DMLS channels. Figure 3-7a shows the change in cross sectional area through the DMLS optimized coupons, normalized by the DMLS baseline channels (for 0.1<x/L<0.6), and Figure 3-7b shows a 2D slice of all DMLS channels at the same location as in Figure 3-4d. Unlike for Figure 3-6a, both the magnitude and the general trend in cross sectional area of the optimized channels relative to the baseline were similar to the plot from Figure 3-4b. At x/L≈0.3, the cross sectional area of the J1 case was the largest of the three cases, followed by the J3 case, then by the J2 case. The channel outlines in Figure 3-7b support this trend and largely match those seen in Figure 3-4d; the large negative feature of the J1 optimized result built well, as did the large positive features called for by J2 and J3 optimized results.

Figure 3-7. CT scan results from the λ=0.4L optimized DMLS channels. (a) Change in cross sectional area of the optimized DMLS channels, normalized by the baseline DMLS channel. Only 50% of the coupon length is shown. (b) Channel wall outlines of each of the DMLS channels, at the same location as in Figure 3-4d.
Table 3-3 shows relevant measured dimensions of the eight channels from this study, compared with the dimensions from the design intent. The measured hydraulic diameters and inlet cross sectional areas built slightly smaller than the intended CAD, but the surface area of the channels nearly matched the intent.

Roughness levels in each coupon, denoted as $R_a$, are also included in Table 3-3 and were quantified by measuring the distance between each point on the CT scanned model and surfaces fit to the model. In general, the $\lambda=0.1$L cases exhibited larger roughness features than the $\lambda=0.4$L cases. However, the difference among the optimized channels for the same wavelength was minimal; the optimized features did not affect the levels of roughness in the channels relative to the baseline.

As expected, neither the baseline nor the optimized DMLS matched their corresponding CAD models perfectly. Overall, however, optimized features as small as 50 μm (10% of the channel width) built successfully, which is on the order of the build layer thickness. Additionally, both positive and negative features were built with equal success on both upward and downward facing surfaces. The failure of optimized features to build was related to their location on the channel walls. Given that the DMLS process could not produce sharp corners, as evidenced by the 2D slices in Figure 3-6b and Figure 3-7b, any optimized features near the corners were not able to be resolved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Inlet Hydraulic Diameter [mm]</th>
<th>Inlet Cross Sectional Area [mm$^2$]</th>
<th>Surface Area [mm$^2$]</th>
<th>$R_a/D_h$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Actual</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1, min(ΔP)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2, max(Q)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3, max(Q/ΔP$^{1/3}$)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1, min(ΔP)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2, max(Q)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3, max(Q/ΔP$^{1/3}$)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Experimental Setup

A bench-top rig, a cross section of which is shown in Figure 3-8, was used to measure the pressure loss and heat transfer performance of the eight DMLS coupons. Flow was governed by a commercial mass flow controller [76] and air was used as the working fluid. A constant pressure
was held at the inlet to the test section; to achieve target Reynolds numbers between 300 and 15000, the pressure downstream of the test section was adjusted.

Static pressure taps were located in the upstream and downstream Nylon pieces of the test facility to measure the pressure drop through the channels. A loss coefficient of zero was assumed at the coupon inlet, while a loss coefficient of one was assumed at the outlet to account for the test section expansion. In the friction factor calculation, the fluid density was obtained via the ideal gas law and the channel velocity, U, was calculated from the known mass flow rate through the system. The channel length was measured as the length that the fluid navigated.

![Test facility used for pressure loss and heat transfer measurements for the optimized wavy channel test coupons.](image)

For heat transfer tests, a heated copper block provided a constant temperature boundary condition on the test coupon walls. Heat into the system was set by power supplies connected to electrical resistance surface heaters, which were adhered to the copper blocks. The coupon surface temperature was calculated using a 1D conduction analysis, a full description of which can be found in [16]; for each test, the power supply voltages were set such that the temperature on both top and bottom walls of the test coupon were equal. Using the coupon surface temperature, as well as thermocouple measurements at the inlet and outlet of the test section, a log mean temperature difference could be calculated and the convective heat transfer coefficient was then obtained using Equation 3-7.
The term $\sum Q_{\text{loss}}$ from Equation 3-7 represented the combined conduction losses through the test facility. Conduction losses were quantified by placing thermocouples in the copper blocks, the rigid foam, and the Nylon test pieces; at low Reynolds numbers, conduction losses neared 15% of the total heat into the system but decreased to 2% for Reynolds numbers over 8000. For each test, an energy balance was performed and matched to within 15% of the measured net heat input to the test rig; for Reynolds numbers above 4000, the energy balance was within 11% of the calculated heat input.

This test facility has been used by numerous studies from our laboratory \cite{15,16,55} and has been validated by testing a conventionally manufactured coupon containing cylindrical channels that were reamed smooth. For both pressure loss and heat transfer tests, the benchmarking coupon matched the applicable friction factor and Nusselt number correlations for smooth channels to within 8% at all Reynolds numbers of interest in the current study.

**Uncertainty Analysis**

To quantify experimental uncertainty, the methods proposed by Kline and McClintock \cite{46} were applied to all measured and calculated quantities. The largest source of overall uncertainty for friction factor tests came in the size of the pressure transducer used to measure the pressure drop across the coupon. At low Reynolds numbers (<500) for the $\lambda=0.4L$ cases, which represented the worst case scenario for the entire test matrix, friction factor uncertainty neared 17%. However, for all flow tests above a Reynolds number of 4000, overall friction factor uncertainty was below 7%. The precision uncertainty, calculated using a 95% confidence level, ranged between 1.5% and 2% across the entire extent of Reynolds numbers.

Uncertainty in Nusselt number was driven by the calculation of the coupons’ surface temperatures. Uncertainty in the thickness of the thermal paste was a contributing factor, as was the uncertainty in the thickness of the coupon top and bottom walls. Both the uncertainty in surface temperature and Nusselt number were below 6% for all coupons. Precision uncertainty for Nusselt number was 3% across all Reynolds numbers.

**3.7 Results and Discussion**

Results will be presented first in the form of a pressure loss analysis, followed by a discussion on the heat transfer performance of the optimized channels relative to their respective baselines. Due to the large number of DMLS process parameters, and the high sensitivity of microchannels to small variations in those process parameters, the data to be presented in this paper...
come only from coupons manufactured on the same build plate. While the design of the baseline wavy channels originated in Kirsch et al. [55], data from that initial study will not be presented here.

Additionally, the channel dimensions used in the upcoming discussions will be those at the inlet to each coupon, as calculated from the CT scan data. The optimizer worked to achieve each objective relative to the bulk channel properties because the inlet and exit areas were kept constant during the simulations. Therefore, to most accurately understand how well the optimized DMLS channels achieved their intended goals, the aperiodic changes in cross sectional area that occurred beyond the channel inlet will not be taken into account in the geometric scaling parameters.

To validate the results from the test facility, an aluminum test coupon containing cylindrical channels was machined; the channels were reamed smooth to achieve nearly zero relative roughness. Data from the smooth channels will be presented in the upcoming results, along with smooth channel correlations: laminar theory (64/Re) and the Colebrook formula for the friction factor tests, and the Gnielinski correlation for the heat transfer tests.

Pressure Loss Performance

Figure 3-9 shows friction factor for each of the DMLS optimized channels, along with the DMLS baseline coupons and smooth benchmarking coupon, versus Reynolds number. Consistent with results from Kirsch et al. [55], all $\lambda=0.1$L cases showed a higher friction factor than the $\lambda=0.4$L cases due to the channel construction; the shorter wavelength and smaller radii of curvature created a stronger propensity for flow separation and yielded a higher pressure loss over the longer wavelength channels, even when pressure loss was to be minimized.

For a given wavelength, the trends among the optimized channels relative to their baseline differed considerably. The stark increase in friction factor from the $\lambda=0.1$L $J_2$ case was prominent in Figure 3-9, averaging a 50% increase over the baseline. Both the $J_1$ and $J_3$ observables, however, showed nearly equal friction factor to the baseline study. These results indicate that while the $J_1$ objective was not achieved, the $J_3$ objective showed promise. Requesting that the numerical optimizer account for both pressure loss and heat transfer translated well to the physical domain. By contrast, the $J_1$ objective was wholly unfulfilled for the $\lambda=0.4$L case, with the $J_1$ coupon yielding a measurably higher friction factor than its baseline coupon. Both the $J_2$ and $J_3$ cases also showed increased friction factors over their baseline coupon, as was predicted by the optimizer.
Figure 3.9. Friction factor vs. Reynolds number for all optimized coupons, plus the baseline coupons.

To highlight the performance of each of the optimized channels relative to their baseline designs, Figure 3-10 shows the friction factor augmentation from the optimized channels over their baselines. An augmentation of one is specified in Figure 3-10 with a dotted line. The failure to achieve the $J_1$ objectives is explicitly discernable in the augmentation plots. Additionally, the performance of the $J_3$ objective relative to the $J_2$ objective is clear: when the optimizer sought to increase the ratio of heat transfer to pressure drop, the resulting friction factor was measurably lower than when only heat transfer was to be maximized.

Figure 3-10. Friction factor augmentation from the optimized channels relative to their baseline cases. (a) $\lambda=0.1L$ cases, (b) $\lambda=0.4L$ cases.

As previously discussed, each of the optimized geometries built relatively true to their optimized design. While not all optimized wall features were reproduced perfectly, distinctly different geometries emerged from the DMLS build process that largely resembled their numerically-generated counterparts. The fact that neither wavelength’s $J_1$ objective was achieved implies that the large roughness features inside the channel were the more dominant effect on flow.
structure, instead of the wall shape. Channel wall movements that worked to reduce the backflow in the channel (λ=0.1L case) or to diminish vortical structures (λ=0.4L case) failed to work as the optimizer had predicted due to the large, irregular roughness features in the channel.

However, where the vortical structures were to be strengthened without regard to flow losses, in the J₂ cases, the resultant friction factors were measurably higher than the other two objectives. Especially for the shorter wavelength, the dramatic changes in wall shape for the J₂ objective undoubtedly complicated the flowfield relative to the channels from the baseline and the J₁ objective, which negatively impacted the friction factor.

**Heat Transfer Performance**

Heat transfer results are shown in Figure 3-11 for all DMLS coupons, along with the results from the smooth benchmarking coupon. The spread in Nusselt number across the optimized channels was much less than the spread in friction factor seen from Figure 3-9. In fact, the heat transfer performance of all λ=0.4L cases were within 9% of each other, with the J₂ case marginally outperforming the others.

The J₂ case for the λ=0.1L wavelength, however, showed heat transfer performance around 20% higher than the baseline channels. These results implied that the shape changes induced by the optimizer achieved their goals; creating stronger vortical structures would positively influence the heat transfer while negatively affecting the pressure loss, which is what the results support.

![Figure 3-11. Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number for all optimized coupons, plus the baseline coupons.](image)

Figure 3-12 more clearly shows the difference between the optimized channels and the baseline channels; Figure 3-12a shows heat transfer augmentation from the optimized over the baseline channels for the λ=0.1L cases, while Figure 3-12b shows the same augmentation for the
λ=0.4L cases. Much like the friction factor results, the J₃ objectives performed more similar to the J₁ cases than to the J₂ cases. This observation further supports the claim that the DMLS build process was able to reproduce the geometric differences between the J₂ and J₃ cases aimed at mitigating the strength of the vortical structures.

![Graph showing Nusselt number augmentation](image)

**Figure 3-12.** Nusselt number augmentation from the optimized channels relative to their baseline cases. (a) λ=0.1L cases, (b) λ=0.4L cases.

**Augmentation Results**

To fully interpret the impact of the numerical optimizer on the experimental results, the following discussion will focus on the combined friction factor and heat transfer augmentation. Figure 3-13 shows heat transfer augmentation against friction factor augmentation to the one third power, representative of the performance factor mimicked by the objective J₃, max(Q/ΔP¹/³). As anticipated from the isolated friction factor and heat transfer results in the previous sections, the high friction factor seen by the J₂ objectives was not offset by a high heat transfer augmentation; the J₂ cases, therefore, showed poor overall performance in Figure 3-13. Additionally, the J₁ and J₃ cases for the λ=0.4L wavelength show a higher penalty in friction factor augmentation than benefit to heat transfer when compared with the λ=0.4L baseline.

Successful representations of the intended optimized goals were seen for the λ=0.1L J₁ and J₃ objectives. Both observables yielded a higher heat transfer augmentation for the same friction factor augmentation as their baseline channel. Specifically for the J₃ observable, the heat transfer augmentation was consistently 15% higher than the baseline study.
3.8 Conclusions

A numerical optimization study was performed on two different configurations of wavy microchannels characterized by their wavelengths: \( \lambda = 0.1L \) and \( \lambda = 0.4L \). Three objective functions were posed for each channel that reflected common goals across internal cooling schemes: (1) minimize the pressure loss, (2) maximize the heat transfer and (3) maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss. Computational results showed that each of the objective functions was successfully realized.

The channel shapes that resulted from the optimizer differed considerably depending on the objective function and on the wavelength of the channel. Where pressure loss was to be minimized for the \( \lambda = 0.1L \) case, the channel walls sought to decrease the flow separation that occurred in the baseline design. For the \( \lambda = 0.4L \) case, the optimizer worked to mitigate the strength of the vortices that formed in the baseline. To maximize the heat transfer for both wavelengths, the optimizer generated channel wall shapes that encouraged the formation of and strengthened the vortical structures.

Each of the numerically optimized channels, along with their baseline channels, were built using DMLS. The channels were evaluated non-destructively to understand how well the optimized channel shapes were able to be reproduced. In general, the success or failure of an optimized feature to be built lied with its location in the channel. Near the sharp corners, which are difficult to resolve at the scale of these channels, optimized features did not build. However, any features greater than the build layer thickness near midheight of the channel were reproduced successfully, regardless of whether the surface were upward- or downward-facing.

Experimental results showed that the objective to minimize pressure loss was not achieved for either wavelength. The large roughness features that are characteristic of the DMLS process
dominated the flow structure more than the shapes of the walls. On the other hand, where heat transfer was to be maximized without regard for channel losses, the wall shapes successfully enhanced the strength of the vortical structures in the channel and strongly influenced the flowfield in the channels. Both wavelength channels saw an increase in both the friction factor and the heat transfer in the channels whose shape was aimed at maximizing heat transfer. However, the penalty in pressure loss was far higher than the benefit in heat transfer.

The best overall performance was seen by the objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss. While the objective to minimize pressure loss itself was not accomplished, forcing the optimizer to account for pressure loss while maximizing the heat transfer had strong implications for the experimental results. For the same friction factor augmentation as the \( \lambda=0.1L \) baseline channel, the \( \lambda=0.1L \) channels optimized for heat transfer and pressure loss exhibited a 15% increase in heat transfer augmentation.

Much work still needs to be done to understand the role that shape optimization has in additively manufactured microchannels. While these experiments represent an extremely small segment of possible internal cooling schemes, lessons learned from these results can be applied more broadly. Surface roughness strongly affects the pressure loss and heat transfer performance of DMLS microchannels, but the wall shape also exerts an unmistakable influence. Both heat transfer and pressure loss should be taken into account for any internal cooling optimization scheme. As progress continues in both the manufacturing industry and in numerical optimization methods, further research can continue to delve into the natural link between numerical optimization and additive manufacturing.
4 PRESSURE LOSS AND HEAT TRANSFER PERFORMANCE FOR ADDITIVELY AND CONVENTIONALLY MANUFACTURED PIN FIN ARRAYS³

4.1 Abstract

Pin fin heat exchangers represent a common, viable means of keeping components cool and are widely used for electronics cooling and turbine airfoil cooling. Advancements in manufacturing technology will allow these heat exchangers to be built using new methods, such as laser powder bed fusion, a form of additive manufacturing. New manufacturing approaches, however, render a direct comparison between newly and conventionally manufactured parts meaningless without a good understanding of the difference in the performance.

This research study investigated microchannel pin fin arrays that were manufactured using Laser Powder Bed Fusion and compared them to studies of pin fin arrays from the literature, which are representative of traditionally-manufactured pin fin arrays, where the pin and endwall surfaces exhibited much lower surface roughness. Pin fin arrays with four different spacings were manufactured and tested over a range of Reynolds numbers; pressure loss and heat transfer measurements were taken. Additionally, the test coupons were evaluated non-destructively and the as-built geometric features were analyzed.

Measured surface roughness was found to be extremely high in each one of the microchannel pin fin arrays and was found to be a function of the pin spacing in the array, as was the shape of the pin itself; with more pins in the array came higher surface roughness and more distorted pin shapes. Comparisons between the smooth pin fin arrays from literature and the rough pin fin arrays from the current study showed that the high surface roughness more strongly affected the friction factor augmentation than it did the heat transfer augmentation relative to the smooth pin fin arrays.

4.2 Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM), more generically known as 3-D printing, has emerged as a viable manufacturing technique for heat exchangers in a variety of applications. While the nature of AM relaxes many design restrictions imposed by conventional manufacturing techniques, the specific application of the heat exchanger may heavily dictate its final form.

In thin cross-sectional areas, for example, the cooling method must provide structural support in addition to removing the heat, which is the case in the trailing edge of turbine airfoils. Pin fin arrays are the conventional solution for such scenarios because of the additional convective surface area and because of the increased turbulent mixing in the flow. Pin fin arrays are a widespread and effective cooling technology, most commonly employed to cool electronic and gas turbine components. Even as manufacturing processes evolve and increasingly complex heat exchanger designs become physically realizable, pin fins will remain relevant to the durability of components where high thermal and mechanical stresses are present and where high heat transfer is required.

Certain types of AM are especially applicable to harsh thermal environments. Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) methods employ aerospace-grade materials and yield final parts that can endure in gas turbine engines. This paper examines the performance of pin fin arrays produced using L-PBF, where pin and endwall surfaces were extremely rough, and compares them to pin fin arrays produced using conventional methods, where both pin and endwall surfaces are much smoother, hereon simply referred to as smooth.

Four pin fin arrays with different spacings were manufactured additively and will be discussed in the context of geometric reproducibility, surface roughness and trends in pressure loss and heat transfer performance when compared to smooth walled pin fin arrays placed in a microchannel.

4.3 Literature Review

Pin fin arrays have been studied extensively and reports on their performance abound in the literature. Many early pin fin studies focused on pin height-to-diameter (H/D) ratios and on pin spacing, in both streamwise (X) and spanwise (S) directions. Chyu et al. [77] varied pin H/D ratios and found that for H/D=1, the pin surface contributed to 40% of the total array heat transfer. Metzger et al. [78] performed a row-resolved heat transfer analysis on pin arrays of varying X/D and S/D, in addition to varying array orientation [79]; VanFossen and associates [80,81] also studied staggered pin fin arrays and determined an effect of pins’ locations in the array on the heat transfer. These studies showed that decreasing X/D and S/D increased the heat transfer, but yielded a corresponding penalty in pressure drop. Armstrong and Winstanley [82] compiled much of this early research and developed power law correlations based on Reynolds numbers; the authors noted that S/D had a stronger influence on friction factor than did X/D. More recently, Ostanek [83] developed correlations using Artificial Neural Networks that also took into account array geometry. Lyall et al. [84] and Lawson et al. [18] contributed discussions on Reynolds number effects on both
the heat transfer and the pressure drop; an increase in Reynolds number generated higher heat transfer. Siw et al. [85] investigated narrow pin fin channels, where wall effects were influential, and found much increased heat transfer performance when compared to a conventional, wide pin fin array.

Numerous studies on micro pin fin arrays have also been performed, made possible by new manufacturing techniques such as diffusion bonding, stereolithography, chemical etching and LIGA [9]. Some of the studies were motivated by an interest in 1X scale performance for gas turbine airfoil skin cooling [86] and others were focused on small electronics cooling [87–89]. In general, these true scale experiments performed similarly to their scaled-up counterparts in terms of both pressure loss and heat transfer performance, with one exception shown by Heo et al. [89]. Heo et al. manufactured rough pin surfaces and saw an increase in convective heat transfer from the roughened surfaces as compared to the smooth surfaces. The authors tested Reynolds numbers only up to 750. In a similar vein, Chang et al. [90] artificially roughened the endwall surfaces of a pin fin array and reported higher heat transfer from the roughened channel than a smooth channel at all Reynolds numbers studied, 1000 < Re < 30000. Both studies [89,90] also reported correspondingly high pressure losses from their roughened pin fin arrays.

The additive manufacturing process yields extremely rough surfaces [15], a consequence of the sintering process. One group of studies led by Jodoin [91–93] examined arrays of aluminum pyramidal pin fins that were manufactured additively via Cold Gas Dynamic Spraying. The authors collected bulk heat transfer data and reported good thermal performance coupled with high pressure losses. The authors also performed μ-Particle Image Velocimetry (μPIV) measurements and saw turbulence intensities of up to 25% at Re_Dh=500 [93]; the high surface roughness caused an early transition to turbulence.

Other studies that have taken into consideration the pressure loss and heat transfer performance of additively manufactured finned heat exchangers include those by Ventola et al. [34], Wong et al. [35] and Dede et al. [72], who all used Selective Laser Melting (SLM). The three studies investigated external surfaces only. To note, external surfaces can often be post-processed to reduce the roughness; however, internal surfaces of microchannels prove challenging to post process, especially when the microchannel is filled with objects such as pin fins.

Characterizing surface roughness, among other part features, is important in AM parts and especially so in mini or micro geometries. Ning et al. [28] found that dimensional variances in L-PBF parts are a function of the machine parameters and that smaller geometries are especially prone to such variances due to the natural shrinkage of L-PBF parts, which can reduce the size of small parts (defined as less than 3 mm³) by up to 90%. The surface finish of AM parts is a strong function
of the process parameters, such as laser scan speed, hatch distance, laser energy density and layer thickness [27,29,58,59,94]. Wegner et al. [59] found that increasing the laser energy density smooths the part surface and mitigates the stair-stepping effect seen on inclined upward facing surfaces. Similarly, Yadroitsev et al. [94] advocated for smaller layer thicknesses to improve surface finish.

Snyder et al. [15], Stimpson et al. [16] and Kirsch and Thole [55] performed detailed pressure loss and heat transfer experiments on L-PBF open microchannels and characterized the surface roughness through the use of a Computed X-Ray Tomography (CT) scanner. Roughness features were found to protrude deep into open channel space and corresponded to relative sand grain roughness values between 20% and 38% of the channel hydraulic diameters [15,16]. The authors found that the heat transfer augmentation caused by the roughened surfaces plateaued when the friction factor augmentation surpassed four, which corroborated the findings from Norris [33]. Snyder et al. [15] noted that the ability to reproduce a desired channel geometry was a strong function of the build direction, as was the final part’s surface roughness. These findings were confirmed in multiple independent studies [29,60,95]. Bacchewar et al. [60] identified laser power as especially influential in the surface roughness of downward facing surfaces; for upward facing surfaces, the laser power had minimal impact on surface roughness. Jamshidinia and Kovacevic [96] found that the proximity of parts during the build process affects the heat accumulation in the part and therefore influences its surface roughness. In Stimpson et al. [63], they expanded upon their initial study in [16] to develop a correlation to estimate friction factor given the parts’ mean relative roughness, which the authors calculated from SEM images.

Surfaces with high relative roughness have also been the focus of studies by Huang et al. [31] and Dai et al. [32]. Huang et al. [31] investigated interior pipe walls with uniform surface roughness created by adhering acrylic spheres of a specified diameter to the pipe walls. The relative roughness, or the ratio of acrylic sphere diameter to pipe diameter, reached 42%; the authors found that friction factor for flow in the subcritical regime exceeded that predicted by laminar theory. Dai et al. [32] focused on liquid flow through mini and micro channels and reported similar results—when relative roughness surpassed 2%, laminar flow theory under predicted the friction factor. Kandlikar et al. [30] reported a transition to turbulent flow at Reynolds numbers as low as 350 and called for more accurate measures, such as constricted flow area, to represent surface roughness properly.

This summary of relevant work showcases the community’s interest in finned heat exchangers and in understanding the additive manufacturing process as it relates to thermal performance. With the wealth of information available on the performance of smooth-walled pin
fin arrays and the recent knowledge gained on the surface roughness of AM parts, this paper aims to provide insights into the combined effects of high surface roughness with the complex flow structures so characteristic of pin fin arrays. While external surfaces can be machined or treated to remove roughness features, the internal surfaces of microchannels filled with pin fins are not easily accessible to remedy the surface roughness. The uniqueness of this paper is it is the first to evaluate the use of L-PBF for building microchannels containing pin fins.

4.4 Fabrication of Test Coupons

Four pin fin test coupons were manufactured using L-PBF with its machine’s stock Inconel 718 powder [45]. These coupons were constructed in a research laboratory using a commonly available L-PBF machine. The L-PBF machine manufacturer ensured a fully dense final part, so all coupon thermal properties were taken to be that of conventional Inconel 718. The material scaling parameters, beam offset and layer thickness used for the build were those recommended by the manufacturer for Inconel 718 [45]. The layer thickness was set to 40 μm; the laser focus diameter varied between 100 and 500 μm [41].

The test coupons were 25.4 mm in length and in width, and 1.5 mm in height, which set the endwall thickness in the pin fin array to be 0.25 mm; the open channel hydraulic diameter for each coupon was 1.9 mm. All pin fins were designed to be cylindrical in shape with a diameter of 1 mm and an \( H/D = 1 \). The test matrix is shown in Table 4-1; a visual description of the pin fin nomenclature used in this paper is shown in Figure 4-1.

An important benefit of pin fin heat exchangers is their addition of surface area over which heat transfer can take place. Given that each of the arrays was confined to a constant volume duct, the number of pins in each test varied and therefore, the convective surface area varied accordingly. The third column in Table 4-1 shows the percent increase in convective surface area from each configuration compared to an open duct. Three variations in spanwise spacing and two variations in streamwise spacing were constructed and tested at a range of Reynolds numbers between 500 and 25000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( S/D )</th>
<th>( X/D )</th>
<th>Added surface area relative to open duct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1. Test matrix
The L-PBF coupons were built layerwise at a 45° angle to the build plate, in the orientation shown in Figure 4-2. For the size of the coupon and the material used, an angle of 45° ensured that all features with downward facing surfaces would be partially supported [45]. The test section flanges served as anchors for the coupon’s support structures during the build.

The coupons were removed from the build plate using a wire electro discharge machine (EDM). Support structures were removed manually from each test coupon and flange surfaces were smoothed to ensure a good seal in the test section as shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-1. Pin fin spacing nomenclature

Figure 4-2. Test coupon build direction, with support structures. Flow direction into the page, normal to flanges.

Figure 4-3. Picture of L-PBF coupon showing smoothed flange and all support structures removed.
4.5 Geometric Characterization of the Test Coupons

Due to the locally high temperatures experienced by the part during an L-PBF build, thermal distortion and shrinkage naturally occur. To account for the shrinkage, the L-PBF machine software imposes a geometric scaling factor, as well as a beam offset scalar, with the goal of achieving part dimensions close to that of the CAD model. Even still, evaluation of the part’s true construction relative to the design intent is crucial for data analysis. To measure such small internal surfaces accurately, Computed X-Ray Tomography (CT Scan) was used.

The resolution, or voxel size, achievable by the CT scanner used for these experiments was 35 μm. Data from the CT scan were output as 2D slices of the part, showing varying levels of grayscale that corresponded to varying material density. These 2D images were stitched together to form a 3D model of the as-built part using commercial software [42]. The software was able to achieve surface determinations within 1/10th the voxel size, or 3.5 μm, by using algorithms that compared local grayscale values in each voxel. Therefore, only surface features larger than 3.5 μm, or 0.35% of the pin fin diameter, were able to be resolved, which was deemed sufficient for determining the coupons’ pertinent dimensions and for calculating the roughness on each of the internal surfaces.

The CT scan results showed unmistakably high surface roughness on the test coupon walls; by contrast, the pin surfaces were relatively smooth, though not necessarily circular in cross section. Surface roughness was quantified by fitting a polynomial surface to the top and bottom walls, then measuring the difference between each point on the coupon wall and that fitted surface. That difference was used in the calculation of the arithmetic mean roughness, $R_a$, the definition of which is shown in Equation 4-1. A 2D example of the surface fit (shown as a curve fit) of a small section on one coupon’s bottom wall is shown in Figure 4-4. The roughness features skewed toward positive deviation because of the presence of the pins; the high temperature experienced by the solid pin fins may have caused loose powder particles to stick more readily around the pin base during the build [96]. Typical localized values of maximum peak to valley roughness values ranged between 25% and 35% of the channel hydraulic diameter.

$$R_a = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |z_{surf,i} - z_{meas,i}|$$  \hspace{1cm} 4-1
Figure 4-5 shows an image generated by the CT scan from inside the pin fin array; the top wall was expectedly rough, given that it was largely unsupported during the build. In the powder bed fusion process, the laser power is set such that the laser penetrates deeper than the current layer, which ensures good adhesion between solid layers. However, on downward facing surfaces, under which no solid material exists to conduct away the heat generated by the laser, large roughness features form.

Figure 4-4. Point cloud data form the CT scan on a small section (2.5 mm long) of a representative bottom surface and its corresponding surface fit, shown in 2D as a curve fit.

The bottom walls of the coupons were also extremely rough, the reason for which lies in both the high temperatures experienced by the discrete, solid pin fins, as previously discussed, and in the thickness of the walls themselves. A wall thickness of 0.25 mm neared the limits of the LPBF process capabilities to produce a fully dense wall. As the bottom wall of the coupon was built, heat from the laser was not able to be conducted away and the wall remained at an elevated temperature, thus allowing powder particles to become partially sintered to the coupon surface.
Pertinent coupon dimensions were calculated using the 2D slices output from the CT scan. Figure 4-6 shows a mid-height slice from a top down view of the $S/D=2.0, X/D=2.6$ coupon. The build direction relative to the image is shown also, as is the flow direction; due to the build direction chosen, each pin fin had large roughness features that formed on its downward facing surface, consequently rendering the cross sectional shape of each pin not as circular as intended. This formation is visible in Figure 4-5 as well, on the right side of the pin from the vantage point of the figure. The pins’ shapes appeared to be a function of the spacing in the channel.

Figure 4-7 shows a top down cutaway view of the 3D rendering of two coupons generated by the CT scan; Figure 4-7a shows the widest spaced array at $S/D=4.0$ and $X/D=2.6$ and Figure 4-7b shows the tightest spaced array at $S/D=1.5$ and $X/D=1.3$. The view area in each figure is equal and the build direction and flow direction match those labeled in Figure 4-6. In Figure 4-7, the roughness features that formed on the downward facing surfaces of the pins. The increase in number and size of the roughness features that formed on the downward facing surfaces of the pins are evident in the tighter spaced array (Figure 4-7b). Additionally, the pin shape between the two arrays was noticeably different.

One hypothesis for the supposed correlation between pin density, surface roughness and pin shape lies in the amount of surface area exposed to the laser for each build layer. Figure 4-8 shows the exposure area, or the amount of material to be melted by the laser, for one layer of the build process for the widest ($S/D=4.0, X/D=2.6$) and tightest ($S/D=1.5, X/D=1.3$) spaced pin fin
arrays. A larger amount of surface area requires more time for the laser to melt the metal powder, causing the coupon to experience an elevated temperature for a longer period of time. Such an elevated temperature could cause loose powder particles to adhere to the solid surfaces, thereby incurring a higher surface roughness on the channel endwalls, as well as on the pin surfaces, distorting the pin shapes.

![Figure 4-7. Top down view of the 3D rendering of as-built test coupons.](image)

![Figure 4-8. Laser exposure area for one layer.](image)

Despite any small extra features on the pin, a pin diameter was calculated as if the cross section were circular by using an in-house image processing code. The cross-sectional area of each pin was calculated using the top-down 2D slices from the CT scan analysis software (Figure 4-6); from that calculation, an effective pin diameter was backed out. The pin diameter calculations are shown in Table 4-2, along with the channel hydraulic diameter and the relative roughness of the
coupon surfaces normalized by the pin diameter and by the channel hydraulic diameter. The pin diameters were taken as the average of all slices over the entire height of the channel.

Table 4-2 also shows the fin efficiency ($\eta_f$) and overall surface efficiency ($\eta_o$) for each of the pin fin arrays, which were calculated using the methods described in [97]. The overall surface efficiencies were over 97% for all four arrays.

Two L-PBF baseline coupons containing multiple rectangular microchannels will be included in the results discussion and will be described briefly here; these microchannel test coupons were studied for friction factor and heat transfer in Stimpson et al. [16]. The coupons were built at a 45° angle to the build plate, though not in the same orientation as the pin fin arrays. Figure 4-9 shows the build orientation and the nomenclature to be used for the multichannel coupons. The coupons were manufactured from Inconel 718 and the machine parameters were the same as for the pin fin arrays [45]. Additionally, the coupon dimensions were the same as for the pin fin arrays.

| Table 4-2. L-PBF pin fin microchannel coupon dimensions and roughness values |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
|                  | $S/D=4.0, X/D=2.6$ | $S/D=2.0, X/D=2.6$ | $S/D=1.5, X/D=2.6$ | $S/D=1.5, X/D=1.3$ | Design Intent     |
| Pin $D$          | 0.95 mm          | 0.93 mm          | 0.88 mm          | 0.90 mm          | 1.0 mm           |
| Channel $D_h$    | 2.1 mm           | 2.0 mm           | 1.9 mm           | 1.9 mm           | 1.95 mm          |
| $R_a/D$          | 0.074            | 0.088            | 0.09             | 0.10             | --               |
| $R_a/D_h$        | 0.039            | 0.046            | 0.047            | 0.053            | --               |
| $\eta_f$        | 89%              | 89%              | 89%              | 89%              | 89%              |
| $\eta_o$        | 99%              | 99%              | 98%              | 97%              | --               |

Figure 4-9. Build direction and nomenclature for L-PBF multichannel coupons [16]

The baseline test coupons were characterized in the same manner described for the microchannels containing pin fins; a CT scanner was used to evaluate the internal surfaces, calculate the surface roughness and determine pertinent length scales. Table 4-3 shows the number of channels in each multichannel coupon from [16], as well as the hydraulic diameter from the design intent and as calculated from the CT scan results.
The channel spanwise spacing is included as well and will be used to distinguish between the two channels in the discussions of the experimental results, consistent with the nomenclature used for the pin fin arrays.

The arithmetic mean roughness, normalized by the channel hydraulic diameter, was significantly higher for the L-PBF pin fin arrays than for the L-PBF multichannel array. Where the pin fin arrays contained numerous unsupported surfaces throughout the entire test coupon, in the multichannel test pieces, unsupported surface were confined by continuous fins (walls). The discrete pin fins served as a less effective means to conduct away the heat from the build and consequently yielded higher surface roughness than the multichannel configuration.

Both fin efficiency, $\eta_f$, and overall surface efficiency, $\eta_o$, were also calculated for the two multichannel L-PBF coupons from Stimpson et al. [16] and are included in Table 4-3. Both fin and overall surface efficiencies were over 99% for the multichannel coupons.

| Table 4-3. L-PBF baseline multichannel coupon dimensions and roughness values [16] |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                                 | Design | As-built | Design | As-built |
| $D_h$                           | 0.41 mm | 0.47 mm | 0.83 mm | 0.92 mm |
| Aspect ratio ($H:W$)            | 2.2    | 2.2    |       |         |
| No. of Channels                 | 24     | 16     |       |         |
| $S/D_h$                         | 2.1    | 1.55   |       |         |
| $R_a/D_h$                       | 0.025  | 0.015  |       |         |
| $\eta_f$                       | >99%   | >99%   |       |         |
| $\eta_o$                       | >99%   | >99%   |       |         |

### 4.6 Experimental Facility

Figure 4-10 shows a cut-away of the test facility used for all pressure loss and heat transfer experiments. This facility has been benchmarked and used in numerous experiments from our laboratory [15,16,43,55,63]. The test section working fluid was air and was pressured to hold a constant inlet pressure of 670 kPa for each Reynolds number tested; the exit pressure was adjusted to attain target Reynolds numbers. All experiments remained in the incompressible flow regime. A commercial gas flow controller was used to control the mass flowrate [76]. The Reynolds number was calculated using the pin diameter and the maximum velocity in the channel, as shown in Equation 4-2. The maximum velocity was a function of the spanwise spacing of the pins and was calculated using Equation 4-3. The inlet and outlet sections were built from Nylon using Selective Laser Sintering to reduce the conductive losses. Static pressure taps were located in these inlet and outlet Nylon pieces to measure the pressure drop across the test coupon. A friction factor
was calculated per pin fin row for each experiment using Equation 4-4, where $N$ is the number of rows in the array. This friction factor definition, sometimes referred to as a flow friction factor [82], is commonly employed among pin fin studies. Its definition is one quarter of the definition of friction factor through channels.

\[
\text{Re}_{D} = \frac{U_{\text{max}} D}{v} \quad 4-2
\]

\[
U_{\text{max}} = \frac{W}{W - N_{\text{span}} D} U_{m} \quad 4-3
\]

\[
f = \frac{\Delta P}{\frac{1}{2} \rho U_{\text{max}}^{2}} \frac{1}{N} \quad 4-4
\]

In the case of heat transfer tests, copper blocks were heated using a resistive surface heater and served as a constant temperature boundary condition on the coupon endwalls. The surface heaters were directly wired to power supplies that controlled the heat into the system. The assumption of constant temperature boundary condition was validated in a previous study [43]. Thermal paste adhered the surface heater to the copper blocks, as well as the copper blocks to the test coupon. By using a 1D conduction analysis that included both the measured coupon wall thickness and the thermal paste thickness, the temperature of the coupon wall was calculated for the log mean temperature difference. Rigid foam surrounded the copper blocks and provided insulation; additional insulation was inserted in crevices between the foam and nylon to mitigate conduction losses.

Conduction losses were quantified with thermocouples embedded throughout the test section: on the heater itself, in the copper blocks, in the rigid foam and in the Nylon inlet and outlet sections. The highest conduction losses, around 15% of the total heat into the system, were seen at low Reynolds numbers. For Reynolds numbers above 8000, conduction losses were relatively constant around 5%. These losses were accounted for in the definition of the heat transfer coefficient as shown in Equation 4-5. As a check on the heat transfer calculations, an energy balance was performed by measuring the inlet and outlet air temperatures for each test. Comparisons were made between the energy balance of the air passing through the coupon with that of the heat input from the heaters. In all cases, the energy balance matched to within 12% of the measured heat input, minus the conduction losses.

The heat transfer coefficient was based on the log mean temperature difference as shown in Equation 4-5, where $A_s$ was the wetted surface area, calculated from Equation 4-6. In words, Equation 4-6 represents the surface area of the open channel plus the surface area of the pin fins, minus the pin fin footprints.
Experimental Uncertainty

Experimental uncertainty was calculated using the methods described in Kline & McClintock [46]. In the friction factor results, the largest source of uncertainty came in the measurement of the pressure drop across the test coupon. At low Reynolds numbers, the pressure loss was low especially in the array with the widest spacing. In those worst case scenarios with the widest spaced array, at Reynolds numbers below 500, uncertainty in the friction factor neared 30%, but quickly dropped to below 10% for Reynolds numbers greater than 1000. For the array with the tightest spacing of pins, uncertainty was below 10% in the friction factor for Reynolds numbers above 500. However, the repeatability of the datasets, calculated at a 95% confidence level, was between 1.5% and 2% for all Reynolds numbers of interest.

In the case of the heat transfer tests, Nusselt number uncertainty was relatively constant at 5%. The largest source of uncertainty came in the calculation of the coupon wall temperature using the 1D conduction analysis. Uncertainty in the thickness of the paste that adhered the copper block to the test coupon, along with the uncertainty in wall thickness measured by the CT scan,
contributed to the error in calculating the coupon wall temperature. Repeatability in Nusselt number, however, was under 3% for all Reynolds numbers.

### 4.7 Results and Discussion

Experiments were conducted on the four L-PBF pin fin coupons to obtain friction factors and Nusselt numbers across a range of Reynolds numbers. These values will be compared to smooth-walled pin fin arrays containing similar streamwise and spanwise spacings.

Additionally, where applicable, the following graphs will contain data points from an open (no pin fins), smooth, conventionally manufactured test coupon for benchmarking purposes. The smooth channel data points are plotted against common smooth channel correlations. Convention for pin fin array friction factor calculation involves the Fanning friction factor definition, or one quarter the friction factor definition for channel flow. Therefore, a factor of one quarter was applied to the smooth channel correlations: for the flow tests, Laminar Theory (\( f = \frac{16}{Re_D} \)) and the Colebrook formula \([98]\) were used in the laminar and turbulent regimes, respectively. For the heat transfer tests, the turbulent Gnielinski correlation was used \([51]\). The benchmarking coupon was machined from aluminum and contained cylindrical channels that were reamed smooth. Data from the benchmarking coupon matched well to the smooth channel correlations as will be shown in the results.

Despite the deviation from the design intent in pertinent dimensions measured using the CT scan data, as shown in Table 4-2, the length scales (and consequently, the \( U_{\text{max}} \) calculations) for Reynolds number, friction factor and Nusselt number are those from the design intent. The trend in both friction factor and heat transfer results was the same regardless of whether the actual or the design intent length scales were used.

To compare the L-PBF micro pin fin arrays to studies from the literature, applicable previous work will be included in the following graphs. The majority of the comparison studies come from smooth pin fin arrays, but the studies by Stimpson et al. \([16]\) containing L-PBF rectangular microchannels will be included as well; the spanwise spacing of those channels was \( S/D_h=1.55 \) and \( S/D_h=2.1 \). Table 4-4 shows all previous studies that will be included in the upcoming graphs and notes whether those studies will be discussed in the context of friction factor tests, heat transfer tests, or both.

The following sections will be divided into discussions on (1) pressure loss performance, (2) heat transfer performance and (3) combined friction factor and heat transfer augmentation. Included in these discussions will be the influence of streamwise and spanwise spacing on the array’s performance, as well as the effect of varying Reynolds number. Given that the relative
roughness in the channels was so high, the discussions will be motivated by the effect of the roughness features on the results when smooth and rough arrays are directly compared.

Table 4-4. Studies from the literature to be included in results discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline, Multichannel Coupon</th>
<th>Ostanek, J.K. [99]</th>
<th>Lawson et al. [18]</th>
<th>Brigham et al. [100]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/D</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/D</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R/Dh</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pressure Loss Results*

Figure 4-11 shows the friction factor results for the four pin fin arrays in the present study for a range of Reynolds numbers; the friction factor correlations for laminar and turbulent flow are also given, along with the data points from the smooth benchmarking coupon.

Generally in pin fin arrays, friction factor is driven by the spanwise spacing of the pins because it dictates the blockage to the flow [18,78,82,84]. In fact, many correlations for friction factor in pin fin arrays omit any dependence on streamwise spacing and are a function of spanwise spacing, only. For example, Damerow [101] and Jacob [102] include only the spanwise spacing and Reynolds number in their correlations; Damerow [101] claimed that friction factor was not a function of row number. A friction factor correlation given by Metzger [78] is valid only for one spanwise spacing value of S/D=2.5, but over a wide range of X/D values, 1.5≤X/D≤5.0.

![Figure 4-11. Friction factor results for the four L-PBF pin fin arrays, along with the results from the benchmarking coupon.](image-url)
The trend in friction factor seen in Figure 4-11 does not match with the findings from these previous studies. Friction factor for the L-PBF pin fin arrays correlated with pin density, not solely with spanwise spacing; an increase in the numbers of pins in the coupon led to an increase in the pressure loss through the array. Surface roughness on the top and bottom walls was a function of the number of pins in the channel (Table 4-2). The coupon with the tightest streamwise and spanwise spacings (S/D=1.5, X/D=1.3) showed roughness values 35% higher than the coupon with the widest spacings (S/D=4.0, X/D=2.6) (Table 4-2). As a result of the larger number of pin fins in the array, loose powder particles more easily adhered to the test coupon inner walls, thereby increasing the overall surface roughness. Therefore, even coupons containing the same spanwise spacing (S/D=1.5), but different streamwise spacings (X/D=2.6 and X/D=1.3) exhibited different friction factor values, which is not normally reported in the literature.

To isolate the effects of surface roughness, the friction factor from the L-PBF arrays can also be compared to studies of smooth-walled pin fin arrays of similar spacings [18,99]. To note, the studies from [18,99] were scaled up by an order of magnitude. However, the Reynolds numbers tested for the scaled up pin fin arrays match the Reynolds numbers tested in the current study.

Figure 4-12 shows the friction factor augmentation of the L-PBF coupon with spacing S/D=2.0, X/D=2.6, along with three previous smooth walled pin fin studies with S/D=2.0, over a smooth channel; the three streamwise spacings of the smooth walled studies were 1.73D, 2.16D and 2.6D [18,99]. Additionally, friction factor augmentation from the L-PBF straight rectangular multichannel study with no pin fins but channel spacing S/Dh=2.1 is included [16].

The friction factor augmentation values were calculated using the conventional definitions for the test coupon at hand. For the pin fin arrays, $f_0$ was calculated using the same correlations applied in Figure 4-11 or one quarter the smooth channel correlations for channel flow. For the multichannel array, the smooth channel friction factor was calculated using traditional channel flow correlations, Laminar Theory (64/Re) and the Colebrook formula [98]. The Reynolds number definition used for the augmentation plots was the duct Reynolds number, as opposed to the pin Reynolds number. The augmentation values, therefore, are comparable between the two types of microchannels.

Figure 4-12 shows that the augmentation values from the pin fin arrays, both L-PBF and smooth, were substantial. The difference in friction factor augmentation between the L-PBF and the smooth walled pin fin array grew with increasing Reynolds number; at low Reynolds numbers, the friction factor augmentation from the pin fin arrays was similar, regardless of surface finish. However, at higher Reynolds numbers, the L-PBF pin fin array showed nearly double the augmentation from the smooth walled arrays. Given that the average size of the roughness features
in the L-PBF coupon was 9% of the pin diameter (Table 4-2), the flowfield in the array was affected not only by the presence of the pins, but also by the large roughness features on the endwalls and the non-circular nature of the pins themselves.

In directly comparing the two L-PBF studies, the pin fin array showed substantially higher friction factor augmentation than the straight channels [16]. The disparity in friction factor augmentation can be explained primarily by the differences in the flowfields. While the pin fins produced high levels of turbulence and wake shedding, the multichannel coupon with no pin fins was similar to that of channel flow with very rough walls.

![Figure 4-12. Friction factor augmentation from both L-PBF and smooth walled pin in arrays, along with L-PBF straight microchannels, with S/D=2.0 [16].](image_url)

In Figure 4-13, where spacings of S/D=4.0 are compared, the friction factor augmentation showed a relatively consistent higher friction factor augmentation over their smooth-walled counterparts. However, much like the L-PBF pin fin array spaced at S/D=2.0, the roughness in the array with S/D=4.0 more strongly affected the pressure loss through the array at Reynolds numbers above 10000. At a Reynolds number of 15000, the S/D=4.0 L-PBF pin fin array showed friction factor augmentation around four times that of the S/D=4.0 smooth walled arrays.
Figure 4-13. Friction factor augmentation from both L-PBF and smooth walled pin fin arrays with S/D=4.0.

Heat Transfer Results

Figure 4-14 shows the Nusselt numbers for each of the four L-PBF coupons, along with the data points from the benchmarking coupon and the Gnielinski correlation. All four of the L-PBF coupons showed a considerable increase in the heat transfer as compared to the smooth channel correlation as well as the multichannel L-PBF baseline with no pin fins [16]. While the difference among the four L-PBF coupons was relatively small, two trends emerged that compared well to trends observed in the literature. Tighter spanwise spacing generally yields higher heat transfer than wider spanwise spacing [18,78], which was the case for the L-PBF coupons with S/D=4.0 and S/D=2.0. However, the difference in Nusselt number is small when the difference in spanwise spacing is marginal [99], as was the case in the L-PBF coupons spaced at S/D=2.0 and S/D=1.5. The second trend was that for a given spanwise spacing, a tighter streamwise spacing generally yields higher heat transfer [18,99]; that trend was evident in the L-PBF coupons with S/D=1.5, X/D=2.6 and S/D=1.5, X/D=1.3.

The high surface roughness in the coupons affected the heat transfer of the L-PBF pins relative to their smooth walled counterparts, especially at higher Reynolds numbers and tighter spacings. Ostanek [99] found that turbulence on the endwalls of pin fin arrays provided the most significant contribution to the heat transfer from the arrays; increasing the roughness on the endwalls increased the turbulence and therefore increased the overall heat transfer. Figure 4-15 shows the Nusselt number augmentation over a smooth duct of the L-PBF coupon with S/D=2.0, along with smooth walled pin fin arrays from the literature also spaced at S/D=2.0 [18,99]. While streamwise spacing exerts a minimal effect on the pressure drop through the array, it strongly affects the heat transfer because it influences the wake formation and wake interactions among the pins [18]. Both streamwise and spanwise spacing prove influential in the final heat transfer results of any pin fin array. The chosen combination of streamwise and spanwise spacings in the L-PBF
coupons with S/D=2.0 led to strong wake interactions [17], which were presumably enhanced by the high surface roughness in the channel. As Reynolds number increased, that effect was magnified: the difference between the smooth walled and L-PBF pin fin arrays grew with increasing Reynolds number. Additionally, given that the cross sectional shape of the L-PBF pin fins was not perfectly circular, the wakes behind the L-PBF and smooth walled pin fins were assumed to be different.

![Figure 4-14](image-url)  
**Figure 4-14.** Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number for the four L-PBF pin fin arrays and two baseline, multichannel L-PBF coupons, along with the results from the benchmarking coupon.

![Figure 4-15](image-url)  
**Figure 4-15.** Nusselt number augmentation of L-PBF and smooth walled arrays with S/D=2.0.

Figure 4-16 shows the Nusselt numbers of both L-PBF and smooth walled pin fin arrays with S/D=4.0 [18,100]. The L-PBF coupon showed similar performance to the smooth walled coupons. While the high surface roughness in the AM coupon undoubtedly added to the already turbulent flowfield in the array, the wide spanwise spacing in the array meant that the pin wake interactions were nevertheless limited [17]. Therefore, in directly comparing the L-PBF pin fin
arrays with the smooth walled arrays, the effect of surface roughness on the flowfield as it related to heat transfer was minimal for pins with relatively wide spacing $S/D=4.0$.

![Figure 4-16. Nusselt number augmentation of L-PBF and smooth walled arrays with $S/D=4.0$.](image)

In Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18, the friction factor augmentation and heat transfer augmentation for pin fins made using L-PBF compared with those made using conventional methods are directly compared; a low Reynolds number case is shown in Figure 4-17 and a high Reynolds number case is shown in Figure 4-18. Both figures highlight the observation that the increase in friction factor augmentation far outweighed the increase in heat transfer augmentation for the $S/D=4.0$ array. As previously discussed, the high surface roughness on the endwalls strongly affected the friction factor through the L-PBF array relative to its smooth counterpart; on the other hand, the wake interactions from the pins were limited by the wide spanwise spacing, which resulted in negligible differences in the heat transfer between smooth and rough arrays. These two effects accounted for the large discrepancy between friction factor augmentation and heat transfer augmentation seen in both Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18.
Figure 4-17. Direct comparison of friction factor augmentation and Nusselt number augmentation of smooth walled and L-PBF pin fin arrays with S/D=2.0 and S/D=4.0 at Re=5000.

Figure 4-18. Direction comparison of friction factor augmentation and Nusselt number of augmentation of smooth walled and L-PBF pin fin arrays with S/D=2.0 and S/D=4.0 at Re=20000.

Overall Augmentation Results

To gain a better understanding of how the data from the current study relates to the large amount of research available in the literature, friction factor and heat transfer performance can be analyzed concurrently. Figure 4-19 shows friction factor augmentation vs. Nusselt number augmentation for the four L-PBF coupons from the current study, along with six other studies from the literatures. Two of the previous studies [16,55] were also manufactured using L-PBF; the other four are representative of commonly-employed internal cooling schemes [18,19,79,99].

With the exception of the ribbed channel study [19], the friction factor augmentation of the four L-PBF pin fin arrays far surpassed most of the previous studies, with only a slight benefit in Nusselt number augmentation. In general, the L-PBF coupon with the widest spacing of pins (S/D=4.0, X/D=2.6) showed similar heat transfer performance as the other three spacings for less of a pressure loss.
Due to the roughness inherent in the L-PBF process, and the positive correlation between pin density and surface roughness, this result is important to understand for heat exchanger designers. The coupon with the widest spacing (S/D=4.0, X/D=2.6) had one sixth the number of pins as the coupon with the tightest spacing (S/D=1.5, X/D=1.3). The fact that the same heat transfer augmentation can be achieved with a reduction in the number of pins can lead to material and cost savings in engine components.

In comparing the multiple L-PBF microchannel studies, the pin fins exhibited a significantly higher friction factor augmentation than either the straight or wavy L-PBF multichannel coupons. The arithmetic mean roughness to hydraulic diameter ratio in the L-PBF channels was one quarter that seen in the pin fin arrays [16,55], which most likely contributed to the difference in friction factor augmentation seen in Figure 4-19. However, the different flowfields between the pin fin arrays and the channel flows were inherently different and were the predominant drivers of the difference in friction factor augmentation. Especially at low Reynolds numbers, the wavy microchannels show similar heat transfer performance to the pins, with considerably less of a penalty in pressure loss.

Given that flowrates in many applications are governed by fixed supply and exit pressures, a small study was done on the L-PBF pin fin arrays to determine the required mass flow at a given pressure ratio, as compared to a smooth duct. The mass flow through the smooth duct was calculated using a friction factor correlation and the target pressure ratio from the L-PBF coupon. For the tightest spacing of pins (S/D=1.5, X/D=1.3), the flowrate through the L-PBF array was reduced by 90% to achieve the same pressure ratio across a smooth duct. With the lower required mass flow came a corresponding decrease in the heat transfer, but only by 40% as compared to the smooth duct. By comparison, the widest spaced pin fin array (S/D=4.0, X/D=2.6) exhibited an 80% reduction in mass flow, with only a 30% decrease in the heat transfer. When analyzed with a constant pressure ratio, the high friction factor augmentation from the L-PBF pin fin arrays caused by the rough surface finish is redeemed by the high heat transfer augmentation.
Figure 4-19. Nusselt number augmentation vs. friction factor augmentation for the four L-PBF pin fin arrays from the present study, select smooth walled pin fin arrays and other L-PBF internal cooling schemes.

4.8 Conclusions

Four microchannel pin fin arrays were manufactured using L-PBF and experimentally investigated for pressure loss and heat transfer performance. Additionally, the test coupons were CT scanned and the internal features of the arrays were analyzed. The test coupons showed extremely high roughness on both top and bottom endwall surfaces. The surface roughness appeared to be a function of the number of pins in the array; as pin density increased, a corresponding increase in the roughness in the channel was seen due to the higher levels of heat accumulation during the build. With the larger amount of exposed surface area per build layer, more loose powder particles may have more readily adhered to the interior channel surfaces.

The positive trend in roughness correlated with the positive trend seen in the friction factor results, which does not agree with trends from previous studies in the literature. In smooth pin fin arrays, friction factor is generally influenced by spanwise spacing and not affected by variations in streamwise spacing. The increase in friction factor between two L-PBF coupons with the same spanwise spacing, but different streamwise spacing, was therefore attributed to the difference in surface roughness levels. When compared to their smooth pin fin array counterparts, the L-PBF
arrays showed an increase in friction factor of 20-80% (for a tighter spanwise spacing) and 60% (for a wider spanwise spacing) over smooth arrays with the same spanwise spacing.

The heat transfer augmentation of the L-PBF coupons far exceeded that of a smooth channel. Additionally, the heat transfer dependence on both streamwise and spanwise spacing in the L-PBF pin fin arrays agreed with reports from the literature; a significant decrease in the spanwise spacing led to a measurable increase in the heat transfer, while a slight decrease in spanwise spacing led to a marginal increase in the heat transfer. Decreasing the streamwise spacing also led to an increase in the heat transfer. The wake interactions in the arrays were beneficial to the heat transfer performance, regardless of surface finish.

In directly comparing the L-PBF coupons to their smooth array counterparts, the spanwise spacing proved to have a strong effect. At a close spanwise spacing, the L-PBF coupon outperformed other smooth arrays with the same spacing, especially at higher Reynolds numbers. With a wider spanwise spacing, however, the difference between the L-PBF and smooth arrays was small. An important mechanism in heat transfer from a pin fin array is the pin wake interactions; the rough surfaces work to exacerbate those interactions, but only for spanwise spacings close enough for the wakes to influence one another.

In comparing the four L-PBF pin fin arrays from the current study to other studies from the literature, the friction factor from the current test coupons was extremely high, with only a marginal benefit in heat transfer. The L-PBF coupon with a wide spanwise spacing showed the lowest friction factor of the four coupons, with a similar heat transfer performance. Put another way, the array with the fewest pins exhibited similar heat transfer performance to the array that contained six times the number of pins. Such a reduction in the number of pin fins could lead to measureable decrease in engine component weight and material requirements. If L-PBF becomes the chosen method for manufacturing pin arrays, this study has found that roughness levels and pin shape are intrinsically tied to the pin spacing in the array and prove equally influential in the performance of the array; fewer pins in an array can provide better overall performance than a densely-packed array.

Designing for additive manufacturing requires a different thought process and a full understanding of the benefits and drawbacks of the technique. With more fundamental research on what can be expected from the L-PBF process as it relates to conventional cooling schemes, the high surface roughness can be exploited to achieve more efficient heat exchangers.
5 NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION, CHARACTERIZATION, AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ADDITIVELY MANUFACTURED COMMUNICATING MICROCHANNELS

5.1 Abstract

The degree of complexity in internal cooling designs is tied to the capabilities of the manufacturing process. Additive manufacturing grants designers increased freedom while offering adequate reproducibility of micro-sized, unconventional features that can be used to cool the skin of gas turbine components. One such desirable feature can be sourced from nature; a common characteristic of natural transport systems is a network of communicating channels.

In an effort to create an engineered design that utilizes the benefits of those natural systems, the current study presents wavy microchannels that were connected using branches. Two different wavelength baseline configurations were designed, then each were numerically optimized using a commercial adjoint-based method. Three objective functions were posed to (1) minimize pressure loss, (2) maximize heat transfer, and (3) maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss. All baseline and optimized microchannels were manufactured using Laser Powder Bed Fusion for experimental investigation; pressure loss and heat transfer data were collected over a range of Reynolds numbers.

The additive manufacturing process reproduced the desired optimized geometries faithfully. Surface roughness, however, strongly influenced the experimental results; successful replication of the intended flow and heat transfer performance was tied to the optimized design intent. Even still, certain test coupons yielded performances that correlated well with the simulation results.

5.2 Introduction

As the maturity of advanced manufacturing techniques grows, the heat transfer community is offered an opportunity to develop new, unique cooling designs. In hot section components of a gas turbine engine, those unique designs can find an end use in skin cooling, an inherently challenging technology to produce due to its necessarily small size.

Additive manufacturing (AM) represents a potentially viable method for achieving complex skin cooling schemes. Various metal AM processes exist, all of which are capable of using aerospace grade materials suitable for high temperature applications. Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF),

---

PBF) processes, as one example, can achieve the precision required to produce micro-sized features. Additionally, using techniques such as L-PBF widens the design possibilities.

One source of inspiration for new designs can be found in nature; intricate networks of communicating channels are ubiquitous in biological systems and provide an efficient means of transport. In the current study, a previously-conceived wavy microchannel design [55] was modified to include branches between neighboring channels, creating a complex array through which the cooling air would travel. The implementation of the branches was meant to augment heat transfer by disrupting the boundary layer formation on the primary channels’ walls; the angle of the branches was chosen such that the penalty to the pressure loss would be minimized.

Two different variations of the communicating wavy channel design were conceived. Each design was then optimized for a given objective through an adjoint-based shape optimization method [47]. The three objective functions sought to (1) minimize the pressure loss between the channel inlet and exit, (2) maximize the heat transfer on the channel top and bottom endwalls, and (3) maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure drop. The baseline and optimized channels were then manufactured using L-PBF and non-destructively evaluated to determine the build success. Lastly, the test coupons were experimentally tested for pressure loss and heat transfer at a range of Reynolds numbers between 2000 and 15000.

5.3 Literature Review

The origin of several aspects of the current study stems from the electronics cooling industry. Wavy channel studies from the literature have widely focused on low Reynolds number applications [8,25,26,37,56]; wavy channels promote mixing in the flow due to the vortical structures they generate, which is beneficial to the heat transfer. However, the pressure drop through wavy channels has been shown to be only marginally higher than that through straight channels [8].

A series of communicating channel studies has also been performed for use in electronics cooling [103–106]. In these studies, straight channels were connected via branches oriented perpendicular to the flow direction. A notable result from one such study by Herman et al. [103] was that an increase in both heat transfer and pressure drop was seen at a low Reynolds number (Re=366), when compared to a straight, non-communicating channel. With an increase in Reynolds number (Re=593), however, the authors cited higher heat transfer with no further penalty to pressure loss. Singh et al. [8] investigated communicating wavy microchannels in a numerical study and found that the branches increased the heat transfer; the branches were angled at 45° from the flow direction, making them a more aerodynamic feature than the studies in [103–106]. Peng
et al. [107] mimicked the branching structures found in leaf veins, including the porous walls that make up those veins. The porosity in their heat sink proved beneficial to the heat transfer, while exerting minimal influence on the friction factor augmentation.

Weaver et al. [108] studied wavy channels at engine-relevant Reynolds numbers; their concept incorporated a layered design, where the channel waves were derived from the layered weave of the channels. The design achieved uniform distribution of the cooling flow while minimizing both the pressure loss and the required mass flow through the weave. Kirsch and Thole [55,109] also investigated wavy channels at more realistic Reynolds numbers for gas turbine applications and manufactured the channels using L-PBF; in [109], the authors optimized the shape of the wavy microchannels based on the same objectives used in this current study. Experimental results showed that the wavy channels exhibited higher heat transfer than straight channels of the same aspect ratio and spacing [55]. Additionally, the as-built optimized shapes were reproduced fairly well, with the objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss having yielded a performance akin to the simulation’s.

Other studies that have used optimization in conjunction with L-PBF heat exchangers include Dede et al. [72], who used topology optimization, and Arie et al. [110], who performed a multi-objective optimization study. In both cases, the optimized design outperformed the conventional. Several numerical studies exist as well, with the goal of furthering design tools available to heat exchanger designers [66,68,73,111].

As a consequence of any powder bed fusion AM process, large, irregular surface roughness features form on all surfaces [15,16]. Bacchewar [60] identified laser power as the strongest contributor to surface roughness on downward facing surfaces, or surfaces that are unsupported by solid material. The build direction also has a heavy influence on the roughness features that form inside of a part [15,29,95], as well as the ability to reproduce a certain shape accurately [15,95]. Part placement and inert gas flow have also been found to influence the roughness [13,112], as have the laser scan speed and the hatch distance [27,58].

In the case of heat exchangers, surface finish has a large impact on the pressure loss and heat transfer. Wong et al. [35] and Ventola et al. [34] produced AM heat exchangers and found that the surface roughness positively influenced the heat transfer; the AM surfaces were all external flow features. Stimpson et al. [16] and Snyder et al. [15] found that the surface roughness in their internal L-PBF channels augmented the heat transfer only to a certain point. Relative roughness, or the size of the roughness features compared to the hydraulic diameter, played a large role in the performance of these microchannels; higher relative roughness more strongly affected the friction factor than the heat transfer. In fact, beyond a friction factor augmentation of four, surface
roughness no longer served to increase the heat transfer, a finding that confirmed results from Norris [33].

Part shrinkage or warpage can distort AM part features or cause the final dimensions to vary from the design intent. Ning et al. [28] found that parts less than 3 mm in size were susceptible to shrinkage up to 10% of the part’s design dimensions. For this reason, properly characterizing the final part is a necessary step in analyzing the performance of AM parts. Computed X-Ray Tomography (CT) scans are a common method for determining internal features because the method is non-destructive and is capable of resolving large roughness features [15,16,55,61,62].

Effectively taking advantage of the open design space offered by AM requires thinking outside the conventional designs for heat exchangers [62,113]. The current study is unique in that it combines a conventional cooling channel design with an idea derived from transport systems in nature. Further, these baseline designs have been numerically optimized, thereby taking advantage of advanced, commercially-available design tools. The branches between the wavy channels create an intricate array of communicating cooling channels aimed to increase the heat transfer without substantially increasing the pressure loss.

5.4 Channel Design

The wavy channels were created by sweeping a rectangle along a path created using 45° arcs; each period in the channel contained four such arcs, whose edge tangents were equal. Figure 5-1 shows the design of the communicating channels. The white space is the channel area, while the gray represents the walls. The four 45° arcs in one wave period are shown, along with the branch angle, which was also at 45° to the tangent at the peak or trough of the channel wave.

The width of the channels was twice the width of the branches. The inlet to the branches was filleted to minimize losses while the exit of the branches was meant to encourage the flow to penetrate into the neighboring channel. The baseline designs were characterized by the ratio of their wavelength, $\lambda$, to the entire test coupon length, $L$. Two ratios were chosen for this study: $\lambda=0.1L$ and $\lambda=0.4L$. The length of the coupon was such that 10 periods of the $\lambda=0.1L$ case fit in the streamwise dimension of the coupon, while 2.5 periods were present in the $\lambda=0.4L$ case.
Figure 5.1. Depiction of communicating wavy channel design. The branches repeated every other period in the streamwise direction and every other channel in the spanwise direction. Flow goes left to right.

Figure 5-2 shows four channels for each case; white space represents the channel, while the gray color illustrates the walls. The branches repeated every other period in the streamwise direction and every other channel in the spanwise direction; this alternating pattern can be seen in Figure 5-2. A total of twenty channels fit in the spanwise dimension of the test coupon for the \( \lambda=0.1L \) case, while the test coupon for the \( \lambda=0.4L \) case contained eighteen channels. Spacing between the channels was two channel hydraulic diameters, \( D_h \).

Figure 5.2. Two variations in baseline communicating wavy channel design. (a) \( \lambda=0.1L \); (b) \( \lambda=0.4L \). Flow goes left to right.

5.5 Numerical Setup

The optimization portion of this study was reliant upon the results from an initial simulation of each baseline configuration. A high quality, wall-resolved, structured mesh of the fluid domain was created [48], which contained two neighboring channels with their corresponding branches. Only the fluid domains were modeled. To solve the steady RANS and energy equations, the realizable k-\( \epsilon \) turbulence model was chosen [47]; the boundary conditions in the model were set for a Reynolds number of 5000, and mimicked those from the experimental setup. Both the mesh and select boundary conditions are shown in Figure 5-3. Heat was introduced into the system from a
constant temperature boundary condition imposed on the top and bottom endwalls (not shown in Figure 5-3).

Each mesh contained 2.1 million cells, and the $y^+$ values remained near or below one over the entire length of the domain, as is appropriate for the sublayer resolved turbulence model used. A grid-sensitivity study was performed on a similar geometry in a previous study [55]; doubling the number of cells in the mesh resulted in a -0.1% difference in friction factor, and a -0.1% difference in Nusselt number.

![Figure 5-3. Top-down view at 50% channel height of wall-resolved, structured mesh for the $\lambda=0.1L$ case.](image)

**Adjoint-Based Shape Optimization**

The converged solutions to the steady RANS and energy equations provided input for the subsequent optimization analysis. Embedded within the flow solver [47] was a tool to perform a sensitivity analysis, which was equipped to inform shape change. The sensitivity analysis was accomplished using an adjoint method, whose computational efficiency is epitomized by its handling of numerous degrees of freedom. A full mathematical description of the adjoint method is given in Kirsch and Thole [109], but a brief description will be given here.

Three different objective functions were imposed on each of the baseline designs. The objective functions are denoted as $J$, and are shown in Equations 5-1a-c. The third objective function reflects a commonly-used performance factor in internal cooling studies [114].

\[
J_1 = \min(\Delta P) \quad 5-1a \\
J_2 = \max(Q) \quad 5-1b \\
J_3 = \max(Q/\Delta P^{1/3}) \quad 5-1c
\]

The adjoint approach introduces a set of equations, known as the adjoint equations, to be solved to convergence, much like the governing equations for a flow simulation. Contained within the adjoint equations is the relation between the governing equations and the chosen objective function for a given flowfield. The results from the converged adjoint equations can be used to
determine the sensitivity of the design variables on the objective function. In the current study, each one of the nodes in the computational mesh represented a design variable.

Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis, the shape of the geometry at hand can be changed such that the most sensitive nodes are moved in an advantageous direction. The user defines the degree to which the shape is changed. The software [47] then morphs the mesh to reflect this shape change and ensures that the quality of the mesh remains the same as the original; additionally, $y^*$ values from subsequent flow solutions are generally unaffected.

One design iteration encompasses running the flow solver, running the adjoint solver, and morphing the mesh. Design iterations continue until either no further changes to the shape are suggested, or the flow solution no longer converges given the latest shape change. In the current study, between five and ten design iterations were needed to reach the optimized result in the simulations. Constraints were imposed on the overall length of the channels such that they would fit into the same coupon dimensions. Additionally, the periodic boundary conditions for the branches were required to change in the same manner. However, beyond these constraints, all mesh nodes represented a degree of freedom, and the resulting shape changes were complex and aperiodic.

5.6 Numerical Results

All three objective functions for both wavelengths were achieved. While no specific target was set, each of the optimized observables differed from the baseline’s accordingly. Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 show the change in the observables of interest relative to the respective baseline configurations for the $\lambda=0.1L$ and $\lambda=0.4L$ cases, respectively. Bolded values in the two tables showcase the end result of the target observable, while the other two observables are shown for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5-1. Changes in $\Delta P$, Q, and $Q/\Delta P^{1/3}$ relative to $\lambda=0.1L$ Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J_1=\min(\Delta P)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_2=\max(Q)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_3=\max(Q/\Delta P^{1/3})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5-2. Changes in $\Delta P$, Q, and $Q/\Delta P^{1/3}$ relative to $\lambda=0.4L$ Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J_1=\min(\Delta P)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_2=\max(Q)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_3=\max(Q/\Delta P^{1/3})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The majority of shape changes occurred in areas surrounding the branches. Figure 5-4 shows three zoomed-in locations from a top-down view of the channel outlines at 50% channel height. At the top of the figure is a top-down view of the entire channel length; the three locations of the zoomed-in images are outlined in bold rectangles. The walls are colored gray, and are colored based on the outline of the baseline geometry. Outlines of the optimized channels cutting through gray color, therefore, show that the channel area has expanded relative to the baseline, while any outlines in the white area (fluid domain) represent a contraction relative to the baseline.

A cursory glance at Figure 5-4 reveals a marked difference between the outlines of the J₁ objective to minimize pressure loss and the two objectives with heat transfer as an observable, J₂ and J₃. In general, where the walls of the objective to minimize pressure loss moved outward, the walls of the other two objectives moved inward, and vice versa. In specifically looking at the outline of the J₁ objective in Figure 5-4c, the angle of the branch exit shifted closer to the direction of flow, and the opposite wall bowed outward slightly. This shape change served to decrease fluid momentum, and thus, reduced the extent to which fluid from the branches penetrated the neighboring channels. For scale, certain wall movements are shown with their deviation from the CAD model.

![Figure 5-4. Channel wall outlines from a top-down view at 50% channel height for λ=0.1L baseline and optimized shapes. The gray color shows the location of the walls for the baseline case. (a) Zoomed-in view of middle branch, (b) and (c) zoomed-in view of branches subject to the periodic boundary condition.](image)
Evidence for this claim can be seen in Figure 5-5, which shows normalized axial velocity contours from each of the baseline and optimized configurations; the slice location is immediately following the branch exit highlighted in Figure 5-4c. The $J_1$ objective shows the lowest normalized velocity across the entire width of the channel. Perhaps most notably, the normalized velocity on the leeward wall (left wall, from the reader’s point of view) is only marginally higher than the mean velocity, $U_m$. This result suggests that fluid from the branches barely penetrated to the far wall, an assuredly intended consequence of the shape changes in the channels and branches. By contrast, the baseline, $J_2$, and $J_3$ cases all showed high normalized velocity on both the windward and leeward walls, thus validating the original design intent to enable jet formation.

![Figure 5-5. Contours of normalized axial velocity at one slice location, immediately after the branch exit shown in Figure 5-4c.](image)

Moving slightly downstream from Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6 shows non-dimensional temperature contours, with secondary velocity vectors overlaid, at the trough of the wave. Immediately visible in Figure 5-6 for the baseline, $J_2$, and $J_3$ cases are the presence of Dean vortices, flow features that are commonly found in wavy channels due to the centripetal forces experienced by the fluid particles [8,50]. To note, Kirsch and Thole [109] found no such vortical formation in the baseline design of the non-communicating $\lambda=0.1$L wavy microchannels; insufficient flow development length was posited to explain the absence of the Dean vortices. The introduction of the branches in the current study, however, appeared to have increased the fluid momentum enough to form the characteristic vortical pattern.
Given the velocity contour of the $J_1$ objective function in Figure 5-5, the lack of fully formed vortical structures in the $J_1$ slice in Figure 5-6 is unsurprising. The secondary flows present in the $J_1$ slice are weaker than those seen for any of the three other geometries. The shape changes that prevented jet-like flow from the branches led to the inability of Dean vortices to form. These observations in flow patterns are consistent with the overall numerical results (Table 5-1), which showed a 4.4% decrease in pressure loss from the $J_1$ objective relative to the baseline.

Contours of non-dimensional temperature also support the findings from the objective to maximize heat transfer shown in Table 5-1: the highest non-dimensional temperature can be seen in the $J_1$ slice in Figure 5-6, especially at the channel mid-height. The vortices are strongest in the $J_2$ slice, confirming that the stronger vortices are more effective at removing heat from the channel endwalls.

Figure 5-6. Contours of non-dimensional temperature with secondary velocity vectors overlaid.

Figure 5-7 presents the outlines of the baseline and optimized channels for the $\lambda=0.4L$ configuration in a similar manner to Figure 5-4; the channel outlines were taken at 50% the channel height, and the gray color illustrates the walls, while the white color is the fluid domain. The walls are again colored to the edge of the baseline design.

Striking differences between the optimized and baseline branch locations can be seen in Figure 5-7, most notably in Figure 5-7a. To note, the outlines of the optimized branches do not reflect a translation of the branch locations; instead, the outlines show how far the branch had arched at the channel mid-height. At the top and bottom endwalls, all four cases’ branch locations
matched. Where heat transfer was to be maximized ($J_2$ and $J_3$ objective functions), the branch shape at 50% channel height jutted forward, in the direction of the channel inlet. By contrast, the mid-height branch shape for the objective to minimize pressure loss ($J_1$) extended aft. This behavior strongly affected the interaction between flow emanating from the branches and the main channel flow.

Slightly downstream of the branch location highlighted in Figure 5-7a came further notable shape changes. The location of the slices shown in Figure 5-8 was taken to be where the radius of curvature in the wave design switched signs (Figure 5-1). The slices are shown with contours of normalized axial velocity. Figure 5-8 reveals stark differences in the patterns of the shape changes; objective functions $J_2$ and $J_3$ showed a sharp inward bow of the leeward wall, whereas the leeward wall of the $J_1$ objective function bowed outward. Additionally, the contour levels in each of the slices varied among the objectives. The arched nature of the branch shapes, along with the shape changes downstream of the branches, either encouraged ($J_2$ and $J_3$ objectives) or suppressed ($J_1$ objective) the intended jet formation.

The downstream effect of the jet penetration (or lack thereof) can be seen in Figure 5-9, where non-dimensional temperature contours are shown for a slice location at the trough of the channel; secondary velocity vectors are overlaid. For the $J_2$ and $J_3$ objectives, where a windward bend in channel shape resulted in higher normalized axial velocity (seen in Figure 5-8), Figure 5-9 shows characteristic Dean vortex formation. Additionally, non-dimensional temperature is visibly higher on the windward (right side from the reader’s point of view) walls of the $J_2$ and $J_3$ objectives than for either the baseline or $J_1$ cases.
Figure 5-7. Channel wall outlines from a top-down view at 50% channel height for \( \lambda = 0.4L \) baseline and optimized shapes. The gray color shows the location of the walls for the baseline case. (a) Zoomed-in view of middle branch, (b) and (c) zoomed-in view of branches subject to the periodic boundary condition.

Figure 5-8. Contours of normalized axial velocity at one slice location.
By contrast, no vortical structures were seen in the slice for the J₁ objective; expanding the leeward wall at the location highlighted in Figure 5-8 lowered the fluid momentum, which resulted in a lack of vortex formation in the channel trough. The vector patterns in Figure 5-9 support the results shown in Table 5-2. Pressure loss was decreased for the J₁ case relative to the baseline by 3.2%, due most likely to the lack of Dean vortices, while heat transfer was increased by 11.7% and 3.8%, respectively, in both the J₂ and J₃ cases due to increased fluid mixing.

![Figure 5-9. Contours of non-dimensional temperature with velocity vectors overlaid.](image)

The intent of the communicating nature of the microchannels was to increase the heat transfer while mitigating any increase in the frictional losses. As such, the communicating channel simulation results can be compared to the simulation results from the non-communicating channels [109]. Table 5-3 shows the difference in ΔP and Q between the communicating wavy channels relative to their respective non-communicating counterpart. In general, the design intent was successful. For both cases, the benefit to heat transfer outweighed the detriment to pressure loss. Further exploration into the differences between communicating and non-communicating channels will occur in the experimental results section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>λ=0.1L</th>
<th></th>
<th>λ=0.4L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔP</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>ΔP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J₁=min(ΔP)</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J₂=max(Q)</td>
<td>+7%</td>
<td>+16%</td>
<td>+12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J₃=max(Q/ΔP)</td>
<td>+0.4%</td>
<td>+11%</td>
<td>+3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-3. Changes in ΔP and Q relative to non-communicating channels
5.7 Geometric Characterization

Once the optimization analysis was complete, each set of channels was duplicated to fit into a test coupon for experimentation. Each coupon was manufactured using L-PBF [41] with Inconel 718 powder, and were built layerwise at a 45° angle to the build plate. The machine specifications were set to the default for Inconel 718 [45]. Figure 5-10 shows two views of the same coupon on the build plate, with one view looking into the flow direction and another looking at the front face of the test coupon. Pertinent dimensions are given for scale. Support structures were located on the coupon flanges, as well as the downward-facing sidewall of the test coupon itself.

Once the build was complete, the parts were heat treated to remove any residual stresses that accumulated during the build process. The parts were then removed from the build plate using a wire electro-discharge machine, and any other remaining support pieces were manually removed from the parts. The flange surfaces of the test coupons were smoothed to ensure good contact between the coupon and test section, but all other surfaces remained untouched.

A critical step in analyzing the experimental results lies in measuring the internal channel dimensions. Non-destructive evaluation of the test coupons was accomplished using CT scans, which allowed for a voxel size (resolution) of 35 μm. Analysis of the CT scan data can be performed in a similar manner to the numerical results analysis, by visualizing 2D slices of the as-built test coupon.

Figure 5-11 shows a top-down view at 50% channel height of the as-built baseline and optimized channels. The format of Figure 5-11 mimics that of Figure 5-4, with all three zoomed-in locations in Figure 5-11 matching those from Figure 5-4. Additionally, for reference, a dotted line showing the intended baseline design is included, as is one key dimension for scale.

A few notable features in Figure 5-11 stand out, perhaps the first of which is the large protrusion in the J2 outline (red) seen at location (a), in addition to the smaller protrusions visible
at location (c). These protrusions are roughness elements, a natural consequence of the L-PBF process. These roughness elements can extend into the flow as far as 25% of the channel width, and are highly irregular; as such, comparable protrusions are seen across all four cases, most especially on unsupported surfaces. The unsupported surfaces can be identified in Figure 5-11 by any outlines that are jagged in nature. By contrast, smooth outlines indicate a supported surface.

A second notable feature in Figure 5-11 can be seen in the inability of the L-PBF process to reproduce the branch feature designed to encourage jet penetration. Specifically at locations (a) and (c), the dotted line depicting the intended baseline design lies isolated from the as-built outlines, and extends farther into the channel than any of the as-built channels. Due to the chosen build direction, this particular design feature was unsupported and, because of its small size, did not build properly. Given the complicated nature of these channel designs, however, no one build direction could have fully supported all internal features.

The dimension emphasized in Figure 5-11 highlights the capability of the L-PBF process to produce the intended inward bow in the $J_2$ and $J_3$ objectives. As shown in Figure 5-4, the intended geometric feature was to bow inward by approximately 80 μm; the as-built dimension was closer
to 120 μm. By contrast, the outward bow intended in the J₁ design was not successfully reproduced.

Figure 5-4 shows that the difference between outlines of the baseline and J₁ objective was to be around 50 μm at 50% channel height. Such a deviation was not enough to be captured by the L-PBF process faithfully.

A number of other design intentions, however, were also successfully reproduced in the build. For example, the optimizer created a slight contraction in flow area in the branch for the J₂ and J₃ objectives (Figure 5-4a), and indeed, the as-built branch outlines for the J₂ and J₃ objectives followed suit (Figure 5-11a). By contrast, the intended feature for the location (b) shows a similar trend in branch flow area. Additionally, the main channel flow area was to contract where the fluid exited the branch and entered the main channel for objectives J₂ and J₃ (Figure 5-4a), a behavior that was also reproduced in the as-built channels (Figure 5-11a).

Figure 5-12 shows select CT scan results for the λ=0.4L case, presented in the same manner as Figure 5-11; all locations outlined in Figure 5-12 are the same as those highlighted in Figure 5-7. The outlines of the baseline intended designs are also included for reference and are shown in dotted lines in the figure. The outlines of the baseline intended designs are also included for reference and are shown in dotted lines in the figure; notable deviations of the optimized designs from the baseline are quantified as well.

Much like Figure 5-11, Figure 5-12 shows large roughness features that formed on the unsupported surfaces in the channels. Especially visible at locations (a) and (c), these roughness features are concentrated near the branch feature intended to encourage jet penetration. Just as for the λ=0.1L case, this small feature was not built successfully because it was unsupported throughout the build.

However, the general geometric trends seen in Figure 5-7 were largely reproduced in the as-built test coupons. In the case of the J₃ objective, the L-PBF channels showed the most significant deviation from the baseline L-PBF channel, as was the intent; at all three highlighted locations, the channel bowed sharply toward the inlet. Similarly, for objectives J₂ and J₃, the main channel was to contract in area where the fluid exited the branch. Such a characteristic is seen in Figure 5-12 at locations (a) and (c).
The CT scan data were also used to quantify the as-built channel dimensions. An in-house code was written to analyze 2D slices of the L-PBF coupons sweeping through the coupon in the axial dimension; the cross-sectional area and perimeter were calculated, which were then used to calculate a hydraulic diameter. To achieve a meaningful comparison among all baseline and optimized channels, the dimensions used in the subsequent results analyses were measured using the CT scan data at the entrance to each of the channels. As such, dimensions given in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5 are for the entrance to each of the channels. For comparison, data from Kirsch et al. [14] are included as well, denoted as ‘isolated.’ In general, the communicating channels built to within 10% of the intended dimensions.

Table 5-4. Inlet dimensions of the CAD and as-built channels for λ=0.1L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Communicating</th>
<th>Isolated [109]</th>
<th>CAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A_c (mm²)</td>
<td>D_h (mm)</td>
<td>A_c (mm²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J_1 [min(ΔP)]</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J_2 [max(Q)]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J_3 [max(Q/ΔP^{1/3})]</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5-5. Inlet dimensions of the CAD and as-built channels for $\lambda=0.4L$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Communicating $A_c$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>Isolated [109] $A_c$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>CAD $A_c$ (mm$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D_h$ (mm)</td>
<td>$D_h$ (mm)</td>
<td>$D_h$ (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.54 0.68</td>
<td>0.43 0.67</td>
<td>0.52 0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_1$ [min($\Delta P$)]</td>
<td>0.54 0.69</td>
<td>0.44 0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_2$ [max($Q$)]</td>
<td>0.55 0.69</td>
<td>0.44 0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_3$ [max($Q/\Delta P^{1/3}$)]</td>
<td>0.52 0.68</td>
<td>0.44 0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.8 Experimental Setup

All pressure loss and heat transfer experiments were performed on a bench-top rig, using air as the working fluid; Figure 5-13 shows a cross-section of the facility, which has been used in numerous previous studies [15,16,43,55,109]. Flow into the rig was controlled using a commercial mass flow controller [76]. The inlet to test section was pressurized, and was held at a constant pressure over the range of Reynolds numbers of interest in this study. A needle valve downstream of the test coupon was adjusted to achieve the different Reynolds numbers, while maintaining the inlet pressure.

![Figure 5-13. Experimental test rig for flow and heat transfer measurements](image)

Static pressure taps were located upstream of the nylon inlet contraction and downstream of the nylon exit contraction to measure the pressure drop across each test coupon. The fluid velocity was calculated by using the inlet cross-sectional area calculated from the CT scans, along with the calculated fluid density and measured mass flow rate. Channel length was taken to be the length that the fluid traveled, taking into account the wavy nature of the channels.

For heat transfer tests, a copper block was adhered to the test coupon faces using a high thermal conductivity paste. The copper block was heated through the use of a resistive surface heater connected to power supplies. Thermocouples were located in the copper blocks, as well as throughout the test section to quantify conduction losses. To calculate the test coupon surface temperature, a one dimensional conduction analysis was performed.
Heat transfer was calculated using two different methods. The first took the total heat into the system, less the conduction losses, as the net heat input. The second method was the result of an energy balance, using thermocouples at the inlet and exit of the test coupon. The two methods agreed to within 11% of each other.

**Experimental Uncertainty**

Experimental uncertainty was evaluated using the methods proposed by Kline and McClintock [46]. In the flow tests, the pressure transducers used to measure the pressure drop across the coupons governed the uncertainty. For Reynolds numbers above 4000, the overall uncertainty was below 7%, while for Reynolds numbers below 4000, the overall uncertainty was below 9%. Repeatability among tests, however, was between 1.5% and 2% for all Reynolds numbers.

Calculation of the test coupon surface temperature introduced the largest source of uncertainty in the heat transfer tests. The one dimensional conduction analysis used to calculate the surface temperature takes into consideration the thickness of the copper block and the thickness of the paste adhering the block to the coupon; the measurement of the thin layer of paste contributed the most to the heat transfer calculations. Nusselt number overall uncertainty, therefore, was below 6% for all coupons, with precision uncertainty below 3%.

5.9 Results and Discussion

Experimental results will be presented first in terms of friction factor augmentation, then in terms of Nusselt number augmentation. The Colebrook equation [98] will be used for the smooth, empty duct friction factor, $f_0$, whereas the Gnielinski correlation [51] will be used for the empty duct Nusselt number, $Nu_0$. Where applicable, results from the numerical simulations will be included, as will experimental results from Kirsch and Thole [109]. All experimental data were analyzed using the channel inlet hydraulic diameter and cross-sectional area measured from the CT scan data.

**Pressure Loss Test Results**

Figure 5-14 shows friction factor augmentation for the communicating $\lambda=0.1L$ case. Markers for the experimental results are labeled ‘AM,’ while the numerical results are labeled as ‘k-ε.’ The trend in experimental data is upward because flow through the microchannels reaches the fully rough flow regime [109], where friction factor no longer changes as Reynolds number increases; the baseline friction factor, $f_0$, however, continues to decrease with increases in Reynolds number.
Immediately apparent in Figure 5-14 is the difference in magnitude of friction factor augmentation between the numerical and experimental results. This difference can be attributed to the high surface roughness in the channels, which was not modeled in the simulation. Additionally, the spread of data across the experimental results is wider than that for the numerical results.

The objectives to minimize pressure loss ($J_1$ objective) and to maximize heat transfer ($J_2$ objective) exhibited analogous performance to the numerical predictions. In the $J_1$ case, the shape changes sought to decrease the fluid momentum and thus, decreased the propensity for jet-like flow from the branches into the channels. Such shape changes translated well to the physical domain; the L-PBF process was able to reproduce these nuanced shape changes successfully, as evidenced by the results in Figure 5-14. Additionally, as observed in Figure 5-11, the branch feature that was designed to encourage jet penetration did not build exactly as intended. The lack of jet penetration, therefore, may have furthered the optimizer’s intent to decrease pressure loss. Similarly, in the $J_2$ case, the goal of the geometric changes was to increase the fluid velocity in the branches, thereby creating stronger jets to enter the main channels. Despite not closely replicating the intended branch geometry, other shape changes in the channels sought to encourage Dean vortex formation in the main channels. Therefore, as expected, the friction factor augmentation from the $J_2$ case was higher than that from the baseline.

![Figure 5-14. Friction factor augmentation versus Reynolds number for the $\lambda=0.1L$ case.](image)

On the other hand, the shape changes that occurred for the $J_3$ case created weaker vortical structures than in the $J_2$ case (Figure 5-6). Such a design intent, coupled with the as-built branch shape, may explain the results from the $J_3$ objective, which deviated from the expected: the friction factor augmentation for the $J_3$ objective was the lowest among all cases (Figure 5-14).

Figure 5-15 shows friction factor augmentation for the $\lambda=0.4L$ case, and also includes both experimental and numerical results. A similar disparity existed between the magnitude of friction
factor augmentation in the experimental and numerical results for the λ=0.4L case as did for the λ=0.1L case. Additionally, the augmentation values varied greatly across the experimental results, whereas limited variation was seen for the numerical results. These differences can be explained by the high surface roughness in the L-PBF microchannels, which was not accounted for in the simulation.

The lowest friction factor augmentation values were seen for the baseline case in Figure 5-15. Even where pressure drop was to be minimized, in the J₁ objective, the friction factor augmentation exceeded its non-optimized counterpart. As was seen in the Numerical Results section, the shape changes for the λ=0.4L design were considerable, especially in the branch itself (Figure 5-7). As previously mentioned, in the case of the J₁ objective, the arch of the branch shape in the aft direction lowered the fluid momentum, thereby causing lower fluid velocity downstream (Figure 5-8); the arch was reproduced fairly well in the as-built channels (Figure 5-12). However, such a shape change also resulted in stronger recirculation zones in the branch itself, specifically near the top and bottom of the channel. Figure 5-16 shows a top-down view at 25% channel height of the baseline and J₁ configurations. The view location is the same as in Figure 5-7a. Secondary velocity vectors are laid atop normalized axial velocity contours to highlight the direction of the flow. For the J₁ objective, the direction of the vectors moving through the branch is noticeably different than the direction of the vectors in the baseline design. Given the friction factor results in Figure 5-15, this recirculation zone is hypothesized to have negatively affected the frictional losses through the coupon. In L-PBF microchannels, where roughness plays a large role in the flow development, the negative effects of this recirculation zone may have been amplified and thus, yielded a higher friction factor augmentation than the baseline.

As predicted, both the J₂ and J₃ objectives also exhibited a higher friction factor augmentation than the baseline design, as seen in Figure 5-15. The shape changes that generated higher velocity in the branches were successfully reproduced in the L-PBF test coupon. The branch shapes, especially, were replicated faithfully (Figure 5-12) and the roughness features most likely enhanced the optimizer’s intent.
Heat Transfer Results

Much like the friction factor results, heat transfer results will be presented in the form of an augmentation over a smooth baseline channel. Experimental and numerical heat transfer results for the $\lambda=0.1L$ case are shown in Figure 5-17. Heat transfer performance mimics the friction factor results: the objective to maximize heat transfer ($J_2$) yielded the highest heat transfer augmentation, as was predicted by the simulation. Similarly, the objective to minimize pressure loss ($J_1$) yielded the lowest augmentation values.
Over the Reynolds number range tested, the J2 objective showed about a 10% increase in heat transfer augmentation over the baseline design, which was slightly higher than expected based on the simulation’s prediction (Table 5-1). Given that the shape of the J2 microchannels were meant to promote jet formation and encourage Dean vortex development, the addition of surface roughness most likely augmented these goals.

A notable result from Figure 5-17 is the heat transfer performance for the J3 case relative to the J1 case. Figure 5-14 showed that the J3 case exhibited lower friction factor augmentation than the J1 case, which deviated from the expectation, but Figure 5-17 shows similar heat transfer performance between the two geometries. These results suggest that the optimized geometry achieved its goals, at least partially: an attempt to maintain good heat transfer performance did so without a substantial increase in pressure loss.

![Figure 5-17. Nusselt number augmentation versus Reynolds number for the λ=0.1L case.](image)

Figure 5-18 presents heat transfer augmentation values for the λ=0.4L case, and contains both experimental and numerical results. The heat transfer augmentation for all four L-PBF test coupons was similar; the J1 objective yielded the lowest heat transfer augmentation, which was to be expected, but the two objectives with heat transfer as the observable yielded results nearly on top of the baseline results. Despite the higher friction factor augmentation seen for the J2 and J3 cases in Figure 5-15, the heat transfer performance appeared to be unaffected. The features that were successfully reproduced in the build served less to increase the heat transfer than they did to augment the frictional losses.
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5.10 Communicating vs. Non-Communicating Channel Performance

To gain a better understanding of how the addition of the branches in wavy microchannels affected performance, we can directly compare the friction factor and heat transfer augmentation between the communicating and non-communicating (isolated) channels from Kirsch and Thole [109]. Figure 5-19 shows the friction factor augmentation versus Nusselt number augmentation at a Reynolds number of 5000 for communicating and non-communicating channels. Data from both wavelengths are included.

The first element of Figure 5-19 that stands out is the notably high friction factor augmentation shown by the $\lambda=0.1L$ wavy channel with the objective to maximize heat transfer. By contrast, the $\lambda=0.1L$ communicating case to maximize heat transfer shows a much decreased friction factor augmentation, with a comparable heat transfer augmentation. In the case of the non-communicating channels, the objective to maximize heat transfer was achieved in the simulation by creating large vortical structures in the channels [14]. Given the high surface roughness in the as-manufactured channels, this intended flow feature was enhanced, and, as a consequence, a significant increase in the frictional losses was measured. On the other hand, the objective to maximize heat transfer in the communicating case revolved around encouraging jet penetration from the branches into neighboring channels. While such jet penetration may have been tempered given the results of the as-built channels (Figure 5-11), this design intent incurred less of a penalty to the friction factor, and was less affected by the roughness in channels.
Figure 5-19. Friction factor augmentation vs. Nusselt number augmentation at a Reynolds number of 5000. Open markers indicate data from Kirsch and Thole [109], where microchannels were non-communicating (denoted in legend as ‘wavy’). Closed markers indicate data from the current study (denoted as ‘branched’).

In a similar vein, the objective to minimize pressure loss for the communicating and non-communicating channels yielded differences in terms of the success of the design intent. In the case of the isolated channels, the objective was achieved numerically by reducing the amount of backflow in the channels, which occurred where the radius of curvature switched signs (Figure 5-1) [109]. Due to the surface roughness in the channels, this objective was not achieved experimentally; the $J_1$ geometry for the wavy case exhibited a higher friction factor augmentation than the baseline. However, the objective to minimize pressure loss in the communicating case was achieved in the as-built microchannels. The design intent revolved around reducing the fluid momentum in the branches, thus limiting the extent to which fluid penetrated into neighboring branches. Such a design intent translated to the physical domain much better than the intent to mitigate any backflow.

In looking at the $\lambda=0.4L$ geometry, the wavy channel objectives to increase the heat transfer ($J_2$ and $J_3$) matched the performance of the same objectives in the communicating case. The addition of the branches in the longer wavelength did little to increase the heat transfer. Fewer branches existed in the $\lambda=0.4L$ case than in the $\lambda=0.1L$ case (Figure 5-2), so their effect on the flow and heat transfer performance was less pronounced. In the as-built test coupons, the presence of the surface roughness may have exerted a much more significant effect on the flow features than the presence of the branches. As such, the optimizer’s shape changes surrounding the branches
may not have been enough to achieve the heat transfer objective experimentally; differences between the communicating and non-communicating channels were seen only in the friction factor.

5.11 Conclusions

The current study was created to push the limits of the additive manufacturing process. The baseline microchannel configurations borrowed a key element from many transport systems found in nature, namely secondary branches that connect primary channels; two different wavelengths of a communicating wavy channel design were chosen for a baseline configuration. Each were numerically optimized with three different goals to (1) minimize the pressure loss, (2) maximize the heat transfer, and (3) maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss. The resultant geometries were complex, with cross-sectional shapes that were far from rectangular.

Each of the objectives functions was achieved numerically, with the majority of shape changes occurring near the branches themselves. Where pressure loss was to be minimized, the branches morphed such the flow exited the branches a shallower angle into its neighboring main channel. Other shape changes in the objective to minimize pressure loss sought to decrease the fluid momentum, which lessened the formation of Dean vortices in the channel. On the other hand, where heat transfer was to be maximized, the shape of the branches encouraged jet penetration into neighboring channels, thereby enhancing the formation of Dean vortices and increasing the fluid mixing.

The numerically optimized channels were duplicated to fit in test coupons, and were additively manufactured using a Laser Powder Bed Fusion process. The as-built test coupons built relatively true to their design intents. However, a natural consequence of the additive manufacturing process is the surface roughness; the presence of large roughness features, especially on any unsupported surfaces, most assuredly affected the flow through the channels, and also influenced how well the design of the branch exit was replicated.

Experimental results showed that, in the shorter wavelength configuration, the objective to minimize pressure loss was achieved. The optimizer’s goal to decrease the fluid momentum translated well to the as-built microchannels, with the friction factor augmentation of the optimized channels around 6% less than the baseline. Similarly, the objective to maximize heat transfer was achieved as well, with an increase in the heat transfer augmentation from the optimized channels at around 9% over the baseline.

In the longer wavelength channels, the presence of the branches did not strongly influence the channels’ heat transfer performance. While objectives to maximize heat transfer resulted in an increase in the pressure loss, heat transfer remained unaffected. The effects of surface roughness
may have outweighed the effects of the shape changes surrounding the branches due to the fact that
the branch additions were sparse.

This study represents only an initial foray into the relationship between design tools and
additive manufacturing. While additive manufacturing lifts many design constraints imposed by
conventional means, the manufacturing process is less than perfect. Different concerns, such as
build direction and surface roughness, must be taken into consideration. Until a tool that more
closely integrates design decisions and build consequences exists, the numerical tools currently
available for optimization methods should be explored. Additionally, detailed investigation into
the current capabilities of the additive manufacturing process are critical in furthering the
technology. With continued research into both the design tools and the manufacturing technology,
the full potential of additive manufacturing can be realized, and more effective microchannel
cooling configurations can be created.
6 ISOLATING THE EFFECTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS VERSUS WALL SHAPE IN NUMERICALLY OPTIMIZED, ADDITIVELY MANUFACTURED MICRO COOLING CHANNELS

6.1 Abstract

Metal-based additive manufacturing is a disruptive technology with the capability to transform industries. The increased design space the technology offers is enticing to designers, who are given an opportunity to develop components that exceed prior performance levels; optimization tools can be used to provide guidance. However, the nature of surface roughness in additively manufactured parts is highly irregular, and computational models generally cannot properly capture the surface morphology. How, then, can current numerical tools predict the performance of additively manufactured components, or aid designers in developing products that meet their needs?

The current study aims to provide insight into the current capabilities of both design tools and the additive manufacturing process for microchannels intended for cooling components. A commercially-available optimization scheme was used to improve the design of four microchannel cooling configurations. These optimized geometries were printed using a metal-based additive manufacturing process; only some objective functions were achieved experimentally. In the current study, the same optimized geometries were printed using a stereolithography process, which built smooth channels as simulated in the optimization scheme. Experiments were performed to gather friction factor data, and results showed that the design intents were largely validated. Analyses of the metal test coupons alongside the plastic coupons showcase the direct effects of surface roughness: the influence of surface roughness was predominantly tied to the goal of the shape change.

6.2 Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) has generated widespread excitement for a variety of applications. The advanced manufacturing technique can create near net shape geometries, including at the micro-scale, and its applications range from prototypes to production-level components.

Building parts layer-by-layer lifts many design constraints imposed by conventional, subtractive manufacturing techniques. As such, the true potential of AM can only be realized when

this more open design space is fully exploited: numerical design tools are a necessary component in the ever-evolving field of AM. However, the current connection between computational models and their as-built counterparts can be weak, depending on the manufacturing method used.

Metal-based AM, for example, is one such process that produces parts that can deviate from their design intent given the complexity of the manufacturing process. Especially at the micro-scale, poor surface finish in metal AM parts affects not only the success of the build to replicate the intended design accurately, but also the ability of the part to function as desired. Evaluating the effectiveness of design tools for metal AM, therefore, can be difficult; upon analyzing the performance of the as-built parts, a natural question arises as to whether the performance can be attributed to the design features, or simply to the resultant geometry.

The current study seeks to isolate the effects of design features from surface roughness in parts created through Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF), one type of metal AM. The medium through which this study will be presented is through microchannel heat exchangers. Previous work by Kirsch and Thole [109,115] found mixed success in the ability of optimized L-PBF wavy microchannel designs to perform as intended. To probe deeper into those findings, the current study presents the same baseline and optimized wavy channel designs from Kirsch and Thole, but built using a Stereolithography (SLA) process, which faithfully reproduced the optimized geometries with relatively smooth surfaces. The SLA test coupons were then tested for friction factor over a range of Reynolds numbers. The results of the current study aim to interrogate the chosen optimization method, an efficient and simple design tool, as well as to gain a better understanding of the effects of surface roughness in complex channels.

6.3 Review of Relevant Literature

The use of numerical tools to guide design decisions has become an integral step in the modern design process. Optimization schemes, in particular, are of distinct interest in cases where the most effective design may not be obvious, or where an acceptable compromise between competing objectives is desired. Martinelli and Jameson [21] published a detailed review of the natural relation between shape optimization and aerodynamics, the first foray into which occurred once computational fluid dynamics (CFD) became well-established.

Shape and topology optimization methods have been the focus of a number of recent studies in the field of heat exchangers [65,68,69,72–74,109,116,117]. Both schemes are accomplished through gradient-based optimization, meaning that the gradient of the objective function with respect to any design variables must be calculable. An efficient way to calculate this
gradient for a large number of design variables is through the adjoint method, which decouples any perturbations to design variables from the flow solver.

Many studies on optimization schemes are numerical in nature \([65,68,69,73,74,116,117]\); some studies, however, have experimentally investigated their numerically optimized designs \([72,109]\). Dede et al. \([72]\) used topology optimization for a finned, external-flow heat exchanger; Kirsch and Thole \([109]\) used shape optimization in internal micro cooling channels. In both studies, the heat exchangers were built using L-PBF, and both authors reported that the surface finish affected their aerothermal performance. In Dede et al. \([72]\), the optimized heat exchanger outperformed the baseline, while in Kirsch and Thole \([109]\), the optimized channels showed mixed success relative to their baselines.

In general, external flow features can be smoothed, but internal cooling channels with large L/D are difficult to smooth while maintaining nominal channel dimensions. Seminal studies by Snyder et al. \([15]\) and Stimpson et al. \([16]\) reported on the effects of roughness in L-PBF microchannels. The authors found that the size of the roughness features relative to the channel hydraulic diameter played a key role in the channels’ performance. Higher relative roughness directly correlated with higher friction factors, but only proved beneficial to the heat transfer to a point; once the friction factor augmentation in the channel surpassed a value of four, no further benefit to the heat transfer was seen. These results corroborated the findings from Norris \([33]\).

The type of surface roughness that results from the L-PBF process is irregular in shape and size \([60,94]\). Build direction exerts a strong influence on the roughness levels \([29,95]\), as well as the likelihood that a part will build close to its intended design \([15]\). Modeling such surface roughness, however, is difficult. Results from studies on the effects of uniform roughness \([30–32]\) cannot be applied to channels in which the surface morphology is so complex. In one study by Stimpson et al. \([63]\), however, the authors developed a correlation for predicting the friction factor and heat transfer from straight L-PBF microchannels; a key finding was that randomly roughened surfaces correlate best with the measured arithmetic mean roughness.

The channel design in the current study is one commonly used in low mass flow applications, such as those for fluid mixing or small electronics cooling. Wavy channels promote mixing in the flow through to characteristic vortical structures that form because of the centripetal force enacted on the fluid particles \([8]\). Common methods to create the channel waviness can be through sinusoidal waves \([37,38]\), or from circular arcs \([8]\). The most common variables to change in wavy channels are the wavelength and amplitude \([25,26]\), which affect the vortex characteristics in the channels.
Most wavy channels from the literature were performed at low Reynolds numbers (Re < 1000). However, studies by Kirsch and Thole [55] and Weaver et al. [108] investigated wavy channels at higher (2000 < Re < 20000) Reynolds numbers, and found that the benefits of the wavy channel design transferred well to higher Reynolds number applications.

The current study is unique in that it delves into the flow physics of complex, optimized microchannel cooling designs. Until a closer tie between numerical optimization techniques and manufacturing capabilities exists, fundamental studies like the current one are crucial in bridging the gap between simulations and experiments. This study aims to explore the current capabilities of a simple, computationally-inexpensive design tool, as well as lend insight into key differences to expect between smooth and roughened channels.

6.4 Channel Design

The wavy channels in the current study were created by sweeping a rectangle along a path constructed with four 45° arcs. This design was chosen such that the fluid particles in the channels traveled through the same radius of curvature, and thus experienced the same magnitude of centripetal force; the direction of that centripetal force switched signs from positive to negative twice in every period.

In two of the baseline configurations, the channels were isolated from one another. In the other two baseline designs, branches connected the primary channels in an effort to increase fluid mixing. Each of the isolated and communicating channel designs contained two different wavelengths, \( \lambda \), relative to the entire test coupon channel length, L: \( \lambda=0.1L \) and \( \lambda=0.4L \).

Figure 6-1 explains how the isolated wavy channel was created in the \( \lambda=0.1L \) case; the method was the same for the \( \lambda=0.4L \) case, therefore creating a larger amplitude wave. Ten periods were present in the \( \lambda=0.1L \) case, while 2.5 were present for the \( \lambda=0.4L \) case. The direction of the radius of curvature switched signs in between the peaks and troughs of the channels.

Figure 6-2 shows the channel construction for the communicating wavy channels. The branches between primary channels in Figure 6-2 emanated at a 45° angle to the horizontal. Branches were included in every other period in the axial dimension, and between every other channel in the spanwise dimension. This alternating pattern can be seen in the full-length image of the channels. The entrance to the branches was filleted to minimize losses, while the exit from the branch was sharper to encourage jet penetration.
Figure 6-1. Isolated wavy channel construction. To create the channels, a rectangle was swept along the path created by the four 45° arcs. (a) $\lambda=0.4L$ case, (b) $\lambda=0.1L$ case, (c) description of wavy channel construction.

Figure 6-2. Communicating wavy channel configuration. The primary channels were created in the same manner as shown in Figure 6-1, but branches were included to encourage fluid mixing. Branches emerged from the primary channels at a 45° angle to the horizontal. (a) $\lambda=0.4L$ case, (b) $\lambda=0.1L$ case, (c) description of wavy channel construction. Note the sharp corner at the branch exit, which was included to encourage jet penetration.

6.5 Simulation Setup

A wall-resolved, structured mesh was created for each of the four baseline configurations. The steady RANS and energy equations were solved using the realizable k-$\epsilon$ turbulence model; only the fluid domains were included in the simulation. The boundary conditions mimicked those from the experimental setup in Kirsch and Thole [55,109]; a constant temperature boundary
condition was imposed on the channel top and bottom endwalls, and the flow conditions were for a Reynolds number of 5000.

In the case of the isolated channels, the mesh contained 1.1 million nodes. For the communicating channels, two neighboring channels were modeled with their corresponding branches, and thus contained double the number nodes. For the communicating channels, the exterior branches were subject to periodic boundary conditions.

Figure 6-3 shows a slice of the computational mesh for the \( \lambda=0.1L \) communicating case, along with certain boundary conditions highlighted. Note that the other computational meshes were similar. The results from the numerical simulation fed into a shape optimization analysis, which was embedded within the same program as the flow solver. Shape optimization was accomplished through a sensitivity analysis, which was calculated by solving a set of equations known as the adjoint equations. The adjoint method is a highly efficient means of calculating the sensitivity of a large number of design variables on a given objective function. In the current simulation, each one of the nodes in the computational mesh represented a design variable.

![Figure 6-3. Top-down view at 50% channel height of the computational mesh used for the \( \lambda=0.1L \) communicating channel configuration. In the case of the isolated channels, only one channel was included in the simulation. Not shown in this figure is the heat input into the simulation, which was accomplished through a constant temperature boundary condition on the top and bottom endwalls.](image)

Each of the four baseline configurations were subjected to three different objective functions, denoted as \( J \) and shown in Equations 1-3. The first objective was to minimize the pressure loss between channel inlet and outlet, the second objective was to maximize the heat transfer on the top and bottom endwalls, and the third objective sought to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss. The form of the third objective function mirrors a commonly-used performance factor in internal cooling channels, originally derived in Gee and Web [114].

\[
J_1 = \min(\Delta P) \tag{6-1}
\]

\[
J_2 = \max(Q) \tag{6-2}
\]

\[
J_3 = \max\left(\frac{Q}{\Delta P^{1/3}}\right) \tag{6-3}
\]
A full, mathematical description of the adjoint method is given in Kirsch and Thole [55];
the derivation and discretization of the adjoint equations, however, were accomplished within the
program [47]. The adjoint equations are solved to convergence much like the governing equations
for the flow solver. Once converged, the sensitivity of each one of the design variables (mesh
nodes) on the objective at hand can be determined. The user defines the degree to which the shape
should change, then the mesh is morphed as directed by the sensitivity results. The resultant mesh
retains its original quality and its original $y^+$ values. The flow solver governing equations are then
solved to convergence with the new geometry, and the objective function can be compared to the
results from the previous flow solution.

One design iteration includes solving the governing equations to convergence, solving the
adjoint equation to convergence, morphing the mesh, and re-running the flow solver. In all,
between six and fourteen design iterations were performed for each of the objective functions on
each of the baseline designs. A final design was chosen when either the objective function no
longer changed, or the flow solver no longer converged.

Each of the shape changes achieved their intended objective function. Table 6-1 shows the
results from the numerical study of the non-communicating channels as a percentage of the baseline
value; Table 6-2 shows the same data, but from the communicating channel configuration. The
bolded values show the results from the objective function at hand, while the other two values are
shown for comparison.

In general, the objective to maximize heat transfer was the most successful. Perhaps
because the wavy channel configuration already promoted such strong mixing in the flow, this
objective was easiest to satisfy. The most significant deviation from the baseline was seen in the
$\lambda=0.1L$ non-communicating channel to maximize heat transfer (+26%). By contrast, the least
significant deviations from the baseline were seen in the objectives to maximize the ratio of heat
transfer to pressure loss for both wavelengths in Table 6-2, which shows the communicating
channels. The conflict between increasing the heat transfer and decreasing the pressure loss was
not well-resolved by the optimizer in the communicating channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6-1 Changes in $\Delta P$, $Q$, and $Q/\Delta P^{1/3}$ in non-communicating optimized channels relative to each respective baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda=0.1L$</th>
<th>$\lambda=0.4L$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta P$</td>
<td>$Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_1$</td>
<td>-8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_2$</td>
<td>+28.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_3$</td>
<td>+1.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6-2. Changes in ΔP, Q, and Q/ΔP$^{1/3}$ in communicating optimized channels relative to each respective baseline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>λ=0.1L</th>
<th></th>
<th>λ=0.4L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔP</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Q/ΔP$^{1/3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J₁</td>
<td>-4.4%</td>
<td>-3.9%</td>
<td>-2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J₂</td>
<td>+6.6%</td>
<td>+6.6%</td>
<td>+4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J₃</td>
<td>+0.4%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>+1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.6 Test Coupon Manufacture

Plastic Stereolithography Process

Once the optimization procedure was complete, the baseline and optimized channels were duplicated in order to fit in a test coupon. In the current study, six channels were included in the test coupons, and the scale of the coupons was chosen such that the channels could be built in one, solid piece. A commercially-available SLA machine was used for the build [118]. Once a build has completed, the parts are removed from the build platform, cleaned using isopropyl alcohol, and cured in a UV oven. Once cured, support structures are easily broken off.

The layer thickness (resolution in the z-dimension) was 50 microns; the laser spot size (resolution in the x- and y-dimensions) was 140 μm. Multiple test pieces were built at the same time, but in all, five builds were required to manufacture all pieces and took approximately 200 hours to complete.

The SLA test pieces were designed such that the tops of the channels were open. Therefore, any residual resin could be cleaned out, and the internal surfaces of the channels could cure evenly. During testing, a lid was placed atop the channels to seal the test section. The channels were 6.5 mm in height, and 3.25 mm in width at the entrance, which was scaled up 6.5X from the manufactured channels in Kirsch and Thole [115,119]. The L/D for all channels was 41.

Metal Additive Process

The test coupons for the previous studies from Kirsch and Thole [115,119] were meant to replicate heat transfer properties of the intended production-level micro-sized heat exchanger. As such, the test pieces were manufactured from stock Inconel 718 powder [45] using default parameters in the L-PBF process [27]. In any L-PBF process, metal powder is melted together layer-by-layer until the part is complete.

For the test coupons from Kirsch and Thole [115,119], the layer thickness was 40 μm. The x-y resolution in L-PBF processes is driven by many different process parameters and, as such, difficult to quantify. However, a typical resolution can be assumed to be within a few hundred microns [41]. The total build time for the test coupons was near 40 hours; the build plate, however, contained coupons other than the sixteen test coupons from Kirsch and Thole [115,119].
The L-PBF process is comparable to a welding process, and imparts significant thermal stress in each of the parts. Therefore, parts must be heat treated to eliminate any residual stresses before being removed from the build plate. A wire electro-discharge machine (EDM) is used to remove parts from the build plate. Any other support structures not removed by the EDM must be manually machined off.

As previously mentioned, a natural consequence of the L-PBF process is high surface roughness. As the laser traces each subsequent slice of the part and melts the metal powder, nearby loose powder particles can become sintered to the fully-melted regions. This behavior occurs more readily on unsupported surfaces, or those in which the current layer has no solid material directly underneath. These unsupported surfaces can also deviate from the CAD model more than supported surfaces; intricate features are more difficult to replicate when loose powder, instead of fully melted material, lies directly beneath the current layer.

The build direction for the L-PBF test coupons is shown in Figure 6-4, and was chosen such that most internal surfaces would build appropriately. However, given the complicated nature of the channel designs, unsupported surfaces were unavoidable and, as a result, the L-PBF test coupons deviated from the design intent in both surface finish and geometric tolerance.

Non-Destructive Evaluation

A critical part of any AM or 3D printing study comes in properly characterizing the resultant part. Two SLA test coupons were scanned using X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT) to evaluate how closely the printed designs matched the optimized intent. The resolution of the scan was 90 μm, which was more than sufficient to capture all design features. For both SLA test coupons, 95% of the geometry matched the CAD model to within 140 μm, the laser spot size.

Each of the L-PBF test coupons was CT scanned as well, at a resolution of 35 μm. The rough internal surfaces of the L-PBF microchannels were determined using proprietary software [42] that computed the gradient between solid material and open space. Deviations from the design
were primarily driven by the roughness, although certain features such as sharp corners were difficult to reproduce.

Figure 6-5 shows a 2D slice taken at an L/D close to 7, or 17.5% the channel length for both the SLA and L-PBF channels; the intended design is shown in a black outline, while the as-built channel outlines are colored by their deviation from the CAD model. Figure 6-5a shows the outline for the SLA test coupon, which was 6.5 times larger than the L-PBF test coupon, from which one channel’s cross-section is shown in Figure 6-5b. As such, the deviation color bar for the SLA test coupon is 6.5 times greater in magnitude than the deviation color bar for the L-PBF channels.

![Figure 6-5. Deviation from the design intent for the (a) 6.5X scale SLA test coupon and (b) the 1X scale L-PBF test coupon. The channels shown are for the objective to minimize pressure loss. The as-built channel outlines at the location specified at the top of the image are colored by their deviation from the design intent; the black outline shows the slice of the CAD model. The contour scales for the different manufacturing processes reflect the difference in scale between the two test coupons.](image)

The deviation from the CAD model is visually much more significant in the L-PBF test coupon than in the SLA test coupon. This result is expected, given the small size of the channels. The corners of the channels in the L-PBF process did not build quite as intended, yielding much more rounded intersections between channel endwalls. However, certain design features from the optimizer were generally reproduced.

The SLA test coupon, on the other hand, built nearly identical to the design intent. The largest deviation, seen at the corners of the channel, was less than the laser spot size of 140 μm. Much of this success can be attributed to the fact that the channels were scaled up 6.5X. Given that the intent of this study was to understand how the numerical shape changes performed experimentally, the CT scan results of the SLA test coupons validated the study’s premise; the SLA test coupons were deemed a sufficient representation of the optimized channel design.
Experimental Setup

A bench-top rig was used to calculate the friction factor for each of the test coupons. A mass flow controller [76] governed the air flow through the test rig; the Reynolds number ranged between 2000 and 18000. A static pressure tap was located upstream of the channels; the channels emptied to atmosphere. During testing, vacuum grease was used to seal the interface between test piece and test section, as well as seal the contact between the channels and their lids. Figure 6-6 shows a cross-section of the experimental setup. An example test piece containing the $\lambda=0.4L$ channels is shown for reference. The test piece sits inside a lip in the test section, and the channels and their lids are clamped together to ensure no leaks occur during testing.

Mean fluid velocity was calculated from the measured mass flow rate using the cross-sectional area at the entrance to the channels; given that the SLA test pieces built so close to the design intent, the dimensions were taken to be the CAD dimensions.

To validate the test rig, a test piece containing six straight, smooth, rectangular channels was printed along with the wavy channels to test for friction factor. Figure 6-7 shows the friction factor from this benchmark test coupon; outside of Reynolds numbers between 700 and 2000, the friction factor from the test coupon was within 5% of the correlations. In the laminar-to-turbulent transition region, the influence from entrance effects was measurable because of the channel L/D; Langhaar [120] found that for L/D between 20 and 63, entrance effects influenced the friction factor in the transition region.
Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty was quantified using the methods proposed in Kline and McClintock [46]. Overall uncertainty in measuring friction factor was under 5% for all conditions; the largest source of uncertainty came in the calculation of the mean velocity used in the friction factor calculations. The uncertainty in measuring the pressure drop was under 0.5%, and the uncertainty in Reynolds number measurements was under 1%. Repeatability in friction factor among tests was under 4%.

6.7 Experimental Results and Discussion

Friction factor results will be presented in terms of an augmentation over a smooth baseline, calculated using the Colebrook formula [98]; both experimental and numerical data points will be
included. Where applicable, flowfield results from the numerical simulations will be included to explain the experimental results.

**SLA Test Coupons vs. Numerical Simulation**

*Non-communicating Channels*

Figure 6-8 shows the friction factor augmentation for the SLA test coupons and the numerical results for the $\lambda=0.1L$ non-communicating (isolated) case. The trend with Reynolds number is constant, meaning that the friction factor from the SLA coupons decreases with Reynolds number at the same rate as a perfectly smooth channel.

The magnitude of the experimental results differs from the numerical results by between 35 and 50%, which may be attributed to the inability of the flow solver to capture all secondary flows; the realizable $k-\epsilon$ turbulence model is known to fall short in capturing complex flows accurately [121].

However, the trends between experimental and numerical results were similar. For example, the channels optimized for a decrease in pressure loss showed a 5-9% decrease in friction factor augmentation experimentally. The numerical results predicted a 6% decrease in friction factor augmentation. In the simulation, the objective to minimize pressure loss was achieved by mitigating backflow in the channel. Where the radius of curvature switched signs (shown in Figure 6-1), the flow solver showed signs of backflow in the baseline case. Figure 6-9 shows 2D slices at 20% of the channel length colored by normalized axial velocity. Two specific locations of backflow can be seen in the baseline contour, denoted by any dark blue color. In contrast, all fluid in the slice through the optimized channel is moving in the positive x direction. These shape changes translated well to the experimental results, which indeed showed a decreased pressure loss relative to the baseline design.

![Figure 6-8. Friction factor augmentation for the $\lambda=0.1L$ non-communicating (isolated) channel case](image)
The objective to maximize heat transfer also yielded similar friction factor augmentation trends in both experimental and numerical results. In the experimental results, the objective to maximize heat transfer showed a friction factor augmentation between 10 and 20% higher than the baseline; in the numerical results, the optimized channel showed a 25% increase in friction factor augmentation over the baseline.

The intent of the shape optimization to increase the heat transfer revolved around creating stronger vortices in the channels [55]. Figure 6-10 shows 2D slices taken from the numerical results at 55% of the channel length from the $\lambda=0.1L$ baseline and $\lambda=0.1L \max(Q)$ geometries. Note that slice locations Figure 6-10 do not showcase any shape changes. All shape changes occurred in between the peaks and troughs of the wavy channels, where the radius of curvature switched signs, which strongly affected the flow structures in the peaks and troughs.

The contours in Figure 6-10 are colored by non-dimensional temperature; secondary velocity vectors are included as well. The contour levels in the baseline case are noticeably darker (lower non-dimensional temperature) than in the case to maximize heat transfer. Additionally, the velocity vector directions differ significantly. Where heat transfer was to be maximized, velocity vectors pointed directly vertical, showing that fluid was forced toward the top and bottom endwalls to remove the heat. These vortical structures undoubtedly played a role in the friction factor increase over the baseline case, and their creation translated well to the experimental results.
The objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss performed differently than predicted, in that the friction factor augmentation in the experimental results was lower than the baseline. The numerical simulation predicted a higher friction factor augmentation than the baseline. This discrepancy may be attributed to the flow solution’s ill prediction of the vortex strength. In general, the shape changes for the objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss were a compromise between those for the objective to maximize heat transfer and the objective to minimize pressure loss. In the experimental results, the strength of the vortices induced by the shape changes are hypothesized to have exerted a weaker effect on the friction factor than predicted; the shape changes that reduced backflow outweighed those that promoted stronger vortices.

Figure 6-11 shows friction factor augmentation for both numerical and experimental results from the $\lambda=0.4L$ configuration. Note that the abscissa is half that from Figure 6-8; the friction factor augmentation in the longer wavelength was much less than for the shorter wavelength. Additionally, the difference in magnitude between the numerical and experimental results in Figure 6-11 was significantly smaller than in Figure 6-8. Given the longer distance the fluid traveled before reaching a sign change in the radius of curvature, the flow incurred fewer losses and was prone to fewer secondary flows. Characteristic Dean vortices form most fully in the peaks and troughs of the channels, fewer of which were present in the $\lambda=0.4L$ case than in the $\lambda=0.1L$ case. As such, the realizable $k-\epsilon$ model was able to capture the flow features more accurately than in the shorter wavelength.
The goals of the optimizer in the $\lambda=0.4L$ case were structured around the secondary flows in the channels. Where pressure drop was to be minimized, the size of these vortices was diminished; where heat transfer was to be maximized, the size of these vortices was enhanced. Figure 6-12 supports these claims. 2D slices are shown at the axial location specified in the figure, and show non-dimensional temperature contours with secondary velocity vectors overlaid. The fullest vortices are seen for the objective to maximize heat transfer, while the smallest are seen for the objective to minimize pressure loss. Given the longer flow development length, the amount of backflow in the $\lambda=0.4L$ channels was negligible. Therefore, the predominant flow features to be targeted by the shape changes were the vortices. The non-dimensional temperature contour levels reflect the flowfield shown from the vectors. Stronger mixing, and therefore higher non-dimensional temperatures, were seen where the vortices are strongest.

The objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss exhibited shape changes that closely mimicked those for the objective to maximize heat transfer. Figure 6-12 shows very similar vortical structures in the objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss as those seen in the objective to maximize heat transfer solely. The objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss resulted in an increase in friction factor augmentation of 6% over the baseline, which matched the simulation results.
Communicating Channels

Figure 6-13 shows the friction factor augmentation for the communicating channels at the \( \lambda=0.1L \) wavelength. Much like in Figure 6-8, the magnitude between the numerical and experimental results differed by 40-50%. However, the trends predicted by the simulations were again captured in the experimental results. The experimental results for the objective to maximize heat transfer showed a 4% increase in friction factor augmentation over the baseline, which was similar to the prediction of an increase by 5%. Additionally, the objective to minimize pressure loss yielded a friction factor 5% under the baseline, which again was markedly close to the simulation’s result of a decrease by 4%.

Figure 6-14 shows 2D slices of all \( \lambda=0.4L \) designs. The baseline and all three optimized cases are shown. Contours are colored with nondimensional temperature; secondary velocity vectors are overlaid.

The inclusion of the branches between wavy channels strongly influenced the formation of vortical structures in the primary channels. As such, the majority of shape changes in the communicating channels came in the vicinity of the branches. Figure 6-14 shows 2D slices of all
four $\lambda=0.1L$ communicating channel cases at a axial distance of 65% the channel length. Unsurprisingly, the largest vortices are seen for the objective to maximize heat transfer, as are the lowest non-dimensional temperatures. In looking at the objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss, the vortices are present, but smaller in magnitude than those for the objective to maximize heat transfer only. By contrast, the secondary flows for the objective to minimize pressure loss are minimal. The shape changes generated by the optimizer can be hypothesized to have generated similar flow structures in SLA test coupons, given the similar trends seen in Figure 6-13.

As was the case for the $\lambda=0.4L$ non-communicating channels, the difference in friction factor augmentation between the numerical and experimental results for the $\lambda=0.4L$ communicating channels was small. Figure 6-15 shows the experimental and numerical friction factor augmentation results for the $\lambda=0.4L$ communicating channels. Due to the branch pattern and the long wavelength of the primary channels, the number of branches in the test coupon was significantly smaller than in the $\lambda=0.1L$ case (Figure 6-2). Therefore, the increase in fluid mixing due to the branches, and thus an increase in the requirement for the realizable $k$-$\epsilon$ model to model stronger secondary flows, was nominal. The objective to minimize pressure loss was achieved in the experimental results, as was the objective to maximize heat transfer. The objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure drop, however, deviated from the intended result. The strength of the vortices in the $\lambda=0.4L$ communicating channels is hypothesized to be stronger than predicted, and thus yielded a higher friction factor augmentation than the baseline.
As previously mentioned, the experimental results from the optimized L-PBF channels showed mixed success in terms of replicating the trends predicted by the simulation. The following discussion will delve into these discrepancies, and examine the influence of high surface roughness on the channels’ performance by focusing on the $\lambda=0.1L$ wavelength.

**Non-communicating Channels**

Figure 6-16 shows normalized friction factor from each of the optimized channels of the $\lambda=0.1L$ non-communicating configuration. Experimental data from the L-PBF and SLA test coupons are included, as well as the results from the realizable k-\(\epsilon\) simulation. Each data point is normalized by its respective baseline design.

The L-PBF test coupons failed at the objective to minimize pressure loss: the optimized channels showed a higher friction factor than the baseline design. The shape changes aimed to minimize the backflow in the channels, which did not work in the L-PBF channels. The high surface roughness on the internal channel walls negated any effect that the wall shape had on mitigating backflow; roughness features that protruded into the flow undoubtedly disturbed the flow, rendering the shape changes ineffective in reducing pressure loss. However, for smooth-walled channels, the design intent was successfully achieved.

Where heat transfer was to be maximized, the optimized L-PBF microchannels showed a friction factor over 50% higher than the L-PBF baseline microchannels. The shape of the optimized channels was meant to encourage stronger vortex formation. Given the rough channel walls, this shape change in the L-PBF channels most likely augmented the design intent; the combination of larger-scale vortices, induced by the shape change, and smaller-scale vortices, induced by the roughness features, contributed to a friction factor well above the baseline.
The SLA coupon optimized for heat transfer, however, showed a lower normalized friction factor than the numerical model. This result supports the aforementioned claim that the flow solution most likely under predicted the strength of the vortices. The discrepancy between the realizable k-ε model and the SLA test coupon showcases just how much the roughness in the L-PBF microchannels amplified the design intent.

For the final objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss, the L-PBF microchannel performance matched almost exactly that of the numerical model; the performance of the SLA coupon, on the other hand, showed a lower normalized friction factor. An explanation for these results can take a similar form to that given for the results to maximize heat transfer: the numerical model under predicted the strength of the secondary flows in the channel. However, the surface roughness in the L-PBF channels enhanced vortex formation, which increased the friction factor. This design intent was, in fact, helped by the surface roughness because the goal to increase the fluid mixing was tempered by the goal to mitigate pressure loss. The optimized shape changes, in tandem with the surface roughness, led to the achievement of the design goal.

Communicating Channels

The shape changes in the communicating channels were focused on the areas surrounding the branches, and as a result, generated different shape changes than in the non-communicating cases. As such, an analysis into the performance of the L-PBF communicating channels can lend further insight into the efficacy of the design tool.

Figure 6-17 shows the friction factor from each of the optimized λ=0.1L communicating L-PBF and SLA test coupons, normalized by the baseline. As in Figure 6-16, experimental results from the L-PBF and SLA test coupons are included, along with the results from the numerical simulation.
An unexpected result shown in Figure 6-17 is that the L-PBF test coupon outperformed its numerical goal: the L-PBF coupon yielded a lower normalized friction factor than the realizable k-\(\epsilon\) model predicted. In the optimized channels, the branch shapes were morphed such that they introduced flow into the neighboring branch at a shallow angle, thereby mitigating jet penetration. This shape change was much more transferable to the L-PBF manufacturing process than that to mitigate backflow, and proved much less sensitive to the addition of high surface roughness.

Additionally, the sharp exit of the branch in the initial design (seen in Figure 6-2) did not build exactly as intended in the L-PBF test coupons due to its small size, and to the build angle chosen [115]. Figure 6-17 supports a hypothesis that the more easily-manufactured shape change, combined with the lack of intended jet penetration, led to a more successful representation of the optimized goal in the L-PBF channels. A similar hypothesis can be applied to the objective to maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss; the intended and unintended shape changes that mitigated jet penetration eclipsed those that sought to encourage fluid mixing.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.6\textwidth]{friction_factor.png}
\caption{Friction factor from the \(\lambda=0.1L\) communicating L-PBF and SLA test coupons, as well as the realizable k-\(\epsilon\) model, normalized by each configuration’s respective baseline channel.}
\end{figure}

The L-PBF microchannels optimized for heat transfer exhibited the same performance as intended. Again, most shape changes occurred near the branches, and served to intensify jet penetration. This shape change appeared to be less sensitive to the surface roughness than shape changes to promote stronger vortices. Due to the lack of sharp branch exit in the L-PBF coupons, the experimental results show that the surface roughness did not augment the intent to maximize heat transfer to the same magnitude as the non-communicating channels.
6.8 Conclusions

The genesis of the current study derived from a fundamental disconnect between numerical design tools and manufacturing processes. As additive manufacturing continues to generate excitement, the need for design tools that fully exploit its many capabilities will grow.

The current study used microchannel heat exchanger designs as the medium through which to investigate a simple, computationally-efficient optimization tool. The tool made of an adjoint-based sensitivity analysis, which informed shape change. Sensitivities of the design variables, which were comprised of every computational mesh node, were calculated using a steady flow solver, which was chosen to minimize the computational load. The optimization objectives were to (1) minimize the pressure loss between channel inlet and exit, (2) maximize the heat transfer on the top and bottom endwalls, and (3) maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure loss. Each objective was achieved numerically, and the resulting geometries were complex.

The four baseline and optimized wavy cooling channels were printed using a Stereolithography process that accurately replicated the designs. Two different wavelengths were studied; half of the test coupons contained channels that were isolated from one another, while the other contained communicating channels.

Experimental results showed that the design tool worked well. Despite the sensitivity analysis having been calculated from a steady flow solution, the chosen turbulence model captured enough flow features to generate a shape change that accomplished its goals experimentally. General weak points of the flow solver were found in its ability to capture the strengths of the vortices accurately.

This study also aimed to delve deeper into the results from previous studies in which the same optimized channels were manufactured using Laser Powder Bed Fusion. High surface roughness in these test coupons introduced flow features that were not taken into account in the simulation. Due to the surface roughness, shape changes that were particularly sensitive to surface roughness enhanced the friction factor well beyond its intended value. However, shape changes that were not as sensitive to roughness generated results that were comparable to the intent.

The fields of design and manufacturing are rapidly evolving. Tandem advances in both fields will lead to a closer link between an intended design and its manufactured part. Integrating the consequences of the additive process into design tools is an integral step in fully realizing the potential of the advanced manufacturing process. However, until such technology exists, an in-depth analysis of the current design tools can prove useful to those aiming for better, more efficient designs.
7 CONCLUSIONS

The relationship between additive manufacturing and design methodologies is an area with much left to explore. The previous five chapters shed some light into the intrinsic ties between design decisions and the resultant manufactured part. In general, the L-PBF process was able to reproduce a set of wavy microchannel designs that all differed depending on whether the design intent was to minimize pressure loss or maximize heat transfer. The performance of those microchannels relative to their intended design was influenced by the surface roughness in the channels; some channel designs performed as intended, while others did not. Surface roughness was also a factor in the L-PBF microchannel pin fin arrays. High surface roughness on the top and bottom endwalls, along with roughness on the pin surfaces itself, undoubtedly generated a complicated flowfield that promoted significant mixing.

The results from Chapters 3, 5, and 6 proved true an initial hypothesis that micro cooling channels, despite their small size, were an appropriate medium for an optimization analyses. Slight changes to the channel shapes affected the pressure loss and heat transfer measurements. Additionally, the adjoint-based shape optimization method was computationally efficient, justifying the use of a low-fidelity CFD solver as a viable component in generating improved designs. The following sections will summarize in more detail the primary findings from the studies in this dissertation.

7.1 Flow and Heat Transfer Performance of Wavy Microchannels

A key benefit to wavy channels is that they promote fluid mixing due to the centripetal forces that are enacted on the fluid particles. Wavy channels are not typically used in high mass flow applications, like those for gas turbine component cooling, but results from Chapter 3 proved that they perform well; especially at Reynolds numbers below 4000, wavy channels showed higher heat transfer than straight L-PBF channels of the same aspect ratio for the same frictional losses.

Two different wavelength channels from Chapter 3 were subjected to three different objective functions that sought to (1) minimize the pressure drop, (2) maximize the heat transfer, and (3) maximize the ratio of heat transfer to pressure drop. The sensitivity analyses that resulted from these objective functions identified important areas of the baseline designs that influenced the objective functions. The final, optimized shapes of these wavy channels were all distinctly different. These differences were captured well in the L-PBF manufacturing process; experimental results showed different flow and heat transfer properties of the microchannels.

However, not all objective functions were achieved. For example, the objective to minimize pressure loss in the shorter wavelength failed. Chapter 6 showed that this failure can be
attributed to the surface roughness, and not the intended design. The smooth, scaled-up SLA test coupons showed analogous results to the numerical simulations in that the objective to minimize pressure loss was achieved. The intent of the shape changes were to prevent backflow near the channel walls. The presence of the surface roughness rendered this shape change ineffective in the L-PBF coupons; the roughness features that protruded into the flow created most likely created secondary flows that increased the frictional losses.

The objective to maximize heat transfer, however, was achieved in the L-PBF coupons. Indeed, the SLA test coupons also showed a higher friction factor, which was indicative of stronger vortical structures, and implied a successful design intent. The shape changes achieved their goal to increase fluid mixing in order to increase the heat transfer. In the L-PBF coupons, the larger vortices encouraged by the shape changes most likely interacted with the smaller vortices generated from the roughness features. As such, the friction factor suffered immensely. The L-PBF channels optimized for heat transfer yielded a friction factor over 50% higher than the baseline. However, the heat transfer performance in the L-PBF channels exceeded that from the baseline by over 20%.

Chapter 5 presented a similar study as in Chapter 3, but with a different baseline configuration. The channels in Chapter 5 were still wavy in nature, at the same two wavelengths studied in Chapter 3, but were connected using branches that were designed to pull fluid from higher pressure regions in one channel to lower pressure regions in the neighboring channel. The branch entrance was filleted to minimize losses, while the exit was sharp to encourage jet penetration. The network of channels was created to mimic transport systems found in nature. Additionally, the addition of the branches was meant to encourage fluid mixing between the channels.

The majority of shape changes that occurred in the communicating channels took place around the branches themselves. For example, the objective to minimize pressure loss in the shorter wavelength led to a shallower angle at which the fluid from the branches was introduced into the primary branch. This design intent was replicated well in the L-PBF test coupons; the optimized channels showed a 10% decrease in friction factor relative to the L-PBF baseline design. This performance, in fact, exceeded that from both the simulation and the optimized SLA test coupons, which both showed a 5% decrease in friction factor relative to the baseline channels.

The L-PBF optimized channels are hypothesized to have outperformed the simulation because the branch feature designed to encourage jet penetration did not build quite as intended. The small size of the feature, combined with the chosen build direction, resulted in a rounded branch exit, instead of the intended sharp exit. The intent of the optimized branch shape, therefore, was helped by the build process’s inability to generate the geometric feature to encourage jet
penetration. Additionally, the optimizer’s design intent was less affected by the surface roughness. Unlike in the non-communicating channels, where the objective to minimize pressure loss was focused on near-wall backflow, the communicating channels focused on branch angle, which was a goal more easily achieved in the L-PBF process.

The objective to maximize heat transfer in the communicating channels also resulted in a performance akin to the simulation’s. The increase in heat transfer from the optimized channels relative to the baseline was near 10%; the simulation predicted an increase in heat transfer by 8%. The penalty to friction factor, however, was substantially lower than in the non-communicating case. The optimized channels showed a 5% increase in friction factor over the baseline, which matched that predicted by the simulation. The hypothesized reduction in jet penetration in the L-PBF channels may explain this result; the lack of sharp exit from the branches may have negatively influenced the channels’ ability to promote fluid mixing. However, other shape changes throughout the channel sought to increase the strength of the vortices in the channels. Those shape changes can be assumed to been successful, given the increased heat transfer performance by the optimized channels.

7.2 Pin Fin Arrays

Pin fins are commonly used in situations in which high heat removal is necessary and structural integrity is required. Cylindrical pin fin arrays are ubiquitous in both the gas turbine and electronics cooling industries. As excitement for additive manufacturing grows, knowledge of how the process affect pin fin array cooling will help designers make informed decisions.

As was the case for the wavy microchannels, surface roughness played a significant role in the performance of the AM pin fin arrays. The rough top and bottom endwalls most likely interacted with the wakes generated by the pin fins, which increased the heat transfer. Additionally, the wakes from the L-PBF pin fins can be assumed to be slightly larger than those manufactured conventionally; roughness features form on the pins themselves, making them more ovular than intended. As such, fewer pins are need in AM pin fin arrays than in conventional arrays.

Surface roughness was found to be a function of the pin density. More pins to be melted per layer during a build is hypothesized to have resulted in accumulated heat in the part, which attracted more loose powder particles. After a point, the higher roughness levels ceased to increase the heat transfer. Results from Chapter 4 showed the same heat transfer performance for two pin fin arrays with vastly different number of pins; the array with one sixth fewer pins showed about a 30% decrease in frictional losses. Therefore, the recommendation to use fewer pins in an array has two implications: (1) fewer pins are required to attain the same heat transfer because of the
inherently high surface roughness from the L-PBF process, and (2) fewer pins will keep the roughness levels in check.

7.3 Design Considerations for Additive Manufacturing

Future design tools will incorporate the effects of all additive manufacturing parameters on the performance of the design. Higher surface roughness can be intentionally added in areas that require better heat removal, for example, or smoother surfaces can be achieved on either up- or downskins by changing the laser power. Material properties can be considered in the heat transfer performance. The build direction can be factored into the design, as well, ensuring that the design does not contain any features that cannot build properly. Simply put, the possibilities are exciting. However, until such a close tie exists between modeled and manufactured parts, designers are left to improvise with the tools available now.

Designing for additive manufacturing requires a complete revamp in design procedures. Thinking in three dimensions is crucial, as is beginning to source design ideas from nature. Sharp corners or straight lines are rare in nature; future designs should borrow trends that mirror evolutionary successes. Mathematical tools, such as optimization strategies, can help immensely. The final output from an optimization study, however, should be critically analyzed. Some specific considerations are given below.

1. **Choose a baseline design wisely.** When using shape optimization, choose a baseline design that is complex enough to contain flow features that the sensitivity analysis can target, but not so complex that a RANS solution will lose key flow features. As previously mentioned, gradient-based methods (into which a sensitivity analysis can be categorized) are subject to local minima. Therefore, the starting point of a shape optimization is important. In topology optimization, on the other hand, the starting point is not important. In topology optimization, an open design volume, constrained only by a maximum possible volume, is filled with material in such a way that best achieves the optimization goal. However, options for commercially-available topology optimization methods that incorporate both flow and heat transfer are not available currently. Endeavors into exploring shape optimization, therefore, are worth the effort.

2. **Validate the chosen turbulence model.** A sensitivity analysis can only be as good as its input data. Spend a significant amount of time choosing the turbulence model that best captures the flowfield for the geometry of interest. In the current study, a variety of turbulence models were tested on a straight, rectangular channel of the same cross-
sectional area and length as the wavy channels. The realizable k-ε model yielded results that most closely matched friction factor and heat transfer correlations from the literature. When applied to the wavy channels, the realizable k-ε model was then assumed to aptly capture various flow features that affected both friction factor and heat transfer. The results from the SLA test coupon experiments validated this assumption.

3. **Closely investigate the intent of the shape changes.** How will these shape changes be affected by roughness? Roughness features from the walls protruding into the flow undoubtedly cause smaller, secondary flows that interact with the main channel flow. If the goal is to increase fluid mixing, for example, these roughness features will most likely augment the goal.

### 7.4 Recommendations for Future Work

The novelty and future potential of AM sustains widespread interest amongst researchers, with no dearth of motivating interests, proposed research topics or opportunities for collaborative efforts. While the AM process incurs some limitations, progress in the manufacturing industry is continuous and challenges related to surface finish, geometric tolerances, and tuning process parameters for different materials are actively being addressed by the research community. Materials that are developed specifically for AM will also introduce a step-change in the field, as will more integrated design procedures that take into consideration build direction, material properties, and process parameters.

Numerical work to gain a deeper understanding of the L-PBF process will be crucial. Modeling the complex physics of the process will allow for the development of more effective process parameters for desired as-built features. Additionally, the ability to model the large, complex, and irregular roughness features in commercially-available codes will be a huge boon to the industry. Current roughness modeling generally cannot apply to micro-sized channels; uniform, sand grain roughness, for example, is most effective in external flow applications. A deeper investigation into the possibility of applying discrete element roughness models, for example, to micro cooling channels will benefit designers immensely.

Another worthy goal may be to investigate multi-objective shape optimization schemes. Objectives to decrease pressure loss or increase heat transfer are useful, but the ability to find a balance between features that achieve such performance goals and features that can be built successfully will prove more useful. Incorporating the sensitivities of manufacturability may be lead to different shapes depending on the build direction chosen for the specific geometry.
Continued fundamental work in the flow and heat transfer properties of rough heat exchangers is necessary. Flow visualization studies on scaled-up roughness will be important in understanding its effects on flow through microchannels; Laser Doppler Velocimetry or Particle Image Velocimetry experiments to understand the size and influence of vortices shed from large and small roughness features will contribute much to the field. Such studies would be of equal interest for channels containing pin fins as for channels containing wavy features. Understanding the different levels of interaction could be useful when determining the build direction of the channels, or which process parameters to use in the manufacturing process.
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A APPENDIX A: DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF GEOMETRIES

This appendix serves as a supplement to the discussions in sections 2.4, 3.4, 5.4, and 6.4, where the wavy channel geometries were described. More details on the reasoning behind the geometric features of the microchannels will be presented here.

A.1 Variable cross-section versus constant cross-section

As previously mentioned, the channel curves were created using four 45° arcs. A rectangle of aspect ratio two (height to width) was swept along the curve to create the channel. The rectangle was kept normal to the channel inlet and, as such, created a contraction in channel cross-sectional area that depended on the channel wavelength. Figure 2-2 is reproduced as Figure A-1 to highlight the changes in cross-sectional area. Because of the manner in which the wave was constructed, the longer wavelength channels also had higher amplitudes, which led to a more constricted cross-sectional area.

![Figure A-1. Change in cross-sectional area for each of the wavelengths from the study in Chapter 2 through one wavelength of each channel. The longer the wavelength, the more significant deviation from the inlet cross-sectional area. This figure is a reproduction of Figure 2-2.](image)

Numerical studies were also performed on wavy channels with a constant cross-sectional area. For the \( \lambda=0.1L \) case, the simulation results predicted a decrease in friction factor augmentation of 4.5% relative to the variable cross-sectional area geometry; the decrease in Nusselt number augmentation was also 4.5%. For the \( \lambda=0.4L \) case, the constant cross-sectional area geometry showed a decrease of 8.5% in friction factor augmentation relative to the variable cross-section geometry; Nusselt number augmentation was 15% under the variable cross-section geometry. Given that two of the optimization goals of this study were to increase the heat transfer, the variable cross-section geometry was chosen as the baseline configuration.
A.2 Addition of branches between primary channels

Singh et al. [8] was the first study to include branches between primary wavy channels. The results from the Singh et al. study showcased the benefits of introducing a connection between channels. The addition of the branches increased the heat transfer over isolated wavy channels [8]: flow emanating from the branches disrupted the boundary layer on the primary channels’ walls. For reference, the design of Singh’s wavy channels is provided in this section, and is shown in Figure A-2. The branches were angled at 45˚ to the horizontal, and were positioned such that high pressure fluid from one channel was drawn into a region of lower pressure in a neighboring channel.

![Figure A-2. Communicating channel design from Singh et al. [8].](image)

In an initial attempt to manufacture communicating microchannels, we designed our channels to be exactly like those in the study by Singh et al. Simulation results from the isolated channels showed that the location of the branches from Singh et al. would translate well to the flow conditions of interest in the current study; the branches would facilitate flow movement from higher pressure regions of one channel and dump to lower pressure regions in the neighboring channel. However, upon receiving the results from the CT scan, we found that the branches did not build properly. Because the branches were included in between every primary branch, and because of the build direction that was chosen, the as-manufactured branches were unrecognizable as branches; instead, poorly-defined gaps existed between neighboring channels. A top-down view of the as-manufactured initial branch design is shown in Figure A-3. The solid material between the channels resembled discrete fins as opposed to the boundaries of coherent channels; therefore, the initial design was deemed unsuccessful, and a new design was created.

The new design corrected the mistakes of the initial design. For one, the branches were included in every other period in the streamwise dimension, and every other channel in the spanwise dimension. This pattern ensured that the primary channels themselves would retain their shape, and as a consequence, promote the intended flow features. Additionally, the branches in the new design included fillets. The target flowrate in the study by Singh et al. was well into the laminar regime and, as such, sharp corners at the inlet to branches were not as detrimental to the friction factor as would be the case at higher Reynolds numbers. Therefore, fillets were included at the entrance to the branches, and on one corner at the exit of the branches. The dimensions of the fillets are given in Figure A-4. The fillet radii were chosen visually.
As confirmation that the branches were included in advantageous locations, Figure A-5 shows contours of normalized static pressure from the isolated channel simulations. The contours show the difference between the local static pressure and the exit pressure, normalized by the pressure difference between channel inlet and outlet. The results from the isolated channel simulations were duplicated to include two neighboring channels. The channel from the communicating channels are included atop the contours from the isolated channels. As can be seen
in the figure, the entrance of the branch is centered on the region of high pressure in one channel; the branch exit indeed dumps fluid into a lower pressure region of its neighboring channel.

Figure A-5. Contours of normalized static pressure from the isolated wavy channel simulations; contours were duplicated to include two channels. The outline of the communicating wavy channels are laid atop the two isolated channel contours. The inlet to the branch is centered on the high pressure region of one channel, and exits into the lower pressure region of the neighboring channel.

A.3 Optimized Shape Changes: Peaks and Troughs

The primary focus of the discussion on shape changes in the wavy channels revolved around those located in between the peaks and the troughs of the waves. Certainly, the shape changes in those areas were the most severe; the centripetal force acting on the fluid particles abruptly switched signs in between the peaks and the troughs, and the optimizer targeted those flow patterns. As previously mentioned, the shapes at the peaks and the troughs largely mimicked those from the baseline design—when viewed at a distance, the cross-section was rectangular. However, upon zooming into slices at the peaks and the troughs of the optimized designs, further inspection revealed that the cross-sections were not perfectly rectangular, and did, in fact, differ very slightly from the baseline.

Figure A-6 shows a one slice taken at the streamwise middle of the channel, located at a peak in the wave design of the $\lambda=0.1L$ case. All four of the geometries (baseline, plus three optimized geometries) are presented in the figure and are laid atop one another for reference. These differences among all four shapes were incredibly small, and certainly not large enough for the L-PBF process to resolve. To note, however, the four corners of each of the designs coincide; given
that the optimization procedure was meant to modify the shape of the geometry, as opposed to its topology, the four outside corners of the geometry did not move, even when inspected at extremely zoomed-in views.

Figure A-6. Change in shape among all three optimized cases, plus the baseline, for the $\lambda=0.11$ wavy channel design. Slice location was taken at the peak of the wave; the optimized designs show slight deviations from the baseline’s pure rectangular cross-sectional area.

A.4 Nondestructive Evaluation

The setup for the CT scan resulted in a resolution of 35 μm. The resolution is set by a number of factors, two of which are the material of the part and the size of the desired scan area. A resolution of 35 μm (3.5% of channel height), was deemed to be sufficient to capture, at the very least, larger roughness features. No higher-resolution evaluations, such as Optical Profilometry or Scanning Electron Microscopy, of the internal surface roughness were performed for any test coupons in the current studies; no test coupons were cut open to more closely inspect the internal surface roughness. Ongoing research in the START Lab is investigating the effects of large scale versus small scale roughness on the friction factor and heat transfer performance of microchannels; an in-depth analysis of the surface morphology and roughness features’ effects on performance were not the focus of the current studies.
APPENDIX B: FURTHER DISCUSSION ON NUMERICAL MODEL AND ADJOINT METHOD

This appendix serves as a supplement to the discussions in sections 5.5, 5.6, and 6.5, which outlined the numerical method and described some of the optimized results. Further details on the adjoint method will be given here, as well as a more in-depth discussion of the numerical setup and numerical results.

B.1 Adjoint Method

The adjoint solver used in the current studies was developed using a discrete approach, as opposed to a continuous approach. In the discrete approach, the adjoint equations are based on the discretized form of the governing equations. Consequently, the adjoint equations are tightly tied to the chosen flow solver [23], which underscores the importance of choosing a solver that can reasonably capture important flow structures. For reference, in the continuous approach, the adjoint partial differential equations and the adjoint boundary conditions are derived explicitly [23]. Once derived, the adjoint equations can then be discretized. As such, the adjoint equations derived using a continuous approach are much less sensitive to the chosen flow solver. However, the added complexity of the continuous approach was deemed too great by Ansys, and the discrete adjoint solver was implemented for sensitivity analyses.

Modifications to the current studies’ geometries were based on a gradient algorithm. Mesh nodes were moved per the relation shown in Equation 1-1; \( x_j^n \) is the \( j^{th} \) coordinate of the \( n^{th} \) node in the mesh, \( J \) is the observable, and \( \lambda \) is an arbitrary scaling factor determined by both the sensitivities calculated from the adjoint equations and the degree to which the user prescribes a change in the observable (see Section B.2 for more information on the user’s role in the shape change) [23]. The sign of \( \lambda \) depends on whether the objective is to be increased or decreased.

\[
\delta x_j^n = \lambda \frac{\partial J}{\partial x_j^n}
\]

Problems that contain many degrees of freedom, and/or problems that contain turbulent flow can produce noisy values for the term \( \partial J / \partial x_j^n \) [23]. In these situations, computing the change in position for node \( x_j^n \) can result in surfaces that contain many inflections that would not be physically realizable and/or would result in poor-quality meshes. Mesh morphing, therefore, is implemented not only to smooth the resultant mesh, but also to smooth the sensitivity field generated by the solution of the adjoint equations.

The mesh morphing approach was designed to provide both global and local deformations that yield smooth shapes. The global deformation scheme ensures that the deformation field
maintains continuity in the optimized shape, while the local deformation scheme allows for locally sharper deformations if required to satisfy the objective function. A full mathematical description of these two different smoothing schemes can be found in [23].

**B.2 Implicit constraints on optimization method**

Once the adjoint equations have been solved to convergence, the user determines to what extent the geometry should be modified. In the design tool within the optimization toolbox, the user can choose by how much the objective function should be changed. The amount of change can be imposed as a percentage of the current value of the objective function, or simply as a prescribed, scalar value. However, if the change to the objective function is too great, the shape change generated by the sensitivity analysis may result in a poor-quality mesh, which would cause an inability to converge the subsequent flow solution. While the two deformation smoothing schemes mentioned in Section B.1 are applied to all shape changes, they are most effective for relatively small mesh movements: the topological definition of the initial geometry is fixed [23].

An example of too aggressive an objective change can be seen in Figure B-1. The baseline geometry was the $\lambda=0.1L$ isolated wavy channel case; the objective was to maximize heat transfer. The channel outlines shown are from the first design iteration; that is, the shape changes were the result of the first solution of the adjoint equations following the first flow solution of the baseline design. Channel outlines at one slice location are shown in the figure; the different outlines represent different imposed changes to the objective function. The baseline design is included for reference. All three of the colored outlines follow a similar trend, which is expected: the shapes were changed based on the results from the sensitivity analysis. However, with more aggressive prescribed changes to the objective functions, the shape changes started drastically changing the channel architecture. For example, where the objective function was to be increased by 20%, the left wall (from the reader’s point of view) at mid-height shows an upward curvature.

The resultant meshes from both the 10% and 20% prescribed increase in heat transfer did not yield converged flow solutions. These two cases showed a translation of the four corners of the optimized shapes relative to the baseline, which may have contributed to the fact that the flow solution could not converge. The shape change that resulted from the 7% increase in heat transfer did result in a converged flow solution, and was therefore used in for subsequent design iterations.

Especially at the beginning of the optimization procedure (early in the design iterations), the limits of the shape changes were pushed in order to generate the largest shape change. However, with further design iterations, the prescribed change to the objective function was slowly diminished. Smaller prescribed changes to the objective function ensured incremental changes to the geometry that would yield converged flow solutions.
B.3 Side wall boundary conditions

In the current studies, the side walls of the fluid domain were modeled as adiabatic. However, an argument for a constant temperature boundary condition on the side walls can easily be made; given the high fin efficiency of these microchannels, the side walls may be considered to be at the same temperature as the heated top and bottom walls. To understand the potential difference in results, the previously-described optimization procedure was applied to a simulation with side walls held at the same constant temperature as the top and bottom endwalls. The optimization procedure was run to completion; that is, the design iterations continued until no further changes to the shape took place. Seven design iterations were performed for the geometry with the adiabatic side walls, while three iterations were run for the geometry with the constant temperature side walls.

The objective function for this exploratory simulation was to maximize the heat transfer. In the case with the adiabatic walls, the increase in heat transfer from the optimized design over the baseline design was 26% (Table 5-1); with the constant temperature side walls, the final increase in heat transfer was 7% over the baseline.

Figure B-2 shows one slice each from the two different side wall boundary conditions. On the left side of the figure is the constant temperature side wall boundary condition, and on the right side is the adiabatic side wall boundary condition. The slices are colored by non-dimensional...
temperature, defined in the same way as in previous chapters. The non-dimensional temperature is significantly higher in the constant temperature boundary condition case than in the adiabatic boundary condition case; the two extra surfaces contributing to the heat transfer expectedly increased the non-dimensional temperature. However, the shapes between the two slices are remarkably similar. The right-hand wall bowed outward significantly at the channel mid-height in both cases, with a slight outward bow also seen on the left-hand wall.

The slice location shown in Figure B-3 is at the peak in the channel, just beyond the location shown in Figure B-2, and shows normalized axial velocity with secondary velocity vectors overlaid. The flow patterns between the two different boundary conditions are very similar: velocity vectors point nearly directly upward (near the right walls) or directly downward (near the left walls), acting to force fluid toward the top and bottom endwalls. The magnitude of normalized velocity is also similar between the two boundary conditions.

Figure B-2. Comparison of shape changes at one slice location for different side wall boundary conditions. Contours are colored by non-dimensional temperature.
Even with the constant temperature side wall boundary condition, the goal of the optimizer appeared to focus on the flow structures and generating stronger vortices. Despite the different boundary conditions, and the undoubtedly different local temperature distributions, the shape changes remained of the same ilk. The optimization procedure was based on the flowfield calculated by the various flow solutions. Maximizing heat transfer, therefore, appeared to be less about the boundary conditions, and more about the flow structures induced by the geometry, which is encouraging for future applications of this optimization method. Assuming the dominant flow structures are captured accurately by the flow solver, the inability to impose the exact experimental boundary conditions (solid domain, conjugate heat transfer, etc.) may not have too large an effect on the optimized geometries.
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